The location of Umm Chatil: a note on BM 116618 — A clay cone fragment currently in the British Museum (museum no. 116618, CDLI no. P232543) and carrying an inscription of Gudea of Lagash (RIME 3/1.17.26. ex. 13, cf. Steible 1991, I:279), is said to derive from a locality named ‘Umm Chatil’, to be located somewhere in the vicinity of Tall Zurghul, eastern Dhi Qar governorate in southern Iraq. This toponym is only attested in connection with BM 116618, and the only information as to its exact location ultimately derives from the files of the Expedition of the British Museum and the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania to Ur from 1922 to 1934. On the catalogue card of the corresponding finds number, U 299, we read ‘Found at Umm Chatil, lat. 31° 22′ N, long. 46° 35′ E, 4 or 5 miles E of Zerghul’ (Sollberger 1965, 35). The piece was discovered by and presented to the expedition at Ur during the first field season in 1922–23 by Major L.M. Yetts (er roneously recorded as ‘Vetts’ in Sollberger 1965 and several later publications), British army officer and then-political advisor to local authorities in and around Nasiriyah (unknown, 1962, 243–244).

The note on the catalogue card provides two separate, relatively congruent locations. If we assume that the datum used by Yetts is closely comparable to WGS84 used by Google Earth today, the coordinates 31° 22′ N, 46° 35′ E translate into a location ca. 8.5 kilometres due east of Tall Zurghul, which agrees roughly with the distance of 4 to 5 miles (6.4–8 km) east of the same site. At the time of discovery, said location appears to have been a relatively barren area removed from the marshes of the Haur Ghamātica to the south and west of Tall Zurghul. The coordinates clearly form the basis for an approximate location of Umm Chatil given in previous versions of the ANE.kmz by Pedersén, but no identifiable archaeological feature can be found there.

Detailed contemporary maps available online, namely sheets of the British Mesopotamia Expeditionary Force (M.E.F.) ½-inch Mesopotamia-series, do not extend into this area, but some topographical features are included on a 1942 US Army ¼-inch map sheet copied from a 1922 British Mandate period original (US Army Map Service, 1942). This includes a tall, conspicuous mound around 2,500 m north of the coordinate location and some 8,000 m east and slightly north of Tall Zurghul, which is named ‘al Machātil’. The corresponding location in the Atlas of the Archaeological Sites in Iraq (DGAM 1979, Map 72 no. 10) gives Tall al-Majātil (تَلّ الْمَجَاثِل). A mound in the same location also appears on modern web mapping services as ‘Tall al Majatil’ (تَلّ الْمَجَاثِل) (OpenStreetMap) and ‘Tall al-Majātil’ (تَلّ الْمَجَاثِل) (GeoNames).
When juxtaposing the two toponyms, it is quite easy to see how ‘al -Majātil’ (المجائل) could have been misheard or -read as ‘Umm Jātil’ (أم جايت) at the time when BM 116618 was discovered. While the former appears a regular nominal form of an Arabic verbal root, the etymology is not clear to us. We have not been able to find any references to the latter toponym, which appears to carry no obvious meaning. The form ‘Umm Chatil’ (‘mother of Khālid’) given by Braun-Holzinger (1996, 15) seems erroneous, and does not appear anywhere else in the literature.

In light of the phonetical similarity of the above placenames and the overall agreement in location relative to Tall Zurghul as described in the catalogue cards of the Ur excavations, the identification of ‘Umm Chatil’ with Tall al-Majātil seems, at least to the present authors, certain (cf. Rattenborg et al. 2021, UCH). As no survey of the mound has been undertaken as far as we have been able to ascertain, whether to consider Tall al-Majātil, with the visible mound extending over an area of a modest 6 ha, a settlement of any importance during the reign of Gudea of Lagash remains anyone’s guess at this point. Not the least because the inscription on the clay cone concerns a temple at Tall Zurghul, and so may have ended up at Tall al-Majātil entirely by accident (e.g. Suter 2000, 36–38).

![Map of the area around Tall al-Majātil](https://www.bing.com/maps)
2) Observations on ŠÁM and KI in the archaic text corpus — In the note on BA, GI and GU₇ in the archaic text corpus (NABU 2018/93), it was pointed out in footnote no. 17 that some subgroups of the verbs discussed there require separate treatment. This is to a certain extent done here¹). Although only tentative interpretations can be offered, at least some misconceptions can be dispelled. All combinations of BA, GI and GU₇ with ŠÁM and KI, ŠÁM and KI alone as well as the term ŠÁM.KI will be examined. This is less about the signs ŠÁM and KI in general than about their meaning as possible verbs or “verb modifiers”, i.e. essentially their role in summands (“n KI”), “intermediate subscripts” and subscripts. With KI, one primarily thinks of a noun; ŠÁM, to anticipate the obvious question, has nothing to do with the Sumerian verb ŠÁM = sa₁₀ (to buy; to sell)²), but is originally also a noun. Before the actual evaluation, some characteristic properties of KI and ŠÁM are presented.

Ad KI:

For KI in field texts, cf. OBO 160/1, 211–213 as well as a3/TRIBUTE 59. KI occurs as a constituent of personal names (Ē KI: MS 2863/27), occupational titles (AN ḪI KI NUN: a3/OFFICIALS 27) and place names (NUN KI: a3/GEOGR 1, iii10); it is also part of product designations (?) (KI KÙ in c1/193). KI turns up in several terms that can be found in school texts: KI A (c21/228); BU KI (c21/298; cf. m1/1–4 and ~156); EN MÍ KI (c21/255; cf. m1/39); KAŠ EN KI (c21/261); U₄ KI (c21/220); GURUŠ KI (a3/VOCAB 1, i2). KI also occurs in terms in lexical lists other than those already mentioned (see a3/p245f.), KI? SAG (a3/TRIBUTE 84) amongst others also in the subscript of c31/150. The frequent BA KI, which appears as an independent entry in a3/TRIBUTE 92, may stand in place of a personal name (cf. W 20274,89, line 1.b3), occur as part of a place name (a3/GEOGR 1, iii9: EN ZATU647 BA KI), may be additionally specified (a7/20493,2: BA KI, BAR) and may occur with and without indication of quantity (m3/67, rev. i.1.c2: n <barley> BA KI; IM 134389, subscript: BA KI).

Ad ŠÁM:

ŠÁM is a personal name (cf. c1/194), a constituent of personal names (APIN ŠÁM² [W 20817]; (SE) GĪR ŠÁM [c31/110]) and part of occupational titles (ŠÁM APIN [a5/9168,d (parallel to KINGAL)] and GAL ŠÁM [a6/17973.f; m3/67, iv6; cf. the “GAL occupations” in a3/Lú A (GAL ŠUBUR, GAL IN-s₄+BAD,…; the comparison suggests – but does not prove – that ŠÁM may not originally be considered a verb])). ŠÁM can be additionally specified (W 20274,2: BAR, ŠÁM) and occur with and without indication of quantity (W 20274,2, subscript: n ŠÁM;…; c31/91, subscript: ŠÁM PN).

Ad ŠÁM.KI:

ŠÁM.KI is a place name (a3/GEOGR 2, ii5) and therefore probably also occurs as a personal name (c1/77).

The following combinations are attested:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KI</th>
<th>BA KI</th>
<th>GI KI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c31/117</td>
<td>c31/174</td>
<td>only in c31/197 and MS 2863/29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ŠÁM</th>
<th>BA ŠÁM</th>
<th>GI &lt;ŠÁM&gt;⁷</th>
<th>GU₇, ŠÁM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c31/91</td>
<td>c1/176</td>
<td>only in m1/49</td>
<td>c1/106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BA, GI and GU₇ are “basic verbs” denoting a “delivery status”. Apart from GI, they also occur in Sumerian. Together with KI and ŠÁM, they can form a new “unit”; whether ‘GI ŠÁM’ was actually used is questionable (but not important). Two attested examples with BA:

---
Key texts for the interpretation of ŠÂM are m4/67 and m3/26. “Because of” m4/67 ŠÂM has a concrete original meaning, because of m3/26 (and m3/83) it has an additional figurative meaning. On the obverse, m4/67 has two columns with the intermediate subscripts “ŠÂM PN (= SAG.nutištu)” and “ŠÂM PN (= EN A)”; on the reverse one reads in column i “n MÌ ŠIM” and “m <MÌ> ŠÂM”; the total in column ii is “AN.MAR, n + m MÌ, ŠÂM ŠIM”. This shows that ŠÂM and SIM are “equivalent” (or “belong to the same category of meaning”). SIM, as its graphic representation indicates (jug with additional spout/“bung hole” at the bottom and indicated contents), denotes a liquid or a vessel; the sign ŠÂM (according to its drawing a sack (?) of grain) could be the equivalent for “dry products” (various cereal products, on the other hand, are denoted in the total by ŠE, not ŠÂM; m3/26, subscript; also the comparison of m3/82 with m3/83 [ŠE plus ŠÂM] shows that ŠÂM generally does not denote the product as such; in m4/67 the opposite ŠIM vs. ŠE would presumably not have been clear-cut). The subscript could then be translated as “AN.MAR (a temple household in Larsa: m4/p14f.); n + m women, <who each supervise two others: m4/67 obv.>, <for the production of> liquid (SIM) and solid (ŠÂM) (grain products)⁷). ŠÂM thus has a “tangible” original meaning. Text m3/26 has on the reverse in column i the three summands “n GU₁ n” BA₁ n” GI [Ø]”, and in column ii the summing up subscript “ŠÂM; PN₁, PN₂; n + n’ + n” ŠE, PN₃, PN₄”. Assuming that ŠÂM actually does not denote a PN here, this might suggest that ŠÂM be considered a verb (an expression) that stands “above” the verbs for the delivery states BA, GI, and GU. However, an unambiguous interpretation cannot be given. BA, GI and GU could refer, for example, to bookings for a business entity, and ŠÂM to confirmation of correctness by a higher authority (“transaction duly completed, audited” or similar; for the hierarchy in administration, see NABU 2018/93, p. 148 top). Texts such as m3/60 (the verb is BA [obv.]; final subscript on the reverse: KUŠIM, LAGAB n ŠE, ŠÂM BA [ŠÂM is thus an addition] – <for> beer bread [(?); KU ŠIM⁶], summa summorum n barley, “audited” [ŠÂM], allocated [“brought before eyes”, BA]) or c31/99 [GU₇ vs. ŠÂM] could also be understood in this sense. ŠÂM thus possessed a (much more frequently used) figurative meaning in addition to the basic meaning. In the archaic administrative texts, when two verbs, each denoted by a sign, are placed next to each other, they obviously possessed a (much more frequently used) figurative meaning in addition to the basic meaning. In the archaic administrative texts, when two verbs, each denoted by a sign, are placed next to each other, they obviously describe two independent actions or states of affairs⁷).

Further examples to clarify the meaning of ŠÂM:

ŠÂM occurs primarily in texts dealing with cereals (for exceptions see below)⁹). Text c31/91 (see above) shows almost certainly that ŠÂM qualifies the delivery status (BA). Also c31/197 (subscript: n ŠE, BA; ŠÂM) and presumably c1/176 point in this direction. Larger quantities of grain are (further) found in m3/60 (ŠÂM BA), m3/83 (PN, n ŠE, KUŠIM, ŠÂM, BA), m3/61 (without verb) or m3/82 (ŠÂM KUŠIM, GU₇). GU₇ usually refers to a product (cf. NABU 2018/93, note 7); here, however, it is presumably further specified by ŠÂM (so ŠÂM is not a product in this case). The situation in c1/106 is comparable. In c1/137, small quantities of cereal products are listed; the subscript reads ŠÂM GU₇ (?; the photograph does not allow a clear decision). The grain products were probably not bought or sold, but produced and consumed. In m3/29⁰ (n ŠE, 37 months, DUBLAGABLAGAB, KUŠIM ŠÂM) ŠÂM qualifies the barley used for the production of “beer bread” over three years; again, everything argues against “to buy” or “to sell”.

In the subscript of W 20274.2 (Š BAR ŠÂM, EZEN×SU, 3N₅₇+NUNUZ [a PN]), the eight persons mentioned in the text are referred to as “BAR ŠÂM” (ŠÂM here is probably not a product made by or for those individuals). The individuals were hardly bought or sold “in addition” (“BAR”: M. Green, Animal husbandry at Uruk in the archaic period, JNES 39 [1980] 6–7), but were put on stand-by (in whatever form); see also Englund, OBO 160/1, 177.

In a5/9123.k (n GUKKAL² ŠÂM P[N]) ŠÂM could specify the sheep (“sheep for fattening” (?)?; present-day concentrated feed for sheep contains barley and oats) as well as the (checked) delivery status. Similarly, a5/9655.g7 (NUN₁ [Ø] (cdli: X )) ŠÂM 14 GU KKAL₁ SU² II 10) could suggest that ŠÂM is a shorthand spelling for sheep for fattening (the interpretation remains uncertain, however).

On the meaning of KI:
The subscript of c31/117 reads “m GU₇ | n KI | m + n KAŠ, m’ BA | m’ GI | m’ + n’ KAŠ | m + n + m’ + n’ LAGAB KAŠ”. It contains KI in addition to the three standard verbs BA, GI and GU₇. Since GU₇ (“debited”) and KI form one group (besides the second group [BA | GI]), this could suggest (not prove) that KI also denotes something that is no longer present (a delivery made by the supplier that is not yet debited). The easiest way would be to think of a delivery that falls outside the scope of the usual delivery system (rations, etc.). As KI means, among other things, “field” (cf. also a6/10602; m1/1), it could be an unscheduled handover made outside the city (a real interpretation is not possible here either). As shown, KI can occur together with BA and GI. In this case, BA and GI designate, as usual, the delivery status, here referring to the unscheduled handover KI. ‘GU₇ KI’ should not exist; neither does it exist, which hopefully is not a coincidence:

m GU₇ + n BA KI = m + n ŠE (on the part of the supplier, the KI handover has been made, but it is not yet debited [GU₇]; it is still “in front of the eyes” [BA] of the receiver): m3/67 rev.; m GU₇ + n BA KI = [Ø] GU₇ (in this case KI is already debited): c31/174 rev. Addenda:

a) Attested sums with BA, GI or GU₇ plus ŠÁM or KI (if not already mentioned):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m SAG + n BA KI = m + n ŠE (likewise for emmer)</td>
<td>c31/151;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m [ ] + n BA KI = m + n UDU BAR</td>
<td>MS 4503;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m BA KI + n PN + … = m + n + … ŠE</td>
<td>m3/49;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m ŠE Hī.gunû + n ŠE BA KI = m + n Hī.gunû ŠE (grouts)</td>
<td>c1/117;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[m’1] GU₇ + n BA KI = [m’1] + n’ (emmer)</td>
<td>c1/104;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m GU₇ + n KI BÜLUG = m + n (malt)</td>
<td>c1/155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Attested pairs of opposites (if not already mentioned):

m ŠE BA, SZÁM vs. n GI KI c31/197;

on the fragment m3/34 the verb GI is found on the obverse, BA ŠÁM on the reverse; in c21/103 GI belongs instead to a personal name (if not, cf. the opposite BA ŠÁM vs. GI in m1/49). The KI in question in c31/52, obv. 4.a should, judging from the structure of the text, belong to a personal name.

Not all attestations (apart from sums and pairs of opposites) have been cited. In most cases, the ŠÁM and KI passages are consistent with the interpretations considered, but – as is to be expected – unclear cases remain (see already above [“sheep for fattening”]). Examples: the meaning of KI in c1/142 or in the subscript of m4/3 (cf. on this m4/1, ii1). In c31/42 and MS 4513, KI could refer to a short-term provision of asses (KIŠ). “[ ] KI” in W 20817 remains uncertain; it could denote the delivery, but also belong to a personal name, “MAŠ KI” could be a PN; in connection with sheep, it occurs three times: MS 2390 (n UDU | GI MAŠ KI | PN), MS 2433 (n UDU | GI, MAŠ KI) and MS 3880 (n GĀN l m UDU MAŠ KI | PN). It is conceivable (especially because of the positioning of the signs in MS 2390) that GI belongs to the personal name in the first two cases mentioned(2). The subscript “[Ø] BA KI” of the fragment W 21733,6 would refer to a delivery of, among other items, the dairy product GÁRA. In W 16114, the subscript “BA KI” (?) (cldi: BA X KI) would characterise three products (?), all of which contain the sign DIN. “BU, NAGAR A, BA SZÁM, EZEN GĀN” (MS 3003, obv. ii2) cannot be translated unambiguously (BU, NAGAR A seems to be a personal name).

Notes

* Abbreviations as in NABU 2018/93. – CDLI: Cuneiform Digital Library Journal. – PN: person(al name); (ED: Early Dynastic; PE: Proto-Euphratic).

1. The (PE) writing phases Uruk IV and Uruk III were taken into account; the Sumerian archaic texts (ED I–II) were examined but remain largely unconsidered.

2. In that sense, however, Monaco (“purchase”: c1/note 35; catalogue entries on the texts c1/137, ~176 and c21/103; “sale”: c1/p269), Englund (“exchange goods”: catalogue entry on m4/64; “slaves (?) to be traded (?)”: catalogue entry on m4/67) and Nissen et al. (“Tausch (?)”: Frühe Schrift und Techniken der Wirtschaftsverwaltung im alten Vorderen Orient [1990] 67).

3. Further examples: 1N₅₇ PN | 2N₅₇ BA KI = 3 DUG (a7/20493,7);... 6 BA KI | NAR A | X[ ] | 19 N₂₁ | () (MS 2862/8+MS 2900/8); see NABU 2018/93, note 17.

1. GU₇₂, à titre de note 1, AB, mo. 2021.

2. Monaco, CDLJ 2005:1, § 7, comes to a different conclusion for BA KI: “rations not delivered”, “locally (supplied) rations”; the sum of the entries he refers to in § 7.4 is not correct, cf. Englund, OBO 160/1, fig. 57, p. 163 and note 382. Furthermore, BA in lines i1.b1 and i1.b2 does not denote a ‘verbal expression’ (“rations from BA”, to allot [in Sumerian]), but is part of personal names.

3. GUᵢ₇ in c1/207 is most likely a personal name; possibly this also applies to DUG? KI in c1/174 and KAŠ KI in c1/208 (cf. on the other hand KAŠ KI KU in the product list c1/140).

4. Cf. “pasta” (farinaceous products) in Italian: spaghetti, but also cake.


NE-na-dāšṭi (cité par Archi 2019), où la sortie d’une mesure de laine sert à la réalisation de quatre níg-dug-DU pour les beaux du chariot cérémoniel qui doit conduire le roi d’Ébla près du Mausolée des ancêtres à NE-na-dāšṭi. Toutefois, si l’utilisation de la laine en rapport à la fabrication de conteneurs n’est pas trop évidente, la traduction « covering/ribbon », proposée en alternative par Archi (2019), ne semble pas non plus convenir au terme níg-dug-DU. D’ailleurs, on ne peut suivre Archi (2019) même pas quand il affirme que « the verb kin₂-aka requires an object not in metal, therefore in wool », étant donné que kin₂-aka est, en revanche, régulièrement employé en relation à la fabrication de tous les objets d’artisanat, y compris les objets en métal (Pasquali 2005 : 5-6).

De plus, bien que dans la liste lexicale bilingue éblaïte l’entrée níg-dug-DU (VE 6) n’ait pas de traduction sémitique, le sens de récipient, généralement attribué à ce terme sumérien, repose aussi sur la glossation générique de *qallahat, qu’il traduit de façon générique par « vase », mais qui, en revanche, signifie plutôt « chaudron ; casserole ». En somme, il s’agissait bien d’un récipient de cuisson (Cathcart 1972 : 57-58). De Moor a cru reconnaître aussi ce même terme à Ougarit dans la graphie ḡlh, qu’il considère comme un thémonyme : le « defied cook-pot » (de Moor 1970 : 318). Si la proposition de Conti peut être retenue, alors on peut difficilement invoquer la glossation de VE 106 à l’appui de l’interprétation de níg-dug-DU comme « portable jar » ou « case, box ». À un objet en métal semble renvoyer aussi l’attribution de níg-dug-DU dans la « ED Metal List » (MEE 3 26 r. VII : 1), étant donné que dans la source mésopotamienne de la liste ce terme sumérien est remplacé par NIN-úgururuda, qui, comme me le signale gentiment G. Marchesi, peut être interprété comme un objet en métal, voire un « vase ».

À mon avis, toutefois, il n’est pas du tout certain que dans tous les contextes éblaïtes, et en particulier dans [1-2], níg-dug-DU indique un objet. Le terme semble plutôt se référer à un opérateur cultuel qui a accompli une tâche concernant l’objet ţu₂-a-tum lors d’une cérémonie liée aux déesses ṣa-da-ma et ṣTU. La mesure na₄ représentait alors la rétribution que l’on donne à cet opérateur pour sa prestation. Un passage d’un texte encore aux déesses concernées. Dans ces cas, les termes níg-ba pour les bœufs du chariot cérémoniel qui doit conduire le roi d’Ébla près du Mausolée des ancêtres à NE-na-dāšṭi semblent, lui aussi, nous orienter vers cette conclusion. Il s’agit de [3] (voir Conti 1990 : 79) a proposé une comparaison avec le rare terme hébraïque *qallahat, qu’il traduit de façon générique par « vase », mais qui, en revanche, signifie plutôt « chaudron ; casserole ». En somme, il s’agissait bien d’un récipient de cuisson (Cathcart 1972 : 57-58). De Moor a cru reconnaître aussi ce même terme à Ougarit dans la graphie ḡlh, qu’il considère comme un thémonyme : le « defied cook-pot » (de Moor 1970 : 318). Si la proposition de Conti peut être retenue, alors on peut difficilement invoquer la glossation de VE 106 à l’appui de l’interprétation de níg-dug-DU comme « portable jar » ou « case, box ». À un objet en métal semble renvoyer aussi l’attribution de níg-dug-DU dans la « ED Metal List » (MEE 3 26 r. VII : 1), étant donné que dans la source mésopotamienne de la liste ce terme sumérien est remplacé par NIN-úgururuda, qui, comme me le signale gentiment G. Marchesi, peut être interprété comme un objet en métal, voire un « vase ».

À mon avis, toutefois, il n’est pas du tout certain que dans tous les contextes éblaïtes, et en particulier dans [1-2], níg-dug-DU indique un objet. Le terme semble plutôt se référer à un opérateur cultuel qui a accompli une tâche concernant l’objet ţu₂-a-tum lors d’une cérémonie liée aux déesses ṣa-da-ma et ṣTU. La mesure na₄ représentait alors la rétribution que l’on donne à cet opérateur pour sa prestation. Un passage d’un texte encore inédit semble, lui aussi, nous orienter vers cette conclusion. Il s’agit de [4] (voir Archi 2019), où un tissu précieux et de la laine sont donnés à une femme qui a réalisé le maš₂-da-bu, tandis que par parallélisme 4 mesures bal de laine sont la rétribution d’un jeune homme (1 dumu-nita) qui a accompli l’action exprimée par le terme níg-dug-DU. Cette possibilité est prise en compte par Bonechi (2016 : 61) aussi qui traduit níg-dug-DU de [1-2] par « the (women in charge of) the portable jar ». Quelle que soit la signification précise du terme, compte tenu de l’absence de l’indication dam ou dumu-munus qui précède presque toujours les termes indiquant les noms de fonctions féminines, je considérerais plutôt ce personnage anonyme comme un opérateur cultuel masculin, ce qui semble être confirmé par le passage [4].

À mon avis, on ne peut pas exclure que níg-dug-DU soit en rapport sémantique avec GIŠ-dug-DU (voir en dernier Pasquali 2020 : 404), un terme par excellence énigmatique, mais pour lequel on peut citer, dans les listes lexicales mésopotamiennes, l’équivalence ṣu₂-dug-gub(DU)-ba = kannu ša mé et kannu ša mašṭi, « metal potstand or structure to support containers with pointed bottom » (CAD, K, 154 ; voir aussi Waetzoldt 2001 : 194-195).

4Ga-na-na


Deux moutons sont offerts pour l’« apport » (mu-DU) du gui-a-tum de la déesse 4Ga-na-na (pour cette déesse voir Pasquali 2013).

4Gü-ša-ra-tum :

4Gü-ša-ra-tum.

Ce passage nous confirme que la graphie gü-a-tum indique bien un objet. En effet, on y enregistre la sortie de sept images cultuelles et de sept gü-a-tum en bronze en tant qu’offrande aux 4Gü-ša-ra-tum, les sept déesses préposées aux naissances (pour lesquelles, voir Pasquali 2006).

4Â-da :


Cette annotation très concise est le seul cas à ce jour connu où l’objet gui-a-tum est du ressort d’une divinité masculine. J’écarterais la possibilité que la graphie se réfère à un terme différent.


Très récemment, à ce propos, Bonechi (2016 : 62) a affirmé péremptoirement que le gui-a-tum des textes « has nothing to do » avec la glose de VE 521 et a proposé qu’il s’agissait plutôt du « local name » de l’instrument qui sert à sectionner le cordon ombilical. Par conséquent, Bonechi interprète la graphie éblaïte comme « guláltum < *gulám-t-tum, from a root *glm, ‘to cut’, attested in Arabic, Ge’ezi and Saharî, from which terms for ‘scissors, clippers’ derive », en considérant en même temps que la traduction « vase », proposée par d’autres auteurs, « trivialize the contextes » (Bonechi 2016 : 63). Il s’avère, en revanche, que, contrairement à ce que Bonechi pense, gui-a-tum dans les textes aussi est la lecture sémitique de géšpu, comme nous le démontre le passage suivant :


où l’objet est du ressort de la déesse Išhara, exactement comme dans [5-6]. La sortie d’une mesure na₄ de laine et d’un kù-sal en métal précieux ainsi que la concomitance des offrandes pour la célébration du maš-da-bû près du temple de la déesse 4Ga-na-na lie cet extrait aux autres passages concernant le gui-a-tum et cités ci-dessus. De plus, l’étymologie de Bonechi présente un problème d’ordre philologique : si gui-a-tum tirait son origine de la racine *glm, dans l’extrait [11] où ces objets sont livrés au nombre de sept, la troisième consonne radicale m serait réapparue dans la graphie devant la ð longue de la désinence du pluriel féminin, comme c’est le cas, par
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4) Ad Suter 2018\textsuperscript{1}) – another instance of early ekphrasis — In her study of the Culminating Scene of the Stele of Dāduša of Ešnunna, Claudia Suter discusses the literary history of OB ekphrases. She provides a table covering more than 70 instances of ekphrasis, or ekphrasis-like passages, with the oldest cited example (although only attested in an OB copy) possibly hailing from the reign of Narām-Sū'en (RIME 2.1.4.1001).\textsuperscript{2} As Suter notes, it remains unclear if that case is genuine, or rather an interpolation of the inscription’s OB copyist.\textsuperscript{3} Not discussed by Suter are two further OB copies of statue inscriptions of Erridu-Pizir, a “mighty” Gutian king of Akkade (RIME 2.2.1.1 and RIME 2.2.1.2).\textsuperscript{4} The relevant lines read (in Frayne’s translation):

\begin{quote}
\textit{E2.2.1.1}
\begin{itemize}
    \item ii 13-27 Thus Erridu-pizir, the mighty, king of Gutium [and] of the [f]our [qua]rrters: ‘At that time I fashioned a statue of myself and (...) set a… on its neck…'
    \item iii 20-24 (= colophon 2) Inscription…: its image… U-[…], general of M[adga]
\end{itemize}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textit{E.2.2.1.2}
\begin{itemize}
    \item viii 6'-7' (= colophon) Inscription on its shoulder: its image: (his) foot treading on the (neck of)…
\end{itemize}
\end{quote}

The formulations in the colophons suggest the copying of the original post-Old Akkadian inscriptions. If genuine, and not interpolations by OB copyists, these two instances would be the second-oldest cases of ekphrasis (or: ekphrasis-like passages), only slightly later than the inscription of Narām-Sū’en mentioned above. But unlike the latter, which only gives a broad description of the image as “his might and the battles in which he had been victorious” (RIME 2.1.4.1001, 4’-11’), the ekphrases in Erridu-Pizir’s inscriptions describe the king of Gutium and his attire, an enemy general, and finally the act of treading on the neck of someone, presumably that of the subdued enemy ruler KA-Nišba of Simurrum. Thus, E2.2.1.2 might be the oldest textualization of the ‘triumphator’-motif otherwise attested again only in the Tirigan-inscription of Utu-ḫegal (RIME 2.13.6.4, 121-123)\textsuperscript{5}) and younger royal inscriptions.\textsuperscript{6)}
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5) Vocabula sumerica 1. UGU — Le Glossaire sumérien-français que P. Attinger vient de publier constitue déjà un instrument de travail indispensable et va faire progresser la recherche sumérologique dans les années à venir. En me basant sur cet ouvrage, mais sans en reprendre toutes les citations, j’espère livrer sous forme de notices succinctes mes propres réflexions sur la structure du champ sémantique de certains mots. Je commencerai avec ugu.

Attinger, Glossaire p. 1101 donne à ugu (qu’il lit “ugu₆”) le sens de « donner naissance ». Mais comme ugu n’est jamais verbal, il faut plutôt lui laisser son sens premier de « (qui est au) dessus (de la tête, du corps, ou d’autre chose) » et analyser ama-ugu, a-a-ugu comme « mère sommitale, père sommital », c’est à dire « qui est tout en haut, à l’origine » de la lignée dont nous descendons ou à qui nous remontons — le même type de composition que dumu-saq ‘fils-tête’ = fils aîné ; ur-saq ‘chien-tête’ = « champion ». On peut en déduire que l’enchaînement a capite ad calcem qui structure les données dans des listes lexicales
— non seulement Ugu-mu, mais aussi Nabnitu — et les séries médicales n’est pas un pur fruit des élucubrations des lettrés, mais que l’association ugu-commencement était déjà enracinée dans la langue.
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6) Vocabula sumerica 2. ZAL et le temps qui fond — On peut traduire le sumérien zal en français par ‘passer’, mais à vrai dire seulement dans la tournure X-loc ud+zal « passer son temps à… », c’est-à-dire quand le verbe a ud pour objet. L’étendre à d’autres contextes (y compris le simple ud+zal, où ud est sujet) est au sens strict une erreur (que j’ai commise aussi, mea culpa) provenant de notre propre conscience linguistique du « temps » que nous voyons ‘passer’ ou ‘s’écouler’ comme un fleuve.

Le sens ‘walk’ ou ‘pass by’ que M. Civil a voulu déduire de la première ligne d’Enlil et Namzitara (AfO 25 [1974/1977], p. 69) n’a été accueilli que timidement par les éditions qui ont suivi. En fait zal n’est jamais un verbe de mouvement.

1) Le sens premier est « se dissoudre, liquéfier, fondre » (Attinger, Glossaire p. 1151 sq.), akk. naḫarmumut. C’est sans doute pour cette raison que zal s’écrit avec le signe NI = graisse ; la métaphore « liquéfier comme du suif » est connue dans la littérature sumérienne et les magiciens passent leur temps à façonner et à faire fondre des statuettes de cette matière.

2) De là découle — si j’ose dire — le sens « se répandre, s’épancher » dit d’une chose qui répand sa propre substance.

3) ‘Décomposer, démonter », par ex. dans étal zal : é zi-dē urim₁₁₂₃ gul-la-gen₇₁ ir-ra mu-ni-in-zal « Elle se répand en larmes sur la bonne demeure comme s’il s’agissait de la ruine d’Ur » (Löhnert 2009, 264) ; on a la même métaphore dans le français « fondre en larmes ».

4) On semble avoir un emploi absolu de zal avec le sens de ‘(se) relâcher, (se) détendre, (se) laisser aller’, un sens qui se dérive aisément de ‘fondre, se répandre’ :

al-ĝen al-zal kiĝ-e ba-lā « il va, il se laisse aller, il est inapte au travail » Dial 1, 97, Matuszak, ZA 109 (2019), 19 ; la trad de Matuszak « vertrödelte (die Zeit) » semble bien rendre le sens général ; ‘baguenauder’ (Attinger, en italique) tient compte de l’absence de complément.

Si on accepte cette analyse, le seul passage vraiment difficile à expliquer reste celui qui avait incité Civil à faire de zal un verbe de mouvement : nam-zi-tar-ra ḫ en-lîl mu-zal-le, inim mu-na-an-du₁₁₁ (Namzitara 1–2). Il pourrait s’agir du sens 4 (« Enlil se détendait » ? Il voulait peut-être s’amuser) ; mais on peut aussi comprendre « N., Enlil qui faisait commencer l’année lui adressa la parole », avec zal+e(erg) comme l’envisageait déjà Lämmerhirt (CM 50, 398), ou bien « N., Enlil, à l’aube de l’année, lui adressa la parole », avec un complément de temps analogue aux exemples de ud zal-le que cite Attinger). C’est au premier nisan que se détermine le destin pour l’année.
5) Composés.

gir₁⁷(KA)-zal (Attinger, p. 416). Il me semble peu probable que gir₁⁷-zal « joie exubérante, explosion de joie » contienne le mot « nez », puisqu’on a à époque ancienne un signe différent de KA, mais ce n’est pas tout à fait impossible. Si pour nous aujourd’hui un nez qui coule est un symptôme plutôt morbide et repoussant, c’est aussi un signe d’émotion ; voir M. Jaques, *Le vocabulaire des sentiments*, AOAT 332, 259–263.

gú-zal guzallu (Attinger, p. 432) qualifie des êtres humains, mais est encore de sens incertain.

Antoine CAVIGNEAUX <antoinecavigneaux@gmail.com>

7) *Vocabula sumerica 3. su/sù(-g), marû su-su/sù-sù —* Attinger (*Glossaire* p. 936 sq.) rend sù(-g) par « être plein, rempli, inondé, recouvert (de laine) » ; « (se) rassasier ; combler » ; « dénuder » ; sù(-ga) par « vide » ; « creux (de paroles) ». Cette contradiction appelle à cor et à cri une explication. Les problèmes sont nombreux et nécessiteraient un traitement monographique détaillé, mais j’essaie d’esquisser une vue d’ensemble.

Plusieurs classifications sont possibles, mais pour faire ressortir la logique d’emplois à première vue inconciliables, je poserais comme sens premier : « être lisse, lisser, aplanir, niveler » ; sans doute à l’origine identique à su-b, qui a pour seul sens « frotter, enduire » (les textes d’Ur III écrivent toujours su-ba pour qualifier un objet enduit de bitume, sauf dans é̂-a ba-rí-ga ba-ab-su-ga « bitume servant à enduire un boisseau » BPOA 1, 1437) ; alors que les dérivations de su-g sont très nombreuses : tendre (un mouton) ; compenser, remplacer (une perte, un manque) ; rembourser (une dette, un arriéré), peut-être venger ; fournir en suffisance ; amener une chose à sa forme simple, à sa nature essentielle (sans mélange) ; su-ga/sù-ga comme adjectif : « tondu (d’un animal) ; nu ; vide ; pur, absolu, rien d’autre (que la chose qualifiée) ».

1) « être lisse ; lisser, aplanir, niveler »

bar su-ga « dont la peau est épilée, lisse, nue » ≠ bar ĝál « (animal) pourvu de sa toison, non tondu » (Ur III passim, presque toujours écrit SU) ; à distinguer de bar-sù(d) « long extérieur » (terme musical).

Qualifiant siki, les graphies qui n’explicitent pas la consonne finale peuvent laisser dans l’incertitude sur l’interprétation : on attend le plus souvent siki sù-dr ‘long poil’ comme dans siki sù-ud-mu « mes longs cheveux » Ugu-mu 15 ; mais on a aussi siki sù-g : sipa e-zé-ni siki sù-sù-ga-àm « Les moutons du berger ont une toison très lisse » DI A 54 (un emploi qu’on pourrait ranger aussi sous 5 (fournissent suffisance de laine) ou 6 (sont tout laineux)).

an-bar sù-ga « fer poli ».


a-ab-ba sù-ga-àm « étendue d’eau dont la surface est lisse » ; on peut peut-être classer ici :

a-gàr sù-sù-ge ku₆ nu-un-de₇ « les champs entièrement lissés (par l’inondation ?) ne donnaient plus de poisson » *Malédiction d’Akkade 173* ; j’avais compris (dans Volk 2015, 330) « Die verödeten Fluren… » (sens 2) ; mais — comme le note P. Attinger dans sa traduction de 2019 sur son site électronique *ad loc* — la ligne précédente a-gàr gal-gal-e suggère une épithète plutôt positive ; Attinger lui-même traduit « Les champs inondés… », anticipant la confusion entre su-∅ et su-g (voir *sub 7*). On peut aussi comprendre « Toute l’étendue des champs… ».


2) « nu » au sens concret :


3) « vide ». L’emploi 2 avec su- ‘aire’ montre très concrètement comment on passe du sens de ‘nu’ à ‘vide’ : ša-sù-ga « ventre, vide, à jeun » ; mais ša-sù-ga, selon le contexte, peut signifier aussi « sans habits, nu » (2). En français aussi ‘nu’, ‘plat’ et ‘vide’ peuvent être synonymes.

Dans ce sens aussi adverbialement : gú izi-ka 85al um-ma-ni-in-zal zà-ge₄₄ um-ma-lá, e-ne sù-ga-ni/bi nu-mu-e-ši-du-un Al-Apin 134–135 ; Mittermayer, UAAV 15, 116 « quand il démonte la houe au bord du foyer et la laisse de côté pendue au mur, je ne le laisse pas partir chez toi sans rien, (on lui donne à boire et à manger et on lui paie son salaire) » (pour la traduction de zal voir Vocabula sumerica 2).

4) « Régler (une dette, un arriéré) ; rembourser, remplacer ; satisfaire (un créancier) » (faire table rase) : peut-être à l’origine en lissant la table des comptes :


(Baranamtara dam Lugalanda énsi-lagas-ka-ke₄₄₃) i-sù-sù-ge-š₄₄ « B, épouse de L, gouvernante de Lagash les (les créanciers) a satisfait » Nik I 17 (= Edzard, SR 45) v 1.

ša-bi su-ga est un terme de gestion administrative, par ex. ša-bi su-ga niğ-kasg (ŠID) še-ka / l-žgal « (Panier à tablettes) contenant (…) et ce qui a été réglé des comptes d’orge » AAS 199 et passim Ur III.

Il faut peut-être ajouter le sens de ‘venger’ (< réparer un dommage), v. infra 8d.

5) « Mener une chose ou un processus à complétion, de manière qu’il n’y ait rien à ajouter, ni à retrancher ; fournir/recevoir la quantité égale au besoin ; avoir assez de qch » :

nin-e (kù inana-ke₄₃) úr-kù-ga ki-nù ni-šin-i-n-sù-ga-ta « Quand la reine (Inana) eut pleinement joui du repos dans le pur giron (du roi) » Iddin-Dagan A 189/190.


On a du₁₀₉g/sù-g en parallèle à l’henidiads ša/bar dans ša du₁₀₉-ga bar sù-ga libba uṭṭib kabatta uṣrîš « il apporte joie et satisfaction » (ack) Gabbay, HES 2, p. 132, b+2.

ki-e-ne-di-di nu-mu-un-sù-ga-šu₁₀₈₁₀ « mon jeu que je n’ai pas terminé ! » Gilgameš Enkidu aux Enfers 171. é-li-gára-sù-ga « la maison qui fournit à satiété (?) » graisse et crème » (un temple) pourrait aussi être rangé sous 6 (la maison toute graisse et crème).

6) sù-ga adj., par dérivation du sens ‘lisse, sans accroc, parfait’, souligne la qualité absolue de la chose qualifiée, qui n’est rien d’autre qu’elle-même, surtout avec des noms abstraits, mais parfois aussi des mots concrets (< a-ab-ba sù-ga-àm « rien que la surface de la mer » 1) :

niğ-me-ğar sù-ga « silence absolu » ; silence de mort ».

nam-taq sù-ga « faute absolue, capitale, impardonnable » ou « châtiment irrévocable ».

ša-lá sù-ga « qui ne connaît que la miséricorde » (Bauer 1967, p. 224).


la-la sù-ga « pur bonheur, bonheur parfait ».

li-li sù-ga « charme absolu ». D’où peut-être l’équation lexicale sù-ga = riṭṣu « exulter ».

é-me-lim₄₁₀-sù-ga « Maison toute de splendeur rayonnante » (ŠID SR 45 iii 3). Ici on est tenté de traduire « Maison qui montre de splendeur ». Ce sont peut-être des emplois de ce type ou des emplois comme la Maléd. d’Akkade 173 (v. 1) qui sont à l’origine de la confusion signalée en 7.

Je rangerais ici encore : id ki-ğar-ra-bi-ta ku₄₉ mušen sù-ga-àm « Le canal, du fond de son lit (à la surface ?) est tout poisseux et volatiles » ou : « Depuis que le canal a été établi, on ne voit plus que poissons et oiseaux » Tinney, JCS 51, 48 : 461, ligne composite mais comparer ūri₄₉-ma a du₄₉-a-bi ku₄₉-àm diri-bi mušen-àm « Les eaux apportées à Ur sont tout pleines de poissons (ne sont que poissons), sans oublier les — 13 —
oiseaux » ibid. 41 : 25 et //. La traduction par ‘plein’ est parfois inévitable en français, faute de mieux, mais elle ne reflète pas les associations sémantiques du sumérien.

7) Outre su-d’ ‘être loin’, il y a deux verbes avec lesquels su/sù-g ne doit pas être confondu :
   ▶ a) su-ò/sù-su « Couler, noyer, engloutir (typiquement dans l’eau) » est un autre verbe (Attinger, p. 927). Les textes d’Ur III donnent toujours mà su-(a), jamais *mà su-ga (v. BDTNS), de même mà su-a-ba « Alors que les bateaux coulent… (les bottes de roseaux liées ensemble maintiennent la cargaison à flot) » Gilgamesh et Huwawa A 111–113.

Dans les sentences suivantes on a les deux verbes dans la même phrase :

- tukum-bi òdù-mà diri-ga òdù-mà ru-ru-gù ba-su òdù-mà nu-ub-su-su-su « Si un bateau qui descend le courant coule un bateau qui le remonte, il (le pilote) n’a pas à remplacer le bateau (coulé) » ;

Cependant (à cause de la surface lisse de l’eau sous laquelle tout disparaît) la tradition tardive a fini par confondre les deux verbes :

zi kalam-ma ba-an-sù-ge-e ži kalam-ma ba-an-sù-ge-e « ils noient la vie du pays » SpTU 2, 1 i 5.


Ce verbe traduit un mouvement mais semble aussi intimement associé à l’eau. Le sens originel semble être se mouvoir par reptation, comme un poisson, une anguille ou un serpent (que représente le signe graphique) ; frétiller ; serpenter (d’un cours d’eau) ; tordre ou secouer pour faire gicler un liquide ; essorer ; asperger.

a-sà-ta a im-sèg-gà sù-a « champ drainé de l’eau de pluie (évacuée avec des seaux et à coups de balai, ou en la dérivation à l’aide de rigoles ?) » TMHNF 1-2, 294 (C. Wilcke, BBVO 18, p. 315).

On a le même verbe dans le rite ér-sù-a « larmes qui ont jailli » c’est-à-dire « (cérémonie) qui fait pleurer (d’émotion ou de joie) » (plutôt que ‘rite accompagné d’aspersions’) passim Ur III (v. Sallaberger, Der kutische Kalender, p. 191).


Difficile :

- a) òdù-sù-sa ZA 91, 224 i 19 : « celui de la maison vide ? », une divinité qui reçoit un culte à Umma.
- b) òldag šitanz-na-ba nu-sù-ga-mu ildakku ša ina rāṭīšu là i-ri-ša IV R 27, 1, 6 « Peu plier qui n’a pu (enfoncer ses racines assez profondément pour) atteindre la rigole ? » (sens òa pour *su-a ou 5 ?) // òldag šitanz-na nu-būlūg-gā-(a)-mu « qui n’a pas grandi dans la rigole » (VS 2, 26 i 10 et //, Alster [1986] 29) ; akk. « qui ne s’est pas réjouit (riāṣum) », cf. sù : riāṣu (lexical).
- c) sù-ga-sa-g formant refrain dans CT 15, 19, 4–12 // CT 58, 11, 12.14 :

4. dumu é-gal-a-ni nu-mu-un-sù-ga-mu « mon fils qui n’a pu achever/jouir pleinement de son palais » (sens 5 ?)
6. lù edin-na-keg nu-mu-un-sù-ga-mu « mon (fils) à qui l’homme de la steppe n’a pas permis cet achèvement/cette jouissance » (sens 5, causatif ?)
8. lú ka-ba-ra-ke₄ (// ka ambar-ra-ke₄ CT 58, 11, 18) nu-mu-un-sù-ga-mu « … ? »
10. lú ka-aš-ka-sa-ke₄ nu-mu-un-sù-ga-mu « … ? »
12. lú ĕ-hu-gal nu-mu-un-su-ga-mu « (mon) (fils) auquel le méchant (pour ĕ-hu-gal-e !) n’a pas permit cet achat ».

Noter l’alternance graphique SU/SÚ. À cause du parallélisme, et sachant que lú edin-na-k, lú ka-ba-ra-k (ka<-aš–bar-ak ?), lú ka-aš-ka-sa-k et lú ĕ-hu-gal sont des êtres malfaisants, le sens 5 paraît le plus vraisemblable dans chacune de ces phrases.

• d) galam-ma na-an-ug₃-ge-en-dumu in-sù-ge ty-da « Ne tue pas (un homme ?) ingénieux (?) ; il a un fils qui prendrait sa place/le vengerait (?) » Instr Šur 262 (sens 4 ?).
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8) Vocabula sumerica 4. TE = écarter, éloigner ? — Dans la plupart des contextes le verbe te peut se rendre par ‘approcher’ (akk. teḫû). Il fait partie de la classe très restreinte des verbes qui ont un marû avec augment consonantique (teḫû). Sur les cinq entrées de PIzi II 114–118, quatre ont des gloses aisément explicables : lētu, simtu, teḫātu, teḫû). Pourtant la tradition lexicale plus tardive donne, entre autres équivalents de TE, le sens de ‘s’éloigner’. Les séries Izi E 93 sqq. et Aa VIII/1, 185–205, très proches l’une de l’autre, contiennent toutes deux nesû et pupuru (v. CAD s. v.). Il serait s’agir — il est vrai — d’un contraire (te ≠ nesû), pourtant on est frappé par les équivalences paléo-babyloniennes de CUSAS 12, 252, 182–187 :

182. šu te-en-še « reçois de lui » : múḫurušu « va le trouver »
183. šu te-mu-un-še « reçois de moi » : múḫuranni « viens me trouver »

Dans ce premier groupe on peut admettre qu’on a des traductions idiomatiques. Le suivant (184– 187) est plus surprenant :

184. te-ba : iši « éloign-toi »
185. te-ba : duppir « va-t-en »
186. il-lá : duppir « enlève »
187. te-mu-da : išannī « éloigne-toi de moi »

Il s’agit sans doute de sumérien d’école, cependant ces expressions semblent refléter des situations de la vie courante, donc un langage réel. En tout cas l’équivalence te = nesû était déjà présente à l’esprit des scribes paléo-bab., on le voit aussi dans la glose de BM 98396 (CT 58, 5 = Kramer 1982), 17 (//23), commentée, mais mal interprétée par Stövegjártó (2020, p. 182) ĕ-g-ka-aš te-te-a // ki-li-um ni-zi ni-zi, c’est-à-dire kilillum nesi nesi « le cri est lointain, lointain » (avec ĕ-g-ka-aš = makkaš ikkillumikillum).

Comment expliquer cette contradiction ?

C’est que le sens de te n’est pas simplement ‘approcher’, mais plus précisément ‘entrer/mettre en contact avec une chose ou avec quelqu’un par un mouvement linéaire qui affecte la chose (dir) ou la personne (dat)’ : an-né ba-te… ŭuruš-ra mu-na-te (Thomsen, JNES 51 [1992], 22–23 l. 1.8 et passim) « (l’œil) touche le ciel… touche le garçon… », pour le malheur des victimes de ce toucher.

L’emploi le plus fréquent est šu-te ‘recevoir (qch)’. Fondamentalement la forme šu ba-te est intransitive (qch entre en contact avec les mains). Comprise ainsi l’expression pourrait traduire une sorte de jeu joué par deux partenaires invisibles, et refléter théoriquement aussi bien le point de vue du donneur que du receveur, l’un poussant (éloignant) vers l’autre l’objet d’un don, d’un échange ou d’un marchandage.

Dans la réalité de nos textes le junctus est construit ergativement (šu ba-n-te/ ba-nši-n-te), et c’est le point de vue du receveur qui est privilégié. On semble alors avoir affaire à une sorte d’étrange construction...
causative : ‘qn (erg), s’adressant à qn (term), fait (?) qu’un objet (abs) vienne toucher les mains (dir). En réalité l’ergatif ne marque pas l’action, mais l’acceptation d’une chose et en même temps d’un acte et des obligations qu’il implique.

Le terme a un emploi juridique très général (impliquant une obligation, ou tout au moins une relation avec le donneur), il reflète assez bien la situation d’une personne qui, sans rien dans les mains, doit les remplir, mais aussi en particulier la situation du groupe des vendeurs dans les contrats de Fara, puisqu’ils abandonnent un bien immeuble (qu’on ne peut manier) pour toucher (comme on dit en français) des prestations meubles. Cette situation explique peut-être pourquoi c’est exclusivement le point de vue de l’acceptant qui a été privilégié dans l’usage du composé šu+te, mais la syntaxe de l’akk名词 ‘aller au devant de (qn), recevoir (qch)’ a dû jouer un rôle. En effet l’exemple CUSAS 12, 252, 182–183 cité plus haut montre clairement que šu+te peut être utilisé exactement comme mahāru.

te se dit aussi métaphoriquement d’affects sensoriels ou émotionnels (nī, ḫi-li,-ul), le plus souvent d’attaques importunes, des flèches, des coups de lance ou d’aiguillon ; de la maladie, de la peur ; des agaceries, des taquineries. Cela se reflète dans les listes lexicales par les équivalences comme saḫālu ‘pioquer’ (Izi E 101 ; par erreur saḫālu dans Aa VIII/1, 195) ; ruṣṣā ‘maltraiter, ennuyer’ (A VIII/1, 198) ; kuddu ‘maltraiter, harceler’ (v. Krebernik, ZA 94 [2004] 236).

On comprend ainsi comment le même verbe peut exprimer ‘approcher’, mais aussi le mouvement inverse ‘éloigner, écarter’, en fonction des infixes dimensionnels, comme ba ‘diviser’ –> + dat. donner une part (qiāšu) ; + abl. prélever (našāru) ; + com. partager (zāzu). Cependant les attestations de cet emploi restent rares, peut-être à cause de la proximité de te avec l’akkadian tehū, qui ne peut avoir ce sens.
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9) Beth Shean 3:\ A Sumerian Royal Inscription revealed in Nehemia Zori’s Archaeological Inheritance — The short note below reports the recovery and study of an intriguing object which was found in the temporary section at the Israel Antiquity Authority’s (IAA) storeroom at Bet Shemesh, among objects from the archaeological activities of Nehemia Zori in the Beth Shean Valley and Jordan Valley in the modern state of Israel.\ The object is a clay cone, whose front tip is now missing (fig. 1). It is inscribed with a royal inscription in cuneiform, in the Sumerian language, from the founder of the Third Dynasty of Ur, King Ur-Nammu, who according to the standard chronology reigned from the years 2096 to 2048 BCE, and so is but is one of over 100,000 cuneiform documents attested for the period (see e.g. the Database of Neo-Sumerian Texts [BDTNS]). Thus, to be blunt, the appearance of yet another Ur III piece is not always worthy of detailed discussion. However, what is unique about the object presented here is that it was held in modern times among finds from the Beth Shean Valley, and so the object has a most intriguing possible archaeological and historical context, namely, northern Canaan, as early as the Intermediate Bronze Age. If correct, this would make this Ur-Nammu cone the first cuneiform find from the third millennium ever found in Israel, predating the Middle Bronze Age tablets from Hazor by at least two centuries, and the third cuneiform find from the Beth Shean area. Unfortunately, the provenance of the find in the vicinity of Beth Shean remains far from proven, an unfortunate situation which we will address below prior to our short edition of the inscription.

The Provenance of the Nehemia Zori, Ur-Nammu

The available chain of evidence, and availability of cuneiform finds from Middle and Late Bronze Age Canaan may support the proposition that the cone reached the the Lower Galilee from Sumer in southern Mesopotamia. These include 10 cuneiform finds from Middle Bronze Age Hazor (Horowitz W., Oshima T., and Sanders S., Cuneiform in Canaan, The Next Generation, 2018: 63-88), which is only 85
kilometers or so due north of Tel Beth Shean along the Jordan Valley, and an Old Babylonian period (Middle Bronze Age) inscribed cylinder seal from Beth Shean itself that was published in *Cuneiform in Canaan* as Beth Shean 1.3)

However, we cannot offer proof for the object’s archaeological context, at a specific excavation or site excavated by Zori other than the fact that it was once held together with artifacts from Zori’s excavations and surveys as part of the collection of the archaeological museum in Bet Shean, which was opened when the State of Israel was established in 1948. This museum contained the materials from the Zori inheritance, all of which was later transferred to the IAA when the museum was closed in 1986. Thus, the appearance of the Ur-Nammu cone in the IAA temporary stores, is consistent with a theory that the cone is a genuine archaeological find from the Bronze Age. The authors made a number of inquiries among colleagues familiar with the history of the Beth Shean excavations in an attempt to confirm this theory, but were unable to resolve the issue satisfactorily. As such, there is no evidence that precludes a theory that the object was excavated in Iraq and brought to Israel in modern times.

Most significant remains the hard fact that there is no evidence for a clear and definite archaeological context or chain-of-evidence connecting our Ur-Nammu cone with Zori’s activities, and it is hard to believe that Zori would have left such an important find unmentioned if he had found it during one of his excavations or surveys. Further, the history of modern Assyriology in our region suggests that the object reached the museum in Beth Shean by other means, for example, as a gift which came to be included, for one reason or another, with materials from Nehemia Zori’s excavations. It is even possible that the object has nothing to do with Zori whatsoever, but was donated directly to the museum in Beth Shean, and so came to be included with Zori’s materials when the museum closed. Such accidents of circumstance and coincidence are well known in relation to cuneiform texts. For example, a still unpublished fragment of a Sargon II inscription was found in a box of discarded items at the Institute of Archaeology of the Hebrew University, and an inscribed brick of Amar-Sin, the grandson of Ur-Nammu, was found at a monastery in Abu Gosh near Jerusalem (Oshima NABU 1999/55).

The Text

1. ṣaNanna (For) Nanna
2. amar-bân-da-an-na The rampant young calf of the Heaven-god An
3. dumu-sag First born son of
4. ṣaEn-líl-lá of Enlil
5. lugal-a-ni his (Ur-Nammu’s) king
6. Ur-ṣaNammu Ur-Nammu
7. nita-kalag-ga The mighty male
8. lugal urki-ma-ke₄ The King of Ur-
9. ē-temen-ní-gùru-ni The temple, ‘Foundation Platform which Bears Splendor,’
10. mu-na-dù He (Ur-Nammu) built for him (Nanna)

Ur-Nammu, the mighty male, the King of Ur, built the temple ‘Foundation Platform which bears Splendor,’ for (the Moon-god) Nanna, the rampant young calf of the Heaven-god An, the first born son of Enlil, his king.

Commentary

The current inscription offers nothing new in the way of philology or historiography. The standard work on Ur III period royal inscriptions already offers more than 50 inscriptions of Ur-Nammu, that are known from a total of more than 500 exemplars (Frayne, *The Royal Inscriptions of Mesopotamia, Early Periods 3/2, Ur III Period, 9-89*). In fact, the largest number of attested exemplars for any Ur-Nammu inscription is 163, for ours, which Frayne lists as Ur-Nammu 11. These 163 exemplars are held in museums and tablet collections around the world including the British Museum, University Museum in Philadelphia, the Iraq Museum in Baghdad, and a few other smaller collections. Our item is thus at least the 164th recorded example of the inscription Ur-Nammu 11. Thus, as noted our object would only be noteworthy if we could demonstrate that the object was recovered in archaeological remains from the Land of Canaan, rather than Ancient Sumer.
Petrographic Analysis

A petrographic analysis was conducted in order to determine the provenance of the cone. The tip of the cone was broken away and a pink patina developed on the surface. A small sample was taken from the broken edge for a petrographic analysis. A naked-eye examination of the fresh break exhibits green dense clay with tiny voids. The color of the clay is significantly contrast to that of the pink patina.

The examination under the petrographic polarizing microscope shows a greenish inactive clay with about 10% non-plastic inclusions of silt to sand-sized grains up to 200µm. Most of the inclusions are angular quartz grains and other components are feldspar grains, rounded and elongated brown stains (iron oxides), bone fragments, microcrystalline quartz fragments and rounded isotropic particles. The inactive clay and its green color are attributed to high firing temperature.

Comparative data of the raw materials and techniques used for ceramic vessels and other clay objects along the Beth Shen Valley during the Bronze Age as well as later periods has been gathered through several petrographic studies. Ceramic and other clay objects from the Beth Shean Valley are usually characterized by low-fired calcareous matrix with tufa (travertine) fragments as a predominant inclusion, or variegated sand-sized calcareous and volcanic rocks derived from the Jordan River or other local streams such as the Harod stream.

The petrographic-based provenance of the foundation clay cone is not conclusive. A remote provenance is suggested based on the inclusions and the high firing temperature which are different from that of the local vessels of the Bet Shean Valley. Based on the inscription, one might assume that this ‘remote provenance’ must be southern Mesopotamia. However, even if the object was manufactured and inscribed in Ancient Iraq, this does not preclude the possibility that it was brought to Canaan in ancient times, eventually came to rest in the Beth Shean Valley, where it was then excavated thousands of years later by Nehemiah Zori and his archaeological team, or by others in modern Israel.

Final Verdict

Is the Sumerian Royal Inscription revealed in Nehemia Zori’s Archaeological Inheritance a modern donation to the Nehemia Zori’s Archaeological Inheritance, or an archaeological find from the Beth Shean area, and so Beth Shean 3 in the Cuneiform in Canaan corpus? Probably not, but just maybe!
1. The object was found during the end of August 2014, by IAA workers under the supervision of Mrs. Rebecca Cohen-Amin while arranging materials from the late Nehemia Zori in the temporary storeroom in Bet Shemesh. Nehemia Zori (Tsori) was the inspector of the Department of Antiquities from the late 1930s through the late 1970s. He was in charge of the Bet Shean, Central Jordan and Harod Valleys, as well as the eastern Lower Galilee. In this capacity, he conducted a pioneering survey in the Bet Shean Valley and adjacent areas as well as many salvage excavations. During the years 1950–1967 he was in charge of the local archaeological museum at Bet Shean.

2. The artifact bears registration number ‘ןב 3870’. The meaning of the ligature ‘ןב’ is the abbreviation for דואו antiquities museum, i.e. Beth Shean Archaeological Museum, where Zori was director from 1950-1967. Substantial efforts were performed trying to locate the collection catalog of this museum in order to determine the archaeological origin of the artifact. However, the catalog could not be located in either the IAA archive, or in the Bet Shturman archive at Kibutz Ein Harod (Meuhad), and conversations with several relevant people also did not yield a copy of the catalog. However, a few pages of the catalog were located on April 14, 2015 in the IAA storeroom at the Ha-Movil junction. The first page starts with the item number 3971, which is a fragment of a dedication limestone pillar(?) from the synagogue in Beth Shean. There is no date when the registration of this and the subsequent item took place. However, the date of the registration of the third record in this page is December 31, 1967, meaning that the item discussed here had been registered no later than this date.

3. Beth Shean 2 is an Amarna Period letter on a small clay cylinder from Tagi to Labaya. For cylinder seals from Middle Bronze Beth Shean see Mazar, A., ‘Middle Bronze Syro-Anatolian Cylinder Seals and Impressions from Tel...
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Lastly, Lubanda is mentioned as énsi in a Drehem tablet of most recent edition (C. Liu, *The Ur III Administrative Texts from Puzrish-Dagan Kept in The Harvard Museum of the Ancient Near East*, HSS 68, Leiden-Boston 2021, Nr. 454). Here it is recorded that the dog breeder Lugal-urani received a she-ass (eme) and six young donkeys (dir) by Lubanda, the governor. The tablet is dated at § 35. So, the tenure of Lubanda as governor of Issarigigr goes at least from § 35 to § 39.

There is another queer feature in the above-mentioned envelope of NYPL, 281. Ursaga, dumu of Dada, the owner of the seal dedicated to Lubanda, énsi of Irisa, rig goes at least from § 6 young donkeys (dir) by Lubanda, the governor. The tablet is dated at § 10-11 (§ 33), where he gets an amount of barley; M. Sigrist - T. Ozaki, *Administrative Texts in the British Museum*, PPAC 5, Changchun 2913, 602 rev. I 10-11 (§ 33), where he gets an amount of barley; SNAT, 260 obv. II 19 (§ 34), where he is responsible of 270 working days of ĝuš; M. Sigrist, *Tablettes du Princeton Theological Seminary, Époque d’Ur III*, Occasional Publications of the Samuel Noah Kramer Fund 10, Philadelphia 1990, 570 obv. 2 (§ 35), where he supplies an amount of barley to the singer Aradmu; G. A Barton, *Haverford Library Collection of Cueneiform Tablets or Documents from the Temple Archives of Telloh, Part III*, Philadelphia 1914, tav. 144, 383 obv. 10 (lost date), where he receives an amount of ninda. Therefore, he seems to have been an official of the Giršu administration. Now, given the concurrence both of the patronymic and of the years of their activity, it would be a remarkable coincidence if the official of Giršu and the Lubanda’s “servant”, who was active also in Umma, were different men. But, such a mobility of an official of middle rank, who was not a “messenger” or another official of this category, is rather unusual.

Notes

1. IS 4 is the last year in which the tablets of Issarigigr (about two dozens) are dated to the reign of Ibibi-Sîn. Among these texts two are of the last month (D. I. Owen, *op. cit.*, 983; CUSAS 40, 1209).

2. Among the many officials by the name of Ur-mes mentioned in the Drehem texts dated to the last years of Šulgí there is also a sabra (see R. K. Englund, ASJ 14 [1992], p. 102, 4 rev. 1: § 46 IX) who too could be the author of the above-mentioned mu-ku₄ of sheep.

3. In these two tablets (the former one is not wholly legible) the title of “governor of Issarigigr” is preceded not by the name Nanna-ziša₃alg, but by another important office held by him, “the zabar-dab₇” (see the following note).

4. Successively Nanna-ziša₃alg ascended to the higher tenure of governor of Giršu, even if only for about one and a half years. Indeed, he has to have been governor of Giršu from AS 3 VI (however, in two Drehem tablets, dated at AS 3 XI, his direct predecessor Ur-Lamma is yet mentioned as governor of Giršu: C. A. Peters, *ARRIM 4* [1986], p. 4, 14; D. C. Snell, ASJ 9 [1987], p. 255, 38) until AS 3 VI on the basis of two other Drehem tablets (PDT 1, 537; D. I. Owen, Mesopotamia 8-9 [1973-74], p. 152, 8), in which Nanna-ziša₃alg, énsi of Giršu, receives 149 and 450 sheep respectively from Abbasagal. His successor, Šarakam, has already the title of governor of Giršu in the annual balance of cattle of AS 4 PDT 1, 557 rev. 17 (immediately after a mention of Nanna-ziša₃alg, also as governor of Giršu: rev 14). Therefore, Šarakam’s tenure began in one of the last two months of AS 4 and it lasted at least till AS 7 VI (CUSAS 6, 1548). While Nanna-ziša₃alg was governor first of Issarigigr and then of Giršu, he held also the highest cultic office of zabar-dabs, and, in addition to it, he was a kind of chief of the vintners or brewers (kurunx-a-gal), the “supreme cup-bearer” (sagi-ma₇), and the “surveyor of the diviners” (ugula ma₇-a-gid-gid-dê-ne), as it is stated by his seal, with a dedication to Šulgí, impressed on the Giršu envelopes CBT 1, 12920+A and 3, 28053+A; MVN 12, 376 (all of AS 3 XI) and CBT 2, 23313+A (AS 4 IV). Another Giršu envelope, MVN 12, 376, also dated at AS 3 XI, is impressed by the seal of Utu-bar₇ dedicated to the zabar-dab₇ Nanna-ziša₃alg. The only tablet in which Nanna-ziša₃alg has the title of zabar-dab₇ is MVN 6, 242 (rev. 8), whose year name (mu u-sa si-mu-ru-un₃₃ ba-hul) may refer to four years: § 26, § 33, § 45, and IS 4 (see R. Firth, *CDIJ 2013/1*, §3.2.6). Now, one must consider that in the year IS 4 other officials had already succeeded Nanna-ziša₃alg in the tenure of zabar-dab₇ (see H. Waetzoldt, *ZA* 96 [2006], p. 182) and, besides, he is not mentioned in other texts of Ibibi-Sîn and not even in any text of Šû-Sîn. On the other part, there is too great a gap between § 26 (see H. Waetzoldt, *art. cit.*, pp. 179-80 2 182) or § 33 (see H. Brugen, *Essen in Sumer*, München 2008, p. 203) and the other mentions of Nanna-ziša₃alg (AS 2-4). Therefore, Nanna-ziša₃alg was probably the zabar-dab₇ (at least) in § 45, while the succeeding zabar-dab₇ (Enlîl-ziša₃alg) is mentioned since AS 7 IV (BIN 3, 134 obv. 3). Altogether, the statement of L. Alfred, in S. J. Garfinke - M. Molina edd., *From the 21st Century B.C. to the 21st Century A.D. Proceedings of the International Conference on Sumerian Studies Held in Madrid 22-24 July 2010*. Winona Lake 2013, p. 116, that Nanna-ziša₃alg was “a scarcely known individual” seems unfair for the memory of our personage.

5. The other provinces which result to have changed the governor are Babilonia, E ṣû and not even in any text of Šû-Sîn (see H. Waetzoldt, *art. cit.*, pp. 177-178), but by another important office held by him, “the zabar-dab₇” (see the following note).

6. Among the many officials by the name of Ur-mes mentioned in the Drehem texts dated to the last years of Šulgí there is also a sabra (see R. K. Englund, ASJ 14 [1992], p. 102, 4 rev. 1: § 46 IX) who too could be the author of the above-mentioned mu-ku₄ of sheep.
6. Unfortunately for our knowledge of the sequences of governors in the provinces, in the Drehem tablets a governor is, as rule, mentioned with the title and the toponym, but without the personal name, or with his name and the title of ēnsi, but without the indication of the province.

7. In other tablets Urzu supplies flour for Ur (MVN 20, 1; § 47) and for Nippur (AAICAB 1/2, Ashm., 1937-79: § 32).

8. For its location, Kamsala must be situated on the Tigris and downwards the Ka’ida of Umma, “the inlet (of the canal) of Umma”: here this canal branched off from the Tigris and reached the quay (kar) of Umma and then the city of Umma (see P. Steinkeller, ZA 91 [2001], pp. 38, 49-51). That Kamsala was downstream from the Ka’ida is demonstrated by some tablets which indicate the trip from the former place to the latter one with the verb gid, “to tow (the boat upstream)” (cf. Th. Fish, MCS 4 [1954], p. 9, BM 111779 obv. 2; F. Yıldız - T. Ozaki, Die Umma-Texte aus den Archäologischen Museen zu Istanbul. Band V (Nr. 3001-3500), Bethesda 2000, 3069 obv. 8 - rev. 2, within 2 days). The trip from Umma to Kamsala is indicated first with the verb gid, for the stretch of the canal of Umma upwards (from Umma to the Ka’ida), and then with the verb diri-ga, “to float (the boat downwards)”, for the stretch of the Tigris to Kamsala (D. A. Foxvog, A Summary of Non-Sealed Labour Assignments from Umma, ASI 8 [1986], p. 68, rev. I 13). However, in the text Nisaba 31-2, 129 the trip both from the quay of Umma to Kamsala (obv. 2-3), and from Kamsala to the quay of Umma (obv. 5 - rev. 1) is indicated only from the verb gid, likely since in both the cases a part of the trip, and that more tiring, was upwards. So, it may be stated that “a boat was towed and floated from Umma to Nippur/Esağdana”, meaning that the boat was first towed upstream to Kasahar and then floated downstream to Nippur/Esağdana, but for the same trip a text may more briefly say than “a boat was towed from Umma to Nippur/Esağdana” (see P. Steinkeller, art. cit., p. 59).

9. Amounts of barley, for the reign of Šulgi, are withdrawn from Kamsala to Umma also in T. Ozaki - M. Sigrist, Tables in Jerusalem: Saint-Annie et Saint-Étienne, Periodic Publications on Ancient Civilizations 4, Changchun 2010, 144 (§ 43), with a seal impression dedicated to the governor Ur-Lisi, in BPOA 6, 1882 (§ 46), with a seal impression of Ur-Lisi, and in J. Curtis, ASI 16 (1994), p. 107, 10 (§ 46), on behalf of an unnamed governor (ki-ēnsi-ta), who must be Ur-Lisi.

10. The tenure of governor of Umma was held by Ur-Lisi at least from § 32 IX (M. Sigrist, Documents from the Tablet Collection in Rochester. New York - Bethesda 1991, 206 with a seal impression dedicated to Ur-Lisi, “the governor of Umma”) until AS 8 VIII (PDT 2, 1240 obv. 3), when his bala is yet mentioned. However, at the end of AS 8 Ajakala, his brother, has already succeeded him (see, e.g., BPOA 6, 151 rev. 14; N. Schneider, Or 47-49, 382 rev. III 25, two accounts of éren-dib-ba, dated at the last month of AS 8) and the purchase contract of a house, dated at AS 8 XII, with the formula “When Ajakala was governor of Umma” (A. Kamil, AOF 44 [2017], p. 211).

11) A note on early sceptres — In his thorough and thoughtful article on early Mesopotamian (prior to Ur III period) sceptres, A. Bramanti concluded: “in Early Mesopotamia the logogram PA constitutes the main, if not the only, way to express the concept of sceptre; the reading gidr proved to be the most plausible, and is confirmed by the ED glossed PN nin-gidr’u-zi” (Bramanti 2017, 137).

In the light of a piece of evidence dating to the Old Akkadian period this conclusion may need a slight modification, as an alternative writing šḫud also existed for similar objects. This can be proven based on line 9 on the obverse of an Old Akkadian document ITT 2 4646 from Ğirṣu in which the writing šḫud-ud ḫa-lu-üb appears in the listing of various wooden vessels, containers and pieces of furniture. Thus, it represented an object made of the šḫad-tree. Although made of a different material than the precious sceptres of the Ur III period that were written as ḫa-ad,1) the writing šḫud-ud in all probability represents an object of similar shape and thus the same “basic concept” of a sceptre. In this context, note that in the Old Babylonian lexical list Proto Ea the sign PA is equated with readings ḫu-ud and ḫa-ad (MSL 14, 51) which—as shown here—both stood for sceptres.2)

Judging by similar words for sticks or sceptres in other Semitic languages, such as u₃-du₃um in Eblaite, ʿud in Arabic, ʿud in Hebrew (Bramanti 2017, 125), the readings ḫu-ud (ḫud) and ḫa-ad (ḫad) are Sumerian loans from the Akkadian ḫatu(m) that was the main term for sceptres in that language.3) The corresponding version in Akkadian could thus possibly be ḫ̱tu(m).

In sum, Bramanti’s conclusion that PA was the main logogram for the concept of the sceptre was basically correct – he just did not present the variants ḫu-ud (from ḫud(PA)) and ḫa-ad (from ḫad(PA)).4) The Sargonic writing šḫu-ud in ITT 2 4646 and the Neo-Sumerian writing ḫa-ad suggest probable exceptions from the writings in which PA = gidr (Bramanti 2017, 126), such as the DN ḫin-PA-da that should be interpreted either as ẖin-ḫud-da or ẖin-ḫad-da, and šḫu-ud, in which the sign PA should similarly be interpreted either as hud or ḫad. In addition, one may doubt whether all the entries in Bramanti’s listing of divine names, temple names and personal names (Bramanti 2017, 140–152) have the reading gidr, and
whether not at least some of them should be read ḫud (or ḫad) instead. For example, ḫud-du₁₀ for PA-du₁₀ ("good sceptre"), lugal-ḫud-du₁₀ for lugal-PA-du₁₀ ("king is a good sceptre"), and so on.

Notes

1. See the Ur III administrative documents MFM 2 24 05; TIM 6 36 (=Sumer 24, 80 16); UET 3 0406; UET 3 0428; UET 3 0567; UET 3 0660; UET 3 1498 for sceptres made of gold, silver, bronze and tin. For ḫa-ad noting sceptres in the first text listed, see also Widell 2005, 25; Paolletti 2012, 428.

2. That ḥa-ad was only a variant of ḫu-ud was assumed by Cavigneaux (1976, 9). For ḫu-ud, ḥa-ad and other variant writings also standing for brightness and ritual purity, see Cavigneaux 1976, 16–17.

3. Note that ḥa-ad was only a variant of ḫu-ud was assumed by Cavigneaux (1976, 9). For ḫu-ud, ḥa-ad and other variant writings also standing for brightness and ritual purity, see Cavigneaux 1976, 16–17.

4. To be fair, it needs to be noted that the writings ḥa-ad are dated to the Neo-Sumerian period and Bramanti's study covered only earlier periods.
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12) Some notes on the god Ensigalabzu* — As there seems to be no comprehensive and up-to-date treatment on the god Ensigalabzu (for example, in the form of an entry in major encyclopaedias) and so far the scholarly discussions on him have been in most cases limited to a few sentences (see, e.g., Falkenstein 1959, 113; Durand 1976–1977, 172–173; Richter 2004, 106–107), a brief study of this relatively obscure deity should be in order.

As far as known to me, Ensigalabzu (*ensî₂-gal-abzu) first appears in a single source from the Ur III period. According to document CST 286, an administrative text originating from Puzriš-Dagān and dating to AS 03-12-28, the deity is mentioned right after Ningišzida, and the duo is offered one fattened sheep directly after the offerings brought to Inanna in Ku’ara. The added note sizkur₂ šaš kaskal, “offerings/rites on the way” (Sallaberger 1993 I, 225) shows that the religious procession had already left Ku’ara while bringing the offerings. The closeness to Ku’ara hints at the connection of Ensigalabzu to its main deities Ninsun and Asalluḫi (Johandi 2019, 80). It is the latter with whom Ensigalabzu has many things in common, especially the fact that both belong to Enki’s circle of deities. The proximity of Ensigalabzu and Ku’ara also suggests that in the Ur III period Ensigalabzu was in all probability already identified with the gods Ensimaḫ and Martu (for the ties between the latter two, see Johandi 2021, 268–270). These relations were fully established in the later An=Anum god-list (see below).

I know of four Old Babylonian sources in which Ensigalabzu appears. In three of these, he is mentioned in relation to Asalluḫi. Thus, in god-list TCL 15 10, column ii, lines 39–47, Ensigalabzu appears after three names for Asalluḫi, four names for the latter’s wife, and Ensimaḫ. Ensigalabzu is the last name in the second column of the list; the third column begins with 4abgal and two boatmen deities: 4ṣig₂-niḡir and 4sirsir. Marduk with his entourage follows shortly in lines 7–14 of column iii. In an Old Babylonian
Akkadian incantation that deals with a scorpion sting (CUSAS 32 30d), Enki, Asalluḫi and Ensigalabzu are invoked to help the stung person.

In a difficult text, CT 42 6, which most probably is also an incantation (directed against evil wind?), since it features the so-called priestly legitimation formula,3 Asalluḫi and Ensigalabzu appear in the second and third line. For both deities, their “sonship” to someone or something is stressed but unfortunately the second halves of the lines are fragmentary. Asalluḫi is most probably named with his common epithet “son of Eridu”. For Ensigalabzu, it would be tempting to read “son of Enki”, but judging by the copy, something like “son of the lord of Abzu” dumu en abzu-ke4 seems a better option, although admittedly, in the copy the end of the penultimate sign in the line has two vertical wedges and the sign AB (in ZU.AB = Abzu) as a rule has only one.

In the hymn Samsu-iluna B (Falkenstein 1949; Durand 1976–1977), the writing ensi₂-gal-abzu appears in line 31 as part of a list of deities (Marduk, An, Enil, Inanna, Enki, Ensigalabzu, Namma, Damgalnuna) who all lend support to King Samsu-iluna. The very beginning of line 31 has not survived, and Falkenstein has restored it as āsar. In that case, ensi₂-gal-abzu written next would only be an epithet of Asar (= Asalluḫi). The first half of this line is, however, closely paralleled in the first millennium canonical udug-hul incantations in which Ensigalabzu appears in a list of deities who are invoked to help against the attacks of demons/ghosts: zi’ensi₁-gal-abzu nu-ban₂-da kur-ra a-ab-ba-ke₄ ḫ₂-pa₃, “By (the life of) Ensigalabzu, the overseer of highland and sea, be adjured!” (Geller 2016, 152, line 107). Both these epithets also appear after Ensigalabzu in Samsu-iluna B (with minor differences: the sign nu not present due to a lacuna, and the sea written as ab-ba instead of a-ab-ba). Based on comparison with the incantation, it seems more probable that, at the beginning of this line in the hymn, there should be a dingir sign, and the god Ensigalabzu appears in this text in his own right and not as an epithet of Asar/Asalluḫi (this was also the interpretation in Durand 1976–1977, 163). The mention of highland or a mountain (kur) is a clear reference to Ensigalabzu’s identification with Martu/Amurru (see below) to whom the epithet “man/one of the mountains”, lú/mu-lu ḫ₂-ḫ₂₄ (Edzard 1987–1990, 435; Klein 1997, 102, 104) is often attributed in other sources. In Samsu-iluna B, two other epithets follow. Firstly, na-de₃ abzu-a, “purifier of the Abzu”, or perhaps “advisor” or “instructor” “of the Abzu” would suit better the surrounding epithets, although both meanings working together cannot be excluded (see Sallaberger 2005, 252–253), and secondly, nir-gál eridu₄-ga₄, “authoritative one of Eridu”.

The subject of the next line in Samsu-iluna B is uncertain because of the lacuna at the beginning. Neither of the modern editors inserts a name of a deity here, although the surviving part of the line informs that someone proclaims the king’s name and is requested to be his “great princely power” (a₂-nun-gal). Both Durand (1976–1977, 163: “Le dieu qui...”) and Falkenstein (1949, 218: “der Gott, der...”) seemed to think that this concerns the deity who appeared in the previous line (Ensigalabzu/Asar respectively). The logic of the text, however, seems to suggest that this line should also begin with the mention of another deity, as four preceding and two succeeding lines begin with the naming of a god or a goddess. Based on H. de Genouillac’s earlier copy (TCL 16 43), one could consider the goddess Ninisina to appear at the beginning of line 32, written as ₃nin-î-si-na. Ninisina would also be a suitable candidate because, in some incantations, she appears together with the Eridu deities.3 This interpretation is, however, problematic as the damaged sign for t(NI) would in that case be very small. One could also suggest the writing ₃nin-î-si-na (the signs GIŠ and S₁ written as a ligature), but this writing with “is” would be without parallels. In addition, note that, according to Durand’s later copy, the first survived sign is clearly ŠU, and the second one is one of the URU₃ signs (Durand interprets it as URU₃BAR). I am, however, not aware of a deity whose name was written with the signs ŠU, URU₃BAR (or similar), and NA.

In addition to these four occasions on which the god appears as “himself”, i.e., as a separate divine entity, ensi₂-gal-abzu—without the divine determinative—appears in line 169 of the myth Enki and the World Order as an epithet of Enki. This is not unprecedented, as, for example, the god of the river ordeal Ilurugu can appear either as an independent deity or as an epithet or byname to both Enki and Asalluḫi (Johandi 2019, 136–137). In the case of the latter two gods, this phenomenon might be dubbed “hereditary characteristics” (ibid., 135–136).
As was mentioned above, in the Old Babylonian god-list TCL 15 10, Ensigalabzu was named right after the god Ensimâh. In the later An=Anum god-list (column ii, lines 292–293), Ensigalabzu and Ensimâh are equated to AN.AN.mar-tu and “mar-tu respectively.\(^5\) The juxtaposition of Ensigalabzu and Ensimâh with the two Martu-deities, as I have discussed elsewhere (Johandi 2021), seems to be important in the development of the divine figure of the god Marduk.

Ensigalabzu also appears in the first millennium Muššu’a incantation series, written as \(^6\)ensi₂-gâl₂-abzu. In Muššu’a, tablet vii, lines 10–18, the sequence of divine names from An=Anum, column ii, lines 288–299 are taken over verbatim and comments are added for each deity. Line 13 of Muššu’a vii has: “Ensigalabzu (who loves?) righteousness and justice” (\(^7\)ensi₂-gâl-abzu niğ₂-zi niğ₂-si-sá [ki ağı-gâ]); the god AN.AN.mar-tu with whom Ensigalabzu is equated here, has the Akkadian version ra-š-I-im ki-t-î[u] (Böck 2009, 136; Jiménez 2014, 115).\(^8\) This is, however, a late scholarly speculation that, in all probability, has little to do with the religious “reality” of the Ur III and Old Babylonian periods.

Based on the evidence collected here, one can conclude that, in the Ur III period, Ensigalabzu (and Ensimâh) was a by-name of the god \(^4\)MAR.TU who belonged to Enki’s/Eridu’s circle.\(^9\) In the Old Babylonian period, the name \(^4\)MAR.TU, i.e., Amurru, denoted first and foremost the Semitic deity of savage features connected to the Amorites, and the other \(^4\)MAR.TU — perhaps Sumerian ġar₂-du₂ (Attinger 2011, 61) — had in most cases probably transformed into \(^4\)AMAR.UTU, i.e., Marduk (Johandi 2021, 275–276).

However, the traditions of two Martus sometimes seem to be mixed in the Old Babylonian period (ibid., 271–272). Mixed traditions are most probably also the case for Ensigalabzu in Samsu-iluna B in which he, on the one hand, belongs to the Eridu pantheon but on the other — as the “barbarian” \(^4\)MAR.TU — is related to the mountains. According to the god-list TCL 15 10, it seems that Ensigalabzu is a prominent (separate?) member of the Enki/Eridu circle together with Ensimâh, less important than Asalluḫi but more important than Marduk. For incantations TCL 42 6 and CUSAS 32 30d, one could consider the possibility that Ensigalabzu is only a by-name for Marduk (previously \(^4\)MAR.TU) who in this way “infiltrated” the sphere of incantations and eventually devoured the previous incantation expert Asalluḫi together with his (Marduk’s) own “nickname” Ensigalabzu.\(^7\) Thus, the sequence of deities in Samsu-iluna B could be a later development introduced by the Ḥamurubru dynasty, according to which Marduk is the most important deity in the pantheon, Asalluḫi does not appear at all, and Ensigalabzu is the figure of lesser importance (not yet completely devoured by Marduk).

One could further speculate that, as the name “great ensi of the Abzu” seems a rather “generic” one in the sense that it looks more like an epithet than a name in its strict sense, it might have been an artificial creation based on “ensi₂-gal₂-lā₂”, the well-known epithet of the god Ninurta.\(^10\) As ensi₂-gal₂-lā₂ was documented earlier, it seems possible that it was first borrowed from Ninurta by the Sumerian \(^4\)MAR.TU. For a further link between Ensigalabzu and Ninurta, note also that nir₂-gâl, “authoritative” (Samsu-iluna B) is often an epithet of Ninurta.\(^8\) Thus, Ensigalabzu (= Marduk?) could have been a deity moulded on the example of Ninurta in more than one way.\(^10\) The way in which this epithet/name was traded (a little modified) \(^4\)ensi₂-gal₂-māh.

Notes

* This study was supported by the Estonian Research Council grant (PRG938).
1. The deities Enki, Utu, Asalluḫi and Namna are invoked in the formula (so Asalluḫi appears twice in this text).
2. For this writing, see Steinkeller 1978, 169.
3. See, e.g., YOS 11 69, PBS 1/2 127, CUSAS 32 7f, iii 1–18/CUSAS 32 8b, i 6–23.
4. Note that in one fragmentary manuscript (CT 24 29) the equations are reversed and AN.AN.[mar-tu] is equalled to (a little modified) \(^4\)ensi₂-gal₂-māh.
5. Note that the Sumerian ki ağı-gâ is an addition by Jiménez based on the Akkadian version.
6. For two separate \(^4\)MAR.TUs in the Ur III period, see Johandi 2021, 270–272.
7. For the name Asalluḫi in Sumerian “halves” of the bilingual texts as the counterpart to \(^4\)AMAR.UTU in Akkadian, see documents CT 4 8a and RA 70 135 & 137; see also Sommerfeld 1982, 17.
8. See, e.g., the year-name of Sulgi 21 a+b in document BE 01/2, 125; hymn Ninurta C (see Falkenstein 1959, 107, line 42); RIME 3/2.01.06.1005, lines 1–3. For ensi₂-gal₂-lā₂, see also Falkenstein 1959, 113. The same epithet was at times attributed to human rulers: Enmetena is “great ensi of Ningirsu”, ensi₂-gal₂/nīn-ĝir-su-ka (RIME
13) Beobachtungen zum Aufbau der Zame Hymnen — Die Bearbeitung der Zame Hymnen, Krebernik/Lismann 2020 (hier KL) hat die Grundstruktur erneut geklärt: Enlil weist den Götern ihre Orte zu und diese preisen ihn. Die letzte Hymne spielt eine Sonderrolle, weil es sich bei Lisi vermutlich um die eigene Stadtgöttin handelt. Die Bearbeitung erleichtert es nun, der Struktur dieser frühen Hymnen weiter nachzugehen.1)


Sieht man von der Liste der Fisch essenden Gottheiten SF 5, 6 und von An ab, der ohne bedeutenden eigenen Kultort eine Sonderrolle spielt, gilt: Die großen Göter sind Enlil, Innana und Enki. Enlil steht am Anfang gefolgt von Innana oder Enki. Es können die Gestirngöttheiten Nanna und Utu oder bezogen auf Innana ihr Vater und ihr Bruder folgen und der Vater kann Innana vorangehen.

Die Hauptgötter stehen für Nippur, Kulaba (Uruk) und Eridu. Wie in den übrigen Hymnen werden zunächst die Kultorte genannt und dann ihre Göter. Die Kultorte verbinden Himmel und Erde: iri-an-da nīlī lī nibruki dur an ki „Stadt, die mit dem Himmel verwachsen ist, die den Himmel umarmt,


Wenn es stimmt, dass die Hymne auf Lisi ein Sonderfall ist, dann fragt man sich, warum die eigentlichen Zame Hymnen mit Ninnigårä enden. Nach dem Aufbau der Hymnen müsste Kulaba ihr Kultort sein. Das spricht gegen eine Erscheinungsform der Heiligötin Nintin‘ugas und für Identifikation mit Innana. Für Innana spricht außerdem, dass Innana einen Tempel ši-niğär₉₄-ra in Šuruppak besaß (George 1993, 133, 885), also mit niğar irgendwie zu verbinden ist, dass mit Umschreibungen für ihren Namen im Text auch sonst gespielt wird (siehe
KL 101 zu Nin-UM; unsicher "nin-UNUG, KL 92f.) und dass die Zame Hymnen mit der Wiederholung der Göttin, die am Anfang so prominent ist, bzw. der Nennung einer Erscheinungsform, abgerundet wären.


Die Z. 103, 105 und 91 sind identisch mit IAS 282 viii’ 8’; 10’; 12’. IAS 282 ist ein epischer Text, der wie die Zame Hymnen zur Minderheit der literarischen Texte aus Tell Abū Ṣalāḇḥ gehört, die nicht in UGN-Schreibweise vorliegen. Wahrscheinlich sind die Zame Hymnen ein Kompendium von Auszügen der weitgehend verlorenen sumerischen Literatur ihrer Zeit. Woher sonst sollten auch all diese poetischen Bilder für Götter und Orte kommen?
Anmerkungen
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14) Another Sumerian model contract — Sumerian model contracts received much attention in recent years. A substantial number of them are now available in publications (e.g., Spada 2011; 2014; 2018; George and Spada 2019) and online in the Oracc-project “Old Babylonian Model Contracts,” which currently hosts 354 individual manuscripts (http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/obmc/; last accessed January 2022). Writing contracts was part of the Old Babylonian scribal curriculum. In the current reconstruction of scribal training in Nippur model contracts appear at the last stage of the elementary education. Contracts combine a number of different elements that were acquired beforehand: personal names, metrology, commodities, legal expressions, a rudimentary verbal paradigm.

In this short note I publish for the first time a new manuscript in the Yale Babylonian Collection, which was overlooked before. The model contracts housed in the Collection were published by Walter R. Bodine in a monograph in 2014. Bodine’s publication contains editions and discussions of six manuscripts containing model contracts. Most noteworthy among them are the large multi-column tablet NBC 7800 and the fragment of a clay cylinder YBC 11121 with collections of model contracts. The remaining texts are Type III-tablets. In the course of the “Digitization of the Yale Babylonian Collection”-Project a new manuscript could be identified. The small tablet NBC 10368 (measurements: 47 × 36 × 28 mm) contains the text of a model contract known so far only from another Type III-tablet in the Schøyen Collection. This tablet was recently published as CUSAS 43, 43 (text A, below).

The tablet is inscribed in a rather crude hand. The first line containing the amount of barley to be loaned appears to have been squeezed in and possibly was first omitted by the scribe. After the final ruling the reverse remained uninscribed. However, the blank space shows a number of remnants of a previous inscription. It seems plausible to assume that this clay tablet was used a number of times as practice piece.
This is not uncommon, particularly for Type III-tablets (see, e.g., Wagensonner 2020: 54–55). Except for the end, the text runs fairly parallel to the Schøyen tablet. Some sign remains, probably from a previous inscription, are also visible on the tablet’s top edge. There is not enough space in the break to assume a (DS) ²nisaba, that can occasionally be found on scholarly tablets.

**Manuscripts**

| A | MS 3308 | CUSAS 43, 43 | CDLI P252249 |
| B | NBC 10368 | Fig. 1 | CDLI P301304 |

![Photo and drawing of NBC 10368 (YPM BC 013336)](image)

**Score Transliteration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 A o,1 [-] še gur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,1 10³ še gur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 A o,2 [š]u-la₂ maš₂ nu-tuku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,2 šu-la₂ maš₂ nu-tuku¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 A o,3 ki DINGIR-ra-bi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,3 ki DINGIR-ra-b[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 A o,4 mDU-TU-na-šir³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,4 mDU-TU-na-šir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 A o,5 šu ba-an-ti³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,5 šu ba-an-ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 A o,6 iti še₂ [a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,6 iti še₂ [a]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 A o,7 še i₂₃ăg₂₁-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,7 še i₂₃ăg₂₁-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 A o,8 ²tukum₁-bi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,8 tukum₁-bi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 A o,9 iti šeg₁₂-[a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B o,9 iti šeg₁₂-[a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 A o,10 še nu-ni₃ăg₂₁-c³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B r₁še nu-ni₃ăg₂₁-c³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 A o,11 še i₃₃ maš₂ bi i₃₃ăg₂₁-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B r₂še maš₂ ga₂₁-ga₂₁-de₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 A o,12 ² mu₁ lugal-la-bi in-pa₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (omitted)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Translation**

¹ Ten kor of barley – ² a ²q̱ptum loan, without interest – ³ from Ilum-rabi. ⁴ did Šamaš-nāṣir ⁵ receive. ⁶ In month III ⁷ he will measure the barley. ⁸ If ⁹ in month III ¹⁰ he does not measure the barley, ¹¹ the barley (and its) interest are to be paid. (A: he will measure the barley and its interest. ¹² He has sworn by the king’s name.)
Comments

(1) Although squeezed and slightly damaged, the numeral is likely 10.
(2) For $qīptum$ written logographically šu-la₂ see the remarks in Stol 1998: 884.

(11) The only significant variant between both manuscripts is in the last lines. The new text omits the oath formula (line 12). More noteworthy is the variant in line 11. Instead of the expression $še maš₂-ši₂-aš₂-e$, “he will measure the barley and its interest,” the new text has $še maš₂-ga₄₂-ga₄₁-de₃$, “the barley (and its) interest are to be paid.” For this expression see also the collection of model contracts on a four-sided prism in the Michael C. Carlos Museum at Emory University, Atlanta/GA (CDLI P433189), Side B, iii:8’ (Reid and Spada 2020: 46).
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15) The list Lugal-me, some preliminary notes — The new volume by Alhena Gadotti and Alexandra Kleinerman, Elementary Education in Early Second Millennium BCE Babylonia (CUSAS 42) provides a wealth of information for the study of scribal education in the Old Babylonian period. The present note focuses on one specific group of texts, the lists of personal names. Among the short exercises found on the so-called Type IV-tablets there is a good number of Sumerian personal names starting with the element lugal. As the authors indicate, these short assemblages of names are unparalleled. As will be shown below, quite a number of them, however, are extracts from a scholarly composition that collects these names. To my knowledge, the most complete source is a seven-sided prism, NBC 8495, whose publication is currently in preparation (here source A). This prism dating either to the Ur III period or early Old Babylonian period, is written in a neat scribal hand. It ends in a short colophon providing the number of entries: [in total]: 212 names (starting with) lugal (mu lugal). Most of the names included in this list are well-attested in the documentation from the last third of the third millennium BCE (compare the list in Andersson 2012: 298–413). The prism is broken into two pieces of roughly equal height. The antiquities dealer clearly shaved down the fragmentary ends. The gap between both pieces, however, does not exceed three lines. While the prism is rather well-preserved, one side, Side E, is completely destroyed, and Side D is rather damaged. This manuscript also preserves the list’s incipit: Lugal-ME. In fact, the first entries of this list of Sumerian personal names are reminiscent of the list Ur-ME:

1 lugal-ME ur-ME
2 lugal-teš₂ ur-teš₂
3 lugal-a ur-a

Based on what is presented below and what we know about the latter list, neither of the two is attested at Nippur (Peterson 2011: 254). Assemblages of names formed with the element lugal are
comparatively rare in Nippur. They did not form a separate compendium, but were part of a larger composition that contains three sections with initial lugal, lugal, and ur. According to its incipit this list can be referred to as Lugal-hi-li-an-na (Peterson 2011: 251).

The text on the prism is partially paralleled by the fragment of a Type I-tablet, YBC 4498, which certainly dates to the Old Babylonian period (here source B). Already published are two other Type I-tablets. TIM 9, 91 is the center fragment of a large multi-column tablet. It appears that this fragment once belonged to a compilation tablet. Lugal-ME was certainly preceded by another composition. The list ends in rev. I. The last preserved column on the reverse contains lines from Lipit-Erra B (lines 32–44). Another fragmentary source is UET 7, 77 from Ur. Only the obverse with three columns is preserved on this fragment. Thanks to the new sources, this fragment can securely be placed within the composition. The column length appears to correspond to the prism. This also seems roughly to be the case with source B. The text was also known in Susa. MDP 27, 191 is the fragment of a cylinder preserving remnants of three columns. Thus, we have the following main sources for the composition Lugal-ME:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>NBC 8495</td>
<td>CDLI P289617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>YBC 4498</td>
<td>CDLI P305735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>TIM 9, 91</td>
<td>CDLI P223386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>UET 7, 77</td>
<td>CDLI P347040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>MDP 27, 191</td>
<td>CDLI P369938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Below, I present suggestions for the respective Type IV tablets published in CUSAS 42 and identify them as manuscripts or extracts of the personal name list Lugal-ME. I would like to thank Alexandra Kleinerman for sending me photos of these tablets. They helped to confirm the identifications. A Type III tablet preserving entries of the list is AUCT 5, 219 (CDLI P249352; see Peterson 2021: 104, note 3). Its entries correspond to source A, Side B,9’–C,3. Al-esawee and Alezzi 2021 published an Old Akkadian exercise tablet with names that may derive from a version of our list (personal communication: R. Foster). Together with the texts in CUSAS 42 I present further published and unpublished sources. As this is only a work in progress, the list is of course not exhaustive. The provenienced texts originate from Isin, Ur, Uruk, Kiš, and even Susa. The unpublished sources were gathered from CDLI, wherever there was an image available, and through the data collected by the project “Digitization of the Yale Babylonian Collection” (funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Council on Library & Information Resources). All these extracts are listed here in the sequence as they appear in the main sources:

**Extract 1 (UET 6, 795 = CDLI P346832; Ur):** Although very damaged this lentil certainly preserves the first three entries of the composition, Lugal-me, Lugal-[te]š₂, and ˡ¹Lugalš-a. These entries are preserved in source A, Side A,1–3 (Fig. 1).

**Extract 2 (CUSAS 42, 123 = CUNES 52-17-087 || FLP 2086 = CDLI P117400):** The damaged entries on this Type IV-tablet in CUSAS 42 can now be confidently read thanks to source A, Side A,7–9: lugal-šiš₂[u], lugal-šiš₂-du₂, and lugal-šiš₂-du₂ (Fig. 2). See further source D, i 3’–5’. The lentil has a central hole. This feature is also visible on Extracts 4 and 19.

**Extract 3 (MS 2319/5 = CDLI P251556 || MS 2268/2 = CDLI P251476 || PARS 12/01, 49 = CDLI P273816):** The three entries are reminiscent of source A, Side A,12–14 (Fig. 3). For the second name, however, the first lentil has lugal-duš₃ (or lugal-sur₂) instead of lugal-si₂. The second lentil reads here lugal-si. The lentil in the Cotsen Collection is parallel to source A.

**Extract 4 (Michael C. Carlos Museum, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia; X.3.318 = CDLI P435290):** This lentil contains four entries that are paralleled by Source A, Side A,4’–7’ (Fig. 4). The tablet is pierced in the upper center (compare Extracts 2 and 19):

1. lugal-an-nc₂₂-ba-de₂₂-ki₃₂-su-bar-ša₂₄ (the prism has ba₂₂-ša₂₂)
2. lugal-š₂₂-taran-ke₂₂-di-ku₂₂-du₂₂-abzu (the prism has gen₂₂ instead of ke₂₂)
3. lugal-a₂₂-ba₂₂
4. lugal-abzu (the prism has here abzu-a₂₂).

**Extract 5 (CUSAS 42, 109 = CUNES 49-02-051 || UET 6, 791 = CDLI P346828; Ur || Malayeri 2014: 121, No. 74; Susa):** The three entries appear to be identical to source A, Side A,9’–12’ (Fig. 5). The prism as well as the lentil from Ur confirm the reconstruction of the first name as Lugal-hi-li-an-na. The
second name, Lugal-e₂, appears as Lugal-e on the prism; the third name, Lugal-e₂-KU₅-re, is rendered Lugal-en₃-tar-re on the prism. Though very fragmentary, source C seems to have as the second name [lugal]-en₃ (obv. ii' 15'). For the name Lugal-en₃-tar(-su₁₃) see Andersson 2012: 324. The lentil from Susa is very fragmentary, but may be identified as the same extract.

Extract 6 (MS 2319/1 = CDLI P251552): This slightly damaged lentil starts one entry later than the previous one (compare source A, Side A,10’–12’a). The first entry was possibly Lugal-e₂; the second one reads Lugal-e₂-KU₅-re parallel to the extract CUSAS 42, 109.

Extract 7 (MDP 27, 249 = CDLI P369992; Susa): The three entries on this lentil correspond to source A, Side B,6–8 (Fig. 6). For this text see also Malayeri 2014: 127, No. 94. The first name can probably be reconstructed to Lugal-gu₂-en-[ne].

Extract 8 (YBC 7285 = CDLI P308246): The extract on this Type IV tablet is paralleled by source A, Side B,9–11 (Fig. 6). The first entry reads Lugal-su₃-ud, but appears as Lugal-su₃-a₃₂ on the prism. This is also confirmed by source D ii 4’.

Extract 9 (CUSAS 42, 120 = CUNES 51-04-043 || YBC 7336 = CDLI P308286): The three names on these two lentils are duplicated by entries in Lugal-me. They are preserved in source A, Side B,11–13 (Fig. 7).

Extract 10 (CUSAS 42, 110 = CUNES 49-03-027): The extract here is paralleled by source A, Side B,13–15 (Fig. 8). The first name written lugal-en-ku₁₀ on the lentil, appears as lugal-enku₁₀(ZA₃,GIR) on the prism. Another parallel is source D ii 8’–10’, whose first entry also has lugal-enku₁₀(ZA₃,GIR). Instead of Lugal-kalag-ţal₂ and Lugal-ţuruš-zid read Lugal-nir-ţal₂ and Lugal-nir-zi.

Extract 11 (CUSAS 42, 114 = CUNES 50-02-112): The final signs in the first two entries are broken, but can be reconstructed based on source A (Side B,7’–9’) and source B (obv. i’ 6’–8’) (Fig. 9). The first name reads lugal-ţa₂-ne₂-ge (source A). The damaged source B ends this entry with -gen₃. The second name, read lugal-uš-bu-[x], should be read lugal-uš-MUŠ-[e] instead. For this name see Andersson 2012: 400–401; the sign MUŠ can be read su₃ here. The third name, read lugal-ba₃-da-ţu₁₀, is to be read according to the new sources lugal-ibila-ţu₁₀.
Extract 12 (MS 2037/4 = CDLI P250804): In both, sources B and E the entry Lugal-ibila-ğu₁₀ is followed by Lugal-ad-da. The presence of this variant helps to place the lentil MS 2037/4 into the composition. It contains the names Lugal-ad-da, Lugal-gu₂-gal, and Lugal-gu₂-tuku (Fig. 9, right).

Extract 13 (Michael C. Carlos Museum, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia; X.3.334 = CDLI P433306): The three names on this lentil are paralleled in source A, Side B,12’–14’ and source B obv. i’ 13’ (Fig. 10). The second name reads lugal-en-u₂ instead of lugal-en-nu.

Fig. 5. Source A, Side A,9’–12’

Fig. 6. Source A, Side B,6–10

Fig. 7. Source A, Side B,11–13

Fig. 8. Source A, Side B,13–15

Extract 14 (MDP 27, 202 = CDLI P369945; Susa): This lentil contains two entries of the list Lugal-ME repeated twice on the obverse: Lugal-šešgem and Lugal-he₂-du₇ (see also Malayeri 2014: 120, No. 73). These correspond to source A, Side C,2–3 (Fig. 11).

Extract 15 (CUSAS 42, 88 = CUNES 48-06-384): The sequence of the names Lugal-he₂-du₇, Lugal-he₂-gal₂ and Lugal-he₂ is paralleled in source A, Side C,3–5 (Fig. 11).

Extract 16 (CUSAS 42, 112 = CUNES 49-13-145): This lentil with a rather abraded surface may contain entries that are paralleled by source A, Side C,6–8 (Fig. 12). The first entry reads Lugal-ezen. Instead of Lugal-mah-e, the third entry needs to be read Lugal-kas₁-e. The second name is possibly read Lugal-iti(T: UD)-da-u₃-du. The prism has here Lugal-iti¹-da-NI/-tu (see also following extract).

Extract 17 (AUWE 23, 216 = CDLI P349211; Uruk): According to A. Cavigneaux (1996: 95), this lentil may contain the beginning of a prayer to the moon god. Although the left side of this lentil is broken off, it can certainly be identified as extract from Lugal-ME. These entries are preserved in source A, Side C,7–9 (Fig. 12):

1. [lugal]-iti-da-u₃-tu (the prism has ni instead of u₃)
2. [lugal]-kas₁-e
3. [lugal]-šeš-ğu₁₀

Extract 18 (CUSAS 42, 115 = CUNES 50-02-113): This short extract contains three entries, but the blank spaces above and below the text are filled with wedge impressions. The entries are parallel to source A, Side C,9–12 (Fig. 13). The entries are preceded by the name lugal-šeš-ğu₁₀, but the signs on the lentil seem not to preserve this entry. See also source D, iii 6’ (lugal-šeš-[ugu₃]). These entries are also preserved in source C, obv. iii’ 5’–8’.
Extract 19 (NBC 8049 = CDLI P299495): This extract with a central piercing (compare Extracts 2 and 4) starts one entry after the previous extract. The entries correspond to source A, Side C,11–13 (Fig. 13).

Extract 20 (CUSAS 42, 121 = CUNES 51-04-045 || CUSAS 42, 122 = CUNES 51-04-050): The entries on these two duplicate tablets are paralleled in source B, obv. ii’ 1’–3’ (Fig. 14). The beginning of this column is rather damaged, but the sign remains can now be clearly identified. Thanks to source C the length of the gap between the two pieces of the prism NBC 8495 can be confirmed.

Fig. 9. Source A, Side B,7’–9’ (left) and Source B, obv. i’ 6’–11’ (right)

Fig. 10. Source A, Side B,12’–14’ (left) and Source B, obv. i’ 13’–15’ (right)

Fig. 11. Source A, Side C,2–5

Fig. 12. Source A, Side C,6–8

Extract 22 (CUSAS 42, 117 = CUNES 50-02-138 || UET 6, 792 = CDLI P346829; Ur): The three entries on this Type IV-tablet are parallel to both sources A (Side C,6’–8’) and B (obv. ii’ 10’–12’) (Fig. 16). The first name is read lugal-si-sa₂ here, but appears as lugal-si-Šar in the other sources (see Andersson 2012: 382); the name Lugal-si-sa₂ appears also later in the list (see Extracts 25 and 26). On the reverse of the lentil from Ur the scribe wrote the entries in reverse order. In Lugal-ME, Lugal-si-Šar follows the name Lugal-mah-di. The vicinity of si-Šar and mah₂-di is also attested in the Old Babylonian version of the Fara Name List SF 29 (with duplicates). The second name should be read lugal-sa-par₄ (see Andersson 2012: 381).
Extract 23 (Klein and Sefati 2019: 206, Lentil 4 II MS 2319/4 = CDLI P251555): The entries on these lentils duplicate source A, Side C,8’–10’ and source B, obv. ii’ 12’–14’ (Fig. 16). It should be noted that the prism clearly differentiates between the signs KALAM (REC 421) and UN (REC 420).

Extract 24 (CUSAS 42, 113 = CUNES 49-13-146): The names on this Type IV-tablet are also paralleled on the prism. The second name, read lugal-šu-ê₂₂-an-na, is according to both sources A (Side C,17’) and B (obv. ii’ 19’), lugal-šu-luh-an-na and lugal-šu-luh-a-ni respectively (Fig. 17). The last entry, read lugal-ê₂₂-ša₂₂-ma-ni-šê₃₃, is to be read lugal-ê₂₂-ša₂₂-ma-ni-šê₃₃ according to source B (obv. ii’ 20’) and lugal-ê₂₂-ša₂₂-ma-ni-šê₃₃ in source A (Side C,16’).

Extract 25 (CUSAS 42, 108 = CUNES 48-06-396): The three entries on this Type IV-tablet are identical to source B, obv. ii’ 22’–24’ (Fig. 18). Instead of Lugual-ud-da read lugal-ŠERIN₂₁.ŠIRIG. The sign ŠIRIG is damaged on the lentil, but enough is still visible. This compound sign was thoroughly discussed in Mittermayer 2005: 82–85. It also appears in contemporaneous sources such as in a fragmentary line of Sin-iddinam E, iv 16 (see Wagensonner 2011: 41).

Extract 26 (CUSAS 42, 124 = CUNES 52-20-329): This extract starts one entry after the previous one. The entries correspond to source B, obv. ii’ 23’–rev. i 2 (Fig. 18). The last entry reads [lugal-gaba-šu-ša₂₂]-nu/tuku. Instead of GAR the lentil has lugal-gaba-šu-ku₅₆-nu/tuku. The last sign is written beneath. In source B, it seems to be preceded by another name: [Lugal]-u.

Extract 27 (Willeke 2018, No. 141 = CDLI P526259; Isin): The entries of this damaged lentil can now be fully read thanks to source B, rev. i 5–7 (Fig. 19): Lugal-mi₂₂-d[u₁₁-ga], Lugal-š₂₂-mi₂₂[tum]₄₃-an₅₆[na], and Lugal-du₁₀-g[a] (the small fragment is correctly placed on the photo [http://publikationen.badw.de/en/A1/abb#564; accessed February 2022], but is misplaced on the handcopy).

Extract 28 (YBC 7329 = CDLI P308280): This lentil shares its first entry with the last one on the previous extract. It is paralleled by source B, rev. i 6–8 (Fig. 19). Instead of Lugal-ša₂₂-su₁, the last entry ends in the sign ŠID.
Extract 29 (CUSAS 42, 89 = CUNES 48-04-084): These three names appear on source B (YBC 4498) rev. i 9–11 (Fig. 20). Side D on the prism NBC 8495 is fairly damaged here. I read the third name lugal-eg₂-pa₅-re. The juxtaposition of eg₂, “dyke,” and pa₅, “ditch,” is well attested (compare the name Lugal-eg₂-pa₅-mah; Andersson 2012: 322). The first name is read lugal-lu₂-NI-EŠ₂ by the authors of CUSAS 42. Here, source B reads lugal-s̄e₂tun₂(KI.EN.DU)-ni-še₃. Although damaged, the prism appears to add another entry, which may in fact correspond to the CUNES-text. A name lugal-lu₂-ni occurs already earlier in the text (source A, Side A,15).

Extract 30 (Sb 11231 = Malayeri 2014: 139–140, No. 129; Susa): This lentil contains two entries repeated on the obverse: Lugal-kar-re and Lugal-gal-zu. They appear to correspond to source C, iv’ 5’–6’.

Extract 31 (CUSAS 42, 513 = CUNES 50-02-106): The content of the entries on this lentil are probably not humans. It is rather another extract from Lugal-ME. The entries correspond to source B rev. i 16–18 (Fig. 21). The lentil is nicely written (see the photo on Plate 19). The first name is certainly [Lug]al-šudu₂-de₃. The sign inscribed in KA in source B may be NE. The next name reads [Lug]al-KAₓMU-KAₓMU-x-de₃ on the lentil. The inscribed signs in source B are, however, difficult to identify (the second one looks like ML).
Extract 32 (YBC 8937 = CDLI P309733): The last extract was previously identified as a proverb and hence published in Alster 1997: 333 and Plate 131. Although the text on the lentil is written on three lines, it only contains two entries. The entries belong to Lugal-ME and are paralleled by source A, Side G.3’–4’: Lugal–dub-sar and Lugal–dur-mah–/i7–da–gi16–ba (Fig. 22). The prism uses as verbal base kib instead of gi16. These entries are also partially preserved in source C, rev. i’ 6’–7’.

Fig. 20. Source B, rev. i 10–12  
Fig. 21. Source B, rev. i 16–18

There are many more school exercises containing names with initial lugal. Some of them can be identified as sources of the name list Lu₃–en-li₃, which is fairly well attested in Nippur, but also other places: e.g., FLP 2084 (CDLI P117398) and FLP 2099 (CDLI P460497). Questionable are cases such as MDP 27, 250, a lentil that contains names with initial lugal. These cannot be placed in the list at the moment (see Malayeri 2014: 131, No. 106). But future work will certainly identify more manuscripts of this new list of Sumerian personal names.

Fig. 22. Source A, Side G.3’–4’
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16) Pt Māti: A Ugaritism in the Hymn to Marduk from Ugarit? — The Hymn to Marduk (RS 25.460; Ug 5.162) is a fragmentary Akkadian text from Ugarit that was probably part of the curriculum in which local scribes were trained. The Babylonian provenance of the Hymn is evidenced by its addressee, Marduk, and by the close affinity of some of its themes and phrases to the later Babylonian composition Ludlul bel nēmeqi.1) Nevertheless, scholars have noted the presence of some West-Semitic features in this text, which might attest to a local revision.

For example, while attributing the verb utabbikanni in l. 37 to the Akkadian root $b-q$ (udubbikanni) is more appropriate,2) as it bears the opposite meaning of the previous verb uparriranni.3) Together, both verbs are aligned with the stylistic formulation of the text: “He dispersed me (but) joined me together.”4) Similarly, whereas an Akkadian derivation of the verb arrasu in l. 22 has yet to be suggested, its derivation from the West-Semitic root $r-z-y$ (in the N-conjugation) is suitable: “I am wasting away from the disease”.5) In addition, as scholars have referred to the doubtful meaning of the verb išmuṭanni (l. 36) in its context,6) a derivation from the West-Semitic verb š-$m-t$ (“to drop”, or even š-$m$-$t$ (išmutanni), “to destroy,” may be a good fit.7) Phonetically, the prohibitive lā tabayyaš in l. 32, “do not come to shame,” testifies to a local declension of the verb bāṣu rather than to the common Akkadian lā tabāšištab”aš.8) Similarly, the spelling pakrat in l. 9, rather than pakyar, might be affected by the local pronunciation of a weak kaf.9) In light of these possible West-Semitic linguistic features in a hymn of Babylonian origin that was found at Ugarit, I would like to examine an additional phrase that might be of local, West-Semitic origin.

Line 40 in the Hymn to Marduk may be considered linguistically as “good Akkadian.” Nevertheless, it contains a unique phrase, pt māti, which is usually translated as “mouth of death,” as in Cohen’s translation, whose edition is the most recent to be published:10)

39 He threw me down but raised me up, idānni u ušaqānni
40 He saved me from death’s mouth, ulti pt māti tkinnanni
41 He raised me from the netherworld. ulti erṣet ušēłanni

Perhaps because pt māti has no additional attestation in Mesopotamian literature,11) Oshima – following Nougayrol – suggested interpreting this phrase in light of a much more common Akkadian expression, pt karašē (literally, “mouth of annihilation”), occurring in the Prayer for Marduk no. 1 and in other compositions.12) According to Oshima, like the figurative meaning suggested for pt karašē, so should pt māti be understood as a metaphor for a grave, and not literally as “the mouth of death.”

However, for the Ugaritians, as well as for their neighbouring cultures, the literal meaning of pt māti was well-known. Among the West-Semitic cultures, the term mātu not only refers to the concept of “death,” but also serves as the appellation of the lord of the netherworld Mot (“Death”; mt in Ugaritic alphabetical spelling; מת in biblical Hebrew spelling), whose most prominent characteristic is his hunger and eagerness to swallow the living through his mouth (p in Ugaritic alphabetical spelling; נפ in biblical Hebrew spelling). This is deduced from several verses set in the Ugaritic Baal Cycle (KTU 1.4 VII 47–52; VIII 14–20; 1.5 I 6–8; 12–22; II 2–6; 1.6 II 13–23; VI 19–25) as well as in biblical literature (Hab 2:5; Isa 5:14; Prov 30:15–16; Ps 141:7). In the following, two citations from each corpus are provided to clarify the local context of this phrase.

The Ugaritic Baal Cycle relates Baal’s warning to his servant to keep his distance from Mot, lest the latter takes him like a lamb in his mouth (p):

KTU 1.4 VII 14 “But be careful, $\ldots w ngr$
15 Oh, messenger of the gods. Do not $\text{tn} . \text{i}ml . \text{a}l$
16 Get close to the son of El, $\text{trbr} . \text{ln} \text{bn} . \text{i}lm$
17 Mot, lest he takes you $\text{mt} . \text{a}l . \text{ydbkm}$
18 Like a lamb in his mouth, $\text{k imr} . \text{b ph}$
19 Like a kid in the opening $\text{k ll} . \text{b br}n$
20 Of his maw. You will be crushed.” $\text{qnh} . \text{nth} \text{an}$

Mot himself is also proud of his endless appetite and enormous throat (npś):

KTU 1.5 I 12 Message of the son of El $\ldots \text{thm} . \text{bn} . \text{Il}m$
13 Mot, word of El’s beloved, $\text{mt} . \text{hw}t . \text{ydd} . \text{bn} \text{Il}$
11. Note that while the phrase “KA māti” occurs in CAD P, 471a below the entry pt māti, the ideogram KA should be normalized as rīgma; see ibid and CAD R, s.v. rīgma. For the demon ʾmāti in The Underworld Vision of a Prince of the first millennium BCE, and in additional references, none of which fits the context of II. 40’–41’ in the Hymn to Marduk, see SIBBING-PLANTHOLT 2020. Some resemblance to this phrase may also be found in the Akkadian compositions (from the late Middle Assyrian period and onwards) Ištar’s Descent, Gilgamesh (tablet VI), and Nergal and Erēškīgal (the Sultantepe edition) that relate to the fear from the dead (mītātum) who would consume the living (baltītum). This, however, is still very far from the context of the present text.

12. OSHIMA 2001; NOUGAYROL 1968, 272. The semi-equivalent lines in Ludlul V are broken, hence they cannot be of assistance (the translation and transliteration follow Oshima 2014, 106):

5 He saved me [from…]  
6 [He picked] me up [from…]
7 He raised me [from...]
8 He dragged me out from the Hubur-river.

Cf. also the introduction in Ludlul I 13-14 (following Oshima 2014, 79–80):
13 The one by whose rage burial chambers’ doors are thrown wide (lit.: open up),
14 (but) at the same time, he raises the fallen man from annihilation.

13. Note that due to the absence of Mot from most of god-lists, only a single occurrence of his name written in Mesopotamian cuneiform, NAM.ÚŠ, has so far been found; see Roche-Hawley 2012, 158. The syllabic Akkadian mu-tu in the meaning of “death” is well documented in texts from Ugarit, El-Amarna and Emar (see references in DULAT 589, s.v. mt [II] and Roche-Hawley, ibid).

15. Therefore, the view that “the motif of death’s insatiable appetite is well attested throughout the Near East” (Smith and Pitard 2009, 722), which is based on the presumption that the Hymn to Marduk from Ugarit is a version of the Babylonian Ludlul, must be denied. On the contrary, this occurrence should be enumerated with the Ugaritic and biblical occurrences evincing a unique West-Semitic feature.
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17) A cognate for Akk. ḫabāqu? — In a recently published paper,13 Yigal Bloch proposed that Middle Assyrian ḫabīqtu is a spelling of *hawīqtu, “turning, going”, from the verb ḫuq̲/ḏuq̲ (root ḫwq) and likewise, that the verb ḫabāqu means “to go, turn”. His proposal is based on the lexical equations ge₂ = ḫu-
a-qú (CT 18 39, i 32) and ḥa-a-qa = a-la-ku, “to go” (LBAT 1577, i 14). Also mentioned is Akk. ḥâqu, “(a verb of motion)” (CAD ḥ, 87a and 212b). However, no cognates are given for this verb.

A possible cognate may be Hebrew ḥamēq, which in two texts has a similar meaning. One text is wādōdī ḥamēq āhār, “but my lover had turned (and) gone” (Song of Songs 5:6) and the other is “ad mātay titḥammāqūn, “For how long will you waver?” (Jer 31:22, hitpā‘el).

In turn, as a cognate Akk. ḥabbâqû is definitely preferable either to Arab. ḥamiqa, ḥamûqa, “to be stupid, silly foolish etc.” (AEL, 645; DMWA, 206a) or to Tigre ḥamiqa, “schwach sein oder werden, gering sein, hisschen/to be or become weak, to be low, to pine away” (WTS, 61b)5) that have been cited to a-qú, ṣîn, hinsiechen/to be or become weak, to be low, to pine away” (WTS, 61b)5) that have been cited to explain the Hebrew verb ḥamēq (e.g. in HALOT, 330).

Notes
2. As cited in AHw 322b, under ḥâqu II.
3. Cf. also Akk. ḥâqu, ḥâçu, “(mng. unk., vb. of motion)” (CDA, 106b: jB). Curiously, its homograph Akk. ḥâqu, ḥâçu: “to mix liquids” (CAD ḥ, 86-87); “(ver)mischen” (AHw, 342b); “to mix (up),” “mix, mingle”. Št: “be mixed together” (CDA, 115a) has as yet unnoticed cognates in Harari ḥabāqû, “dissolve by mixing with liquids” and Geez (tâ)ḥabâqû, “be mingled” (EDH, 79a), with the same phonological change.
4. For the interchange between n and b for intervocalic w in Assyrian see GAG §21.b, §21.d and KOUWENBERG 2017: 78-79, esp. §3.2.3. See also FALES 2021: 1373 and HACKL 2021: 1436. A prime example is Akk. lawû, lamû, OAkk, OA labû or MA, NA labû or labû, “to surround, besiege” (CDA, 179b) and similarly for its derivatives.
5. See also Arab. ḥabâqaq, IV: “se montrer docile et de facile composition” (DA-F, 369).
6. The similar-looking Heb. word ḥamûq that appears in the plural in Song 7:2 seems to be completely different: ḥamûqû y’rêkayîk may mean either “the smoothness of your thighs” – cf. Arab. ḥwq, “roundness (in the penis)” (AEL I, 672) – or preferably “the tattoos of your thighs” – cf. Mehri hûmok or hûmûwok, “scab, scar” (ML, 181) – here perhaps a term for an ornamental scar or tattoo. A less likely cognate is Ge‘ez ḥaqûq’e, ḥwq’e, “hip, loin, thighbone” (ConcDG, 19b), since this would result in the tautologous expression “the hippbones of your thighs”.
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Northumberland (GREAT BRITAIN)
18) Hittite dārī(ya)nu- ‘to weary; to importune’ — In NABU 2015/3: 116 Öğuz Soysal published a new, augmented edition of part of CTH 311.2.B (Naram-Sin in Asia Minor). Soysal (2020: 104–6) presented a newer version with a further additional join and crucially more ample context of the episode of interest here. I follow his readings entirely, but to save space give the text continuously in bound transcription:

KBo 3.17+18+19+DBH 43/2.232+CHDS 3.115+Bo 7303 iii 9–17 (OH/NS)

*NARAM-*ŚIN-ā Ś ANA *4ISTAR* waotechnology *(datāši)* zik=nu tariškēši dānkuwaša=wa KUR-e kiskiri=tta tehilli *4ISTAR*-ē=ā=sēši d[a]l[pa] taraškēṣtze tī šuppyašah[i][ut][i] šuppyašaš GlN[(Ā-āš)] šēškaiḫ hunters
DINGIR.MES=Ś[(A)] dārīnut mu *(DINGIR MEŠ=KA m)ugāti

*NARA[(M-*ŚIN-naš)] šuppyašah[i][ati šuppay][a]š GlNDArrāš[Ā-āš] še[iškišek][i(waš d)]aiš DINGIR.MEŠ=Ś[U dārīnut [(m)]a DINGIR.MEŠ=ŚU mukiškēwan d[(aš)]*

“Naram-Sin began to wail to Ishtar: ‘You kept saying/promising to me: “I will put the dark lands in your hand.”’

But Ishtar kept replying to him: ‘Go! Purify yourself! Repeatedly sleep on a pure bed. Dārinu- your gods and rouse your gods to action!’ Naram-Sin purified himself, began to sleep on a pure bed, dārinu-ed his gods, and began to rouse his gods to action.”

In both works cited, Soysal follows the standard view and translates dārinu- as ‘to implore, beseech, yalvar’, characterizing dārinu- as a “secondary verbal root darīnu- beside darīyanu.” (similarly Mouton 2007: 110 ‘appeler’).

For understandable reasons, the correct analysis of dārī(ya)nu- by Gurney (1940: 49, note 3) has been entirely overlooked and forgotten (as has my passing mention in Melchert 2010: 211): “darīyanu-, which is also associated with mēgā- (see previous note), and which was supposed by Götze (Hatt. 100) to mean ‘invoke’ solely on the basis of KBo. III.16 rev. 10 ff., is shown by Tah. II 57 to imply a request. If it is the causative of tariya- ‘grow weary’ (on which see below, p. 99 ff.), perhaps the literal meaning is ‘importune’.” The fully restored Naram-Sin passage entirely affirms Gurney’s insight. I stress the repeated use of -šē- forms and the historical present: it is clear that Ishtar, wearied by Naram-Sin’s repeated pestering of her, tells him to go importune his own gods. Further confirmation comes from the coupling with mēgā(i)-, which with Laroche is not a verbum dicendi, but means to induce (with considerable effort) absents gods to return to their temples and resume their activities (see my full argumentation in Melchert 2010): one cannot “invoke” gods who are not present to hear a plea. And as seen by Gurney, in the passage in the “Tawagalawa Letter” the Hittite king is expressing his concern that the insolent and indefatigable Piyanaradu will importune the king of Ahhiyawa with a request that he be allowed to visit the Hittite king in the “Tawagalawa Letter” the Hittite king is expressing his concern that the insolent and indefatigable Piyanaradu will importune the king of Ahhiyawa with a request that he be allowed to visit the Hittite king (see for the text Heinhold-Krahmer and Rieken 2020: 30–31 and compare the inconclusive commentary ibid. 193–4).

Final confirmation for Gurney’s analysis comes from the form of the stem in the Naram-Sin text, which as an Old Hittite composition might be expected to preserve an archaism, even in a NS copy. As per Oettinger (1979: 474–5), Kloekhorst (2008: 833–5), et al., the intransitive base verb tarai- is originally a “ḫi-verb in -i-” that only secondarily is inflected as tariya-šši and then tariya-mš (see also pret. 3rd sg. tarašš in KUB 36.83 i 20&23 and pres. 3rd sg. darāš ibid. i 24&27). This is now corrorborated by the regular fashion of the weak stem of the ḫi-verb, just like ḫuina- ‘to move’ (tr.) < ḫuwaši-šši ‘to move’ (intr.), pittina- ‘to cause to run away’ < pittaišši ‘to run’, and zīnu- ‘to cause to cross’ < zaišši ‘to cross’. In sum, there can be no doubt that the verb ‘to importune’ is the same verb as darīyanu- ‘to make weary’ attested in a physical sense in KUB 17.29 ii 11–12 (see Tischler 1993: 174).
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19) Elamite tap — In some Neo-Elamite and Achaemenid Elamite texts various lexemes occur that have tap as final element. These are hazatap, kigaltap, mulatap and pirtap, to which also the proper name Šimuttap may be added. One time, in tapmikilkira, tap seems to be the initial element. This short study will analyse these six expressions and try to give an adequate translation for the element tap.

1. Hazatap (hu-za-tap): this lexeme is regularly attested in the Achaemenid Fortification Texts (PF 1956:38, 1957:41, 1958:20, 1959:19, 1960:34; PFNN 535:29, 577:23, 728:38, 762:38, 2040:45, 2290:43, 2337:47, 2344:32, 2487:39) and is beyond any doubt a professional designation. It always appears in the formula PN₁ hazatap PN₂ ānmanaš GUD ŠUM.PA “It (i.e. grain) was set aside for cattle in the possession of PN₁ the hazatap and PN₂ the ānmanaš”. This suggests that the lexeme has something to do with grain for cattle (Hallock 1969, 696). Koch (1980, 131 n. 138) sees in the hazatap a person who provided cattle as draught animals for the cultivation of the land and compares him with the NP expression gawband, who provided a tenant with teams and sometimes also seed. Hinz & Koch (1987, 653) propose a literal translation “cattle – keeper” and equate this word with Old Iranian *upavatgis “cattle assistant” (Tavernier 2007, 433 no. 4.4.7.114). The general meaning would then be “landlord, lessor”. Despite the attractiveness of this idea, the exact meaning of the Elamite word hazatap is not certain.

Anmanaš itself (El. an-man-taš and an-nu-man-da), also a professional designation, may render *anvantas-. In some texts, a word an-mi-ud-da/an-mi-ut-taš is written instead of an-man-taš. This could be a rendering of Old Ir. *anvita-. Hinz & Koch (1987, 59 and 60) propose “stable master, equerry” for both words, whereas Koch (apud Hinz & Koch 1987, 59 and 60) prefers “tenant”. Nevertheless, there is no plausible Iranian etymology for *anvant- “stable” (El. an-nu-man) and *anvantas- “stablemaster” (Tavernier 2007, 503-504 no. 5.3.4.5 and 5.3.4.7), although both words (anmanaš and anmitta) must belong to the same semantic field.

2. Kigaltap (KI.GAL-tap): this is a Sumerian-Elamite compound. Hinz & Koch (1987, 464) translate Sum. KI.GAL by “cult platform, cult pedestal” (cf. also Attinger 2021, 608). In Hitite texts KI.GAL may also mean “throne; residence” and even “ruler’s dignity, rulership” (Rüster & Neu 1989, 247 and 330; Tischler 2008, 265; Vanséveren 2016, 515). This of course opens a wide range of possible meanings. The expression is attested once, in the Neo-Elamite administrative text MDP 9 161:6, where a certain Huban-tuniš is called a KI.GAL-tap ("hu-ban-du-nu-iš KI.GAL-tap-na “from Huban-tuniš, the kigaltap“). Scheil (1907, 143) reads ki.gal tap-na, while Jusifov (1963, 224) presents his reader the very unlikely reading hu-ban-du-nu-iš <gal ki>-man-na. He does not translate the text.

3. Mulatap (nu-la-tap and mu-la-tab-be): this lexeme occurs three times in the Persepolis Fortification Texts and clearly denotes an occupational designation. In PF 864:18 one mulatap (ha-la-mu-la-tap) receives 3 BAR of grain. In PF 865:17 three mulatap (ha-la-mu-la-tab-be) each receive 3 BAR of grain. Finally, in PF 866:13, the number of mulatap (ha-la-mu-la-tap) is broken, but it must be more than one, since the text says that each mulatap receives 3 BAR of grain. This implies, contrary to what Hallock (1969, 734) and Hinz & Koch (1987, 951) believe, that the spellings mu-la-tap and mu-la-tab-be may both indicate the plural form, in other words, that the singular and plural forms of this lexeme are identical. In these three texts the mulatap appear always before “boys” (puhu) in the ration list. Two times they follow makers of furniture, one time wood-carriers. Whereas Hallock (1969, 734) does not venture a translation, Hinz (1971, 266; also Hinz & Koch 1987, 951) proposes for mulatap a meaning “domestic servant, valet”, but he admits (Hinz 1971,
266 n. 27) that this translation is a pure guess (“bloß geraten”) and that the expression may very well indicate a gardener.

4. *Pir-tap(?)*: spelled *pi(?)*-ir-tap: attested one time in a Fortification Text (PFNN 574:13). Its reading is uncertain, but Hinz & Koch (1987, 197) propose nevertheless a meaning “reward”, based on the context. As for now, however, this lexeme remains unclear.

5. Šimut-tap: anthroponym attested in various Achaemenid Persepolis Fortification Texts (Hinz & Koch 1987, 1166) and written *haš*-mu-da-ip (PF 2082:14) and *haš*-šimut-da-ap (Fort. 5901:3 [Arfaee 2008, 127-128]; PF 283:8, 325:3, 576:3-4, 577:4-5, 590:7-8, 1033:3, 1132:3; PFNN 736:3-4, 2315:3). The name could mean “Simut is caring”, but that depends of course on the meaning of *tap*.

6. *Tap-mikilkir*: occupational designation, only attested once, in PF 865:12 (*haš*-tap-mi-ki-ul-ki-ra). Despite Hinz’s proposals “Edelmetall-Schmelzer(?)” and “Edelmetall-Schätzer(?)” (Hinz 1971, 267 and n.29), the real meaning of this lexeme remains obscure (Hinz & Koch 1987, 286). It is therefore impossible to confirm with certainty the existence of a compound consisting of *tap* and *mikilkir*. In addition, the three-syllabic element *mikilkir* is also hard to explain.

Hinz & Koch (1987, 286) believe that Elamite *tap* does mean “carer (Pfleger, Wart)”, but at the same time they also propose a meaning “servant”. As an argument in favour of the latter idea, they mention a comparison with Old Elamite ta-a-ab that may lead to a meaning “servant”, but no further explanation is presented. Hinz & Koch read a sequence ta-a-ab twice (lines 3 and 5) in an Elamite incantation from the temple of Ninazu in Enegi (YOS 11 18 and its duplicate OECT 11 5; van Dijk 1975, 53 and 79; Hinz & Koch 1987, 1322-1323), but the copy and corresponding transliteration (van Dijk 1982, 100; Id. 1985, 25 and Pl. XXI) clearly show a reading ša-a-ab, which makes ta-a-ab a ghost reading. As a result of this, a connection with ta-a-ab is useless as help in establishing the meaning of *tap*. More recently, Krebernik has shown that the correct readings is not even ša-a-ab, but -ša a-a-ap. This reading is clear from OECT 11 5:5 which has ki-ri-ri-ša a-a-ap (Krebernik 2018, 31).

It is the lexeme *hazatap*, concerning which the context gives the most information as to the meaning. It could be that *haza*- is another Elamite word for “cattle”, although absolute certainty does not exist. If this is true, it would be a synonym for *aš*. As the cattle was in possession of the *hazatap*, *tap* may have a sense of “someone who takes care of”.

In conclusion, the precise meaning of *tap* might be “carer; keeper”, but this is only based on contextual arguments, not on etymological ones. As a consequence of this, it is wise to accept that we do not know yet what *tap* stands for. Only new evidence may be of any help in this discussion.
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20) BM 99128 (A.0.100.7) - Tukulti-Ninurta II or Aššur-reš-šīši? — The fragment of a glazed tile BM 99128 bears a fragmentary inscription reading:

1’…lúŠANGA Aššur-KAL SANGA Aššur-ma e-nu-ma na-mé-ru…
2’…ti-ib-ki a-na mah-ru-šše

1’…vice-regent of Aššur, (grand)son of Assur-dan. When the towers […]
2’…courses (and thus) did I raise it 35 courses higher than before […]

Grayson (1991: 180, A.0.100.7) ascribed this inscription to Tukulti-Ninurta II, who was indeed a grandson of Assur-dan, as implied by the -ma in l.1’, specifically Assur-dan II. Although Tukulti-Ninurta II did indeed restore a towered building (Grayson 1991: 184 A.0.100.14), the phrase of which BM 99128.2 preserves a part, describing the raising of a wall by 35 courses, is very distinctive. It calls to mind the claims of Aššur-reš-šīši of rebuilding the towers of the great gate of the temple of Ishtar in Nineveh, removing 15 courses of brick and rebuilding with 50 courses, thus making it 35 courses of brick higher than before (Grayson 1987: 311, A.0.86.1 line 11; 313 A.0.86.2 line 7). The same word and spelling for towers na-mé-ru is used. As Aššur-reš-šīši was also a grandson of an Assur-dan, in this case Assur-dan I, we would suggest that BM 99128 may be attributed to Aššur-reš-šīši. The proposal is supported by the palaeography, the four small verticals in the ŠUR signs in BM 99128 and the four horizontals in the KI signs are both typical of Middle Assyrian forms (I am grateful to Jaume Llop for this observation).
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21) A Fish? A Bird? – A New Interpretation of the Drawing on VAT 13141 — The Kassite exercise tablet VAT 13141 (Bab. 36607), recently published by Bartelmus (2016: 343f.), contains an extract of nine extispicy omens regarding the stomach (kukkudru) of a sacrificial sheep, followed by a numerical repetition of the number 10 (U) on the obverse and a peculiar drawing (Fig. 1) on the reverse. Pedersén (2005: 89) suggested that this image may resemble a bird, a view which was later cautiously followed by van Soldt (2011: 204) and Bartelmus (2016: 125), who added the alternative possibility of a fish.

However, a more precise interpretation of the Akkadian term kukkudru is that of it being the fourth stomach of a sheep, i.e., the Abomasum (Moran 1967: 180; Starr 1983: 92; Cohen 2018: 137). Having the Abomasum (Fig. 2) in mind, we can identify the beginning of the Duodenum (a), the Abomasum itself (b) and part of the Psalterium (c) in the abstract drawing on VAT 13141. Hence, I would argue that there is a yet more logical relation between the text on the obverse and the drawing on the reverse; i.e., both are concerned with the kukkudru, the Abomasum of a sheep.
Fig. 1. Drawing on the reverse of VAT 13141 in Bartelmus 2016: 344

Fig. 2: Drawing of a ruminant’s Abomasum in Vaughn 1904: 1643
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22) RI-ma-ŠU/RI-ma-a-MU in Ludlul Bēl Nēmeqi I, line 19 — The term RI-ma-ŠU/RI-ma-a-MU in Ludlul Bēl Nēmeqi I, line 19 poses obstacles to the interpretation of the entire line. This term is preserved on a tablet from Nimrud (ND 5485+5497/20 = CTN IV, no. 201; ND 5485 = IM 67628 was first published in Wiseman 1980), the Sippar duplicate (Si 1.D.4 = GEORGE/AL-RAWI 1998), and BM 36320 that was published by Fincke (2021) in a recent issue of NABU, Fincke joined BM 36320 to BM 37695 (=OSHIMA 2014 Pl. III; Lambert CT no. 147).

For the reader’s convenience, I first present here a Partitur of lines 19–20:

19 BM 36320+37695 obv 8’ i-du-ud-ma ri-ŠU-MA-ša-MU ú-gan-na
BM 66345 14’ …-m[ar] ri-[m]a-šu…
Si 1.D.4 obv 19 id-du-ud-[ma ri-ma-a-MU ú-gan-na
ND 5485+5497/20 19 id-du-ud-ma ri-ma-šu ú-gan-ni

20 BM 36320+37695 obv 9’ [k]i-i ÁB AMAR it-[r][a]-na-as-ḫar är-ki-šā
BM 66345 15’ …-[r]i-[r]i-[r]…
Si 1.D.4 obv 20 [k]i-i a-[r][a]-a[ŋ] bu-ri it-ta-na-as-ḫa-ru EGIR-ia
ND 5485+5497/20 20 [k]i-i a-[r][a]-a[ŋ] bu-ri it-ta-na-as-ḫa-ru EGIR-ia

There are two key issues with RI-ma-ŠU/RI-ma-a-MU. The first issue is the disagreement of the last signs: ŠU and MU. The second matter we need to address is the long ḫ preceding it.

In terms of the modern scholarship, the Nimrud tablet was the first text to witness line 19 (Wiseman 1980). Wiseman read it ri-ma-ŠU[a] and translated “the one he loves.” However, judging from its photograph on CTN IV, pl. 153, the last sign is actually -ŠU. Because the other possessive pronouns for the third person singular in the first forty lines of Tablet I refer to Marduk, Wiseman’s interpretation of -šu as the possessive
pronoun suffix for the third person masculine singular seemed justified. However, when a new exemplar of *Ludlul Bēl Nēmeqi* Tablet I from Sippar (=Š1 I.D.4) was published in George/Al-Rawi 1998, it came as a surprise to find *RI-ma-a-MU* in its line 19 instead of *RI-ma-ŠU* on CTN IV, no. 201. Although *Ludlul* is a first person narrative, in the hymnic introductory section (i.e., I 1–40), there is no reference to the narrator himself: we did not expect the possessive pronoun suffix for the first person singular, i.e., -ya, in this line 19. It seems that the scribe of the Sippar MS indeed meant to read -MU -iša₅, as he wrote *EGIR-ia* instead of *EGIR-šu*, as in the Nimrud MS, in the following line that forms a couplet with line 19.

In *NABU*, Fincke (2021) published yet another Babylonian duplicate of Tablet I, BM 36320+BM 37695. Very intriguingly, in the newly identified BM 36320 (Fincke 2021), the word in question again reads *RI-ma-a-MU* (line 8) while its line 9 has *ār-ki-šu*. The new duplicate confirms that *RI-ma-a-MU* is actually correct, while *EGIR-ia* of George/Al-Rawi’s Sippar MS is perhaps a scribal error meant to be *EGIR-šu*. However, it is not clear how *RI-ma-a-MU* can be reconciled with *RI-ma-ŠU* of the Nimrud MS.

Another issue of *RI-ma-a-MU*/RI-ma-ŠU in *Ludlul* I 19 is the long ā that is clearly indicated by the *plene* writing in Fincke’s new duplicate as well as George/Al-Rawi’s Sippar MS. All the scholars agree that *RI-ma-a-MU* is a noun, either *rišu*, “wild ox,” (e.g. Foster 1981; Oshima 2014, 79; Piccin/Worthington 2015, 115) or *rišu*, “love,” (e.g. Wiseman 1980, 105; von Soden 1990, 115; George/Al-Rawi 1998, 195; Foster 2005, 395; and Annus/Lenzi 2010, 31). Because line 20 speaks of a cow and a calf, it is very likely that *rišu*, “bull, wild ox,” is meant here. Nonetheless, these interpretations do not explain the existence of the long ā before the alleged possessive pronoun suffixes, as detailed in George/Al-Rawi 1998, 198.

In order to solve these enigmas, Piccin/Worthington 2015, 115 suggest a rather creative reading of *ri-ma-niš*, for *rišṭaš* and translate “like a wild bull.” They argue that, because the sign *MU* is also a Sumerogram for *niš*, “life,” the phonetic value *niš* can be expected from it. Their argument is actually based on Foster 1981 suggesting an emendation of *-šu* of the Nimrud MS and read *-niš* (=GIŠ). I find their suggestions based on an emendation and a thus far unattested sound value rather less tenable.

Here I suggest a simpler interpretation and read *MU* of line 19 as *-Sūm or -Šu₅*, and read the second half of line 19 *rištu(m) uganann₅*, thus agreeing with the Nimrud MS. Unlike the previous suggestions, however, I take *-šu* not as the possessive pronoun suffix but -(V)*šu(m), i.e. the terminative, similar to *-iš*. The entire line should then be translated: “When Marduk becomes pointed (becomes angry?), he charges a wild bull.” Other examples of -(V)*šu(m) in *Ludlul* Tablet I are:

Line 43, *ši-da-a-ši₁₀ i-lī, “the personal god climbed to the mountain (i.e. disappeared)”*

Line 73 *ik-ne-uš qaš-qar-šun*, “(my head) bent down to the ground.”

The same *-šu(m)* is also observed in the Dialogue of the Tamarisk and the Palm, lines 2 and 13 (Lambert 1960, 156): i-sa-ra-am giši-ma-ra-Šu₅ giši-ma-ra-a-šu “He (the tamarisk) says to the Palm.” For *-šu(m)*, see Mayer 1995, 185; Groneberg 1978/1979, 29.

Having said so, however, it is also possible that the author intended a pun based on polysemy of the Akkadian terms and polyvalency of the cuneiform signs. We can read the last two words *reštu ugarann₅*, and translates, “he attends to the compassion respectfully,” referring to Marduk’s mercifulness. For the puns based on polysemy and polyvalency in *Ludlul* I 1–40, see Noegel 2016.
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23) Das Klagen der Eule in der akkadischen und ägyptischen Sprache — In diesem Beitrag spielt die akkadisch-ägyptische Interpretation der Eulenrufe als Klagelauten eine besondere Rolle. Die Vorstellung liegt in beiden Sprachen voll entwickelt vor.
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repräsentiert, für die sich zunächst die Übersetzung

„Auf, möge der Pharao, mein großer {Herr}, die Geschichte von der Schwalbe hören. Als sie Junge bekommen
hatte am Ufer des Meeres, als sie kam und hinausging, um Futter zu suchen für ihre Jungen, da sagte sie zu dem
Meer: „Pass auf meine Jungen auf…“


Die Passage „šm n=f r my r…“14) spiegelt wohl denselben Sachverhalt wider, für welche die Erstübersetzung „der Geier ging nach…“ plausible ist. Der Geier bildet auch das Subjekt in der Passage „n3.w nrii.<w>t i.ir šm m-s3 bili.t [n] n3ii=n hrt.w“15), für welche die Erstübersetzung „Diese Geierweibchen, die Nahrung holen gingen [für] ihre Jungen.“ brauchbar erscheint. Die Parallele zur Schwalbenmutter drängt sich fast von selbst auf.
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Die Untersuchung setzt mit dem akkadischen Beispiel ein. Die folgende Textstelle kann dafür als repräsentativ gelten, bei der es sich um einen Auszug aus einem Vertrag zwischen Assur-Nerari V. und König Mati-Ilu von Arpad handelt:

„Lass denselben (=Mati-Ilu) eine Prostituierte sein, seine Soldaten sind Frauen“(1)

Die hier zu sehende Verweiblichung der Soldaten hängt nach Chapman(2) mit der Ängstlichkeit vor dem Feind zusammen, während die Verwandlung in eine Prostituierte auf die Unfähigkeit zur Zeugung eines Erben hinausläuft. Die akkadische Vorstellung wurde bereits von Smith(3) mit hebräischen und grie-
chischen Parallelen in Verbindung gebracht. Im Folgenden wird eine ägyptische Parallele hinzugefügt, die theoretisch das gleiche Konzept widerspiegelt. Der Blickwinkel hat sich dort nur leicht verschoben.

Die besondere Aufmerksamkeit hat in diesem Fall der demotische Papyrus Berlin 13640 verdient. Der stark zerstörte Inhalt lässt vermuten, dass es offenbar um Erlebnisse eines Ägypters in Babylonien gegangen ist. Die folgende Zeile ist für die hierigen Zwecke am interessantesten:

"...[t]i=n (sic !) n[...]h[...]ś.w s.t-[h]r[...]t=n[...]hr (?)[...]r[...]n p.m[...]nk[n] 'n[...]

"...[t]i=n (sic !) n[...]h[...]ś.w s.t-[h]r[...]t=n[...]hr (?)[...]r[...]n p.m[...]nk[n] 'n[...]

In die Diskussion werden hier offenbar Krieger eingeführt, die sich für die Schlacht rüsten. Die Soldaten beugen dabei dem bloßen Verdacht der Verweiblichung vor, was bildlich durch das Ablegen der Frauengewänder ausgedrückt wird. Die Kleidermetaphorik kehrt in vielen alten Sprachen wieder. Das Hauptmotiv ist damit bereits freier abgewandelt. Die Selbstaussage gibt sich daher wohl dem Spiel mit dessen Inhalt hin. Die Männer versichern sich offenbar ihrer Stärke oder spornen sich gegenseitig an. In so explizierter Form kommt das Motiv im Ägyptischen offenbar nur hier vor.
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**26) SUKUD.GIM, “as above”, an intertextual reference in the Great Star List used as an editorial note in the colophon of the diagnostic omen series SA.GIG** — The so-called Great Star list (Koch-Westenholz 1995: 187–205), a list known basically from Neo-Assyrian sources, is organised in two corresponding columns like a šātu commentary. One section correlates months with countries:

270 ITU.BÁR KUR.URI.KI | ITU.GU3 KUR.NIM.MA.KI
271 ITU.SIG₂ | KUR.MAR.TU.KI
272 ITU.ŠU | KUR.SU.KI u gu-ti-i
273 šu-tab-lak-kut-tum | SUKUD.GIM

We know from several sources that this sequence of correlations was continued, see. e.g. K. 3123 (ACh 2 Suppl. 19), a Neo-Assyrian tablet from the series ṣūma šīn ina tūmarītu-šu according to its colophon (see for this series see Gehlenk 2007):

13’ ...: DIŠ ITU.BÁR ITU.NE ITU.GÁN ana KUR.URI.KI
14’ [DIŠ ITU.GUD ITU.KIN ITU.A]B ʾKUR.NIM.MA.KI: DIŠ ITU.SIG₂ ITU.DUL ITU.ZÍZ KUR.MAR.TU.KI

– 53 –
The months “for lunar eclipses” (15’; ITU.IMEŠ šá AN.TA.LU₂ג) correlate with countries as follows: Months I, V, IX correspond with Akkad; months II, VI, X with Elam; months III, VII, XI with Amurru; and months IV, VIII, XII with Subartu (and Gutium). The four countries are correlated with three months each. In thus, presenting the first cycle of a recurring sequence, I-II-III-IV for the months, paired with A-B-C-D for the countries, the scribe of the Great Star List could simply use the expression šu-tab-lak-kut-tum SUKUD.GIM to refer to the recurring pattern. On this Weidner (1959–60: 109b) commented “SUKUD wird vor allem mit akkad. mēlū, “Höhe” gleichgesetzt (…). Darf man also sukud-dîm ersetzen “wie das Oberstehende, wie das Obenstehende” oder wäre das eine unzulässige Übertragung eines modernen Begriffes auf das Sumerische?”. CAD Š III (1992) 394b followed his suggestion and gives “the cycle (for the next two groups of four months) is as the above (correspondence)”, translating šutablakktatum as “cycle”. Similar but amplified we find “mutattis mutandis as above” by Ulla Koch-Westenholz (1995: 203). All agree that the expression means to continue “as above”.

The same logogram occurs twice in the catalogue of the series SA.GIG and alamdimmû, known from one early Neo-Assyrian tablet from Kalkhu (ND 4358+4366, CTN IV 71; see Kinnier Wilson 1956: 130–146 with corrections by Finkel 1988) and one Neo-Babylonian tablet, probably from Babylon (BM 41237+46607+47163; Finkel 1988). In this catalogue, Esagil-kîn-apli gives the order of the individual tablets of the series identified by their incipits and the number of entries, and explains his editorial work on these series conducted during the reign of the Babylonian king Adad-apla-iddina (1068–1047 BCE according to Middle Chronology). After listing a group of tablets, Esagil-kîn-apli states the total number of entries followed by the title of the respective sub-series. He then adds editorial notes: one is GIBIL NU TIL (obv. 4), “new (edition) - not finished”, i.e. not a completely revised edition; another (sa-di-ru šā) SUR.GIBIL sub-[tu] (obv. 19, 31), to be read (sadīra ša) ž/sarâ sab[tu], “(sections for which) a (new) ‘weaving’ (of the entries) has been (under)tak[en]”, i.e. a (completely) revised edition (for the Akkadian reading of SUR.GIBIL see already Kinnier Wilson 1956: 138 and Lieberman 1990: 333 note 182). The following two sub-series of SA.GIG, each covering five tablets, have the following editorial note (see Finkel 1988: 147; Heeßel 2000: 15; Schmidtchen 2018: 140):

37 NIGIN 4 2 UŠ 20+[20+8 DIŠ ŠI[U]B-t[tu] ŠUB-su-ma SA.GIG AN.TA.ŠUB.BA “SUKUD.GIM
37 (In total 40[8 entries for the sub-series) ‘If collapse befalls him and (he has) the symptom of SUKUD.GIM
37 šu-tab-lak-kut-tum šu-tab-lak-kut-tum” – SUKUD.GIM.

38 NIGIN 3+[…] UŠ 5 DIŠ UD.DA TAB-su-ma SUKUD.GIM
38 (In total 180+…+5 entries for the sub-series) ‘If sētu-fever has made him feverish’ – SUKUD.GIM.

While CAD E (1958) 111a translated SUKUD.GIM “as above (reading uncertain)”, Irving Finkel (1988: 150) said it should be included with “other technical terms here, still quite obscure”. The second term he mentioned was GIŠ.GIŠ.A which is added to the title of the last sub-series of both, SA.GIG and alamdimmû. Eric Schmidtchen (2018: 153), understands SUKUD as a logogram for šālū. He cites the phrase ina muḫḫi ṭuḫḫi šālāl (an expression in an URU.AN.NA tablet to be discussed further below) which he interprets as “to enter upon (or at the top of) a tablet (as incipit)”, and suggests (p. 154) the term SUKUD.GIM should be read kēmā šālē, to mean “(structured) according to (topics) recorded (on individual tablets). Marten Stol (personal communication)¹) disputes the meaning “to enter (upon a tablet)” for the Š stem of elā, but on the contrary suggests “to remove, to annul”. He bases this on evidence in Old Babylonian letters: see Abû 4 69: 37-38: la wa-tar i-ḫa-aq-gā-ar / ši-ma-tum-ma šu-la-a, “he must no further vindicate (the field), (the earlier) sales are annulled”; or CUSAS 36 no. 194: 20-21: i-na tu-up-pi-im / šu-šu-ā-šu, “remove him from the tablet”. CAD E 132a refers to a Nuizi text SMN 2249:7 with u ina ṭuḫḫi šānšu la šu-ū-šu, but this cannot be verified; the reference is wrong and I have not been able to identify that tablet.²) According to Stol, the meaning “to remove, to annul from a tablet” (ina ṭuḫḫim šālāl) could also be applied to the phrase ina muḫḫi ṭuḫḫi šālāl in the colophon of a Neo-Assyrian tablet of the series URU.AN.NA, K. 4373 (CT 14 9 = Fincke 2021: nR3-7) rev. ii 15-16: ina sa-di-ri MU-šu-nu ul amšim-bi-ma / ina UGU DUB.MEŠ ū-še-li, “I/he did not mention their names (i.e. titles of the quoted tablets) in the sections, I/he
removed (them) from the tablets” (in contrast to CAD E 132a: “but did enter them on the tablets”; similar Schmidtchen 2018: 153).

In the colophons of two Late Babylonian copies of letters from Babylonian scholars to the Assyrian king, replying to his attempts to acquire Babylonian tablets for the royal library, this phrase occurs and could be translated “to remove”, “to extract” or “to copy”:

– The colophon of a Late Babylonian copy of the letter of the scholars from Babylon (Frame–George 2007: 270–277) says (BM 28825 rev. 39): “[...ṣaru annû ina UGU GIŠ-SA šū-n-apli “[...this text] was removed (or extracted) [from a] writing-board, from (lit. of) the middle parts (of the original text)” (Frame–George 2007: 275: “was copied [from a] writing-board”).

– The colophon of a Late Babylonian copy of the letter of the scholars from Borsippa (Frame–George 2007: 265–270) says (BM 45642 rev. 21): šá-tār an-na-a ina UGU-biš NA₄.R[U.A š]á ŠU₄.GIŠ.NU₁₁, GAL šu-ú-li ana kan-n[a]-a-tú gab-bi ša-pi-ir, “this inscription was removed (or extracted) from a stela of alabaster (and) sent to all colleagues” (Frame–George 2007: 269: “was copied on to a tablet (or tablets) of alabaster”).

Because we no longer have access to the writing board or to the stela these copies on clay tablets are our only record of the incident. It is even possible that these two Late Babylonian copies of letters recording the endeavours of the Assyrian king and the third one about the same matter (CT 22, 1; BM 28825; BM 45642; see Frame–George 2007) were all composed or at least reworked in Hellenistic times (see Ronnie Goldstein 2010).

John Wee (2019: 336) understands the term SUKUD.GIM in the SA.GIG colophon to be “based on a common idiomatic use of the verb šālū (logogram SUKUD) for the production of a document” and translates “according to (documentation) furnished” (p. 317). According to the evidence given in CAD E (131b–132a el₄ u₄). The meaning of tuppu šālū is to bring out or produce a tablet or document as proof of a claim. Both Schmidtchen (2018) and Wee (2019) assume that the logogram SUKUD.GIM refers to a “tablet”, although it does not include DUB for tuppu. Wee (2019: 336 note 1059) explains “the label SUKUD.GIM could simply refer to reliance on older (documented) textual traditions, whose topical arrangement in Sa-gig Chapter IV and V was merely a reflection of how content happened to be organized in these earlier traditions”. This interpretation is based on the observation already stated by Nils Heebel (2000: 107 with note 47) that both the sub-series concerned do not only have parallels with entries in older tablets, but that complete tablets have the same structure and sequence as older tablets. Thus, it seems that Esagil-kin-apli did not rework the text of these tablets, which is why he did not add the note GIBIL, “new (edition)”, to indicate he had prepared a new edition of these sub-series. He seems to have simply included the tablets of the earlier series unrevised into his new edition. Since the other scholars knew these “earlier” tablets already, Esagil-kin-apli, by adding SUKUD.GIM, stressed the fact that from now on all tablets with these incipits – old and new – belong to the sub-series concerned in the given sequence. Then this editorial note would mean the same as in the Great Star List, “as above”, contra Schmidtchen 2018: 152 note 108.

The semantic field of the logogram SUKUD covers being or becoming high (see also Schmidtchen 2018: 152) and includes the following cognate lexemes: el₄u₄, adjective, “tall, high, exalted”, “upper”; the nouns el₄tu₄, “elevated terrain”; and me₄₄₄, “height”; šālū (el₄u₄,₁₄.stem), “to raise; to produce (a document as proof); to deduct”; it also includes šaqū, “high, tall”; šāḥu, “to grow (tall)”; šēṭu₄, “tall, high, stately”; zaq₄₄u₄, “to raise, to build high” and zaq₄₄u₄, “high, steep, tall”. It is not equated for the adverbs ṣe₄₄u₄, “above”, or el₄i₄, “up, on top; upwards”; for those the equivalent logogram is AN.TA. It may well be that the Akkadian equivalent of the logogram SUKUD.GIM is not related to any of these readings at all.

I do not wish to propose a new Akkadian reading, but I believe that the editorial note SUKUD.GIM in the SA.GIG catalogue has the same meaning as in the Great Star List and refers to the fact that Esagil-kin-apli arranged the unrevised tablets of the earlier series for these two sub-series in the sequence of the incipits of the tablets, with the meaning “as (given) above”. If this is correct, we can identify four different terms or phrases used as scribal abbreviations when referring to earlier material:

A. MIN, KI.MIN and ŠU.BIAŠ.ÂM, “ditto”, to refer to a single word, a part of a sentence or a subordinate clause that was written in a similar position in the sentence immediately preceding where those terms were used.
27) Ḫapi-manīhi: A new Egyptian name in cuneiform? — The personal name Ḫapi-manīhi appears in a business document (STAT 3 95) from the city of Assur and the reign of Ashurbanipal. The name in question is not included in the PNA-volumes or in the lists of the PNAo (which provide updates to the PNA-volumes). Question is, how can this evidently new name be classified in an etymological sense?

Before turning to the actual analysis, the document in question needs to be described. It consists of a debt note which states that an unknown (due to a lacuna) measure of mina and five shekels of silver have been lends by a man named Ḫur-wasi (Ḫur-ba-ṣī) to a man named Ḫapi-manīhi (Ḫa-pi-ma-ni-šī). The rate of interest is then specified, followed by a passage which is partly broken but which seems to convey the provision that sons of Ḫapi-manīhi will stay with the creditor (Ḫur-wasi) as a pledge (and that Ḫapi-
manihḫi will be financially liable if his sons die or flee). The date (658 BCE) of the debt note is then given, followed by a list of five (male) witnesses, namely Pir'-mute, Nammur-abu, Tālu, Nergal-[i]bnī, and Tabni-Aia, of which the first two individuals are presented as military officers.

As indicated by the title of this note, Ḫapī-manīḫi may be an Egyptian name. Both contexts and the name itself speak in favour of such an interpretation. Beginning with contexts, the temporal context, that is, the date of the document (the reign of Ashurbanipal), is unproblematic, considering the fact that Egypt was conquered by Assyria in 671 BCE. As for the spatial context, the document comes from Assur, long known to have housed a sizeable Egyptian population in the seventh century BCE. The extensive N31-archive (to which this document belongs) is generally referred to as an archive of Egyptians (PEDERSËN 1986, 125-129; DONBAZ and PARPOLA 2001, xvi; FAIST 2007, 125-129), and so is the nearby archive Assur 52b (RADNER 2016, 121). As for the textual context, the name of the creditor, Ḫur-wāṣi, is classified as safely Egyptian, meaning “Horus is sound” (Eg. Ḥr-wiḏ). Moreover, one of the witnesses, Tālu (or Tallu), can be identified as an Egyptian on account of his appearing (along with different Egyptians) in several other texts (STAT 3 78, KAV 189) from the N31-archive.

Turning to the name itself, the name of the Egyptian divine Apis bull may be present in the name Ḫapī-manīḫi. According to H. RANKE (1910, 56), whose work on Egyptian names in Mesopotamian cuneiform remains fundamental, the name of the Apis bull (Hp in Egyptian) is attested as lpi’, ḥappi’, and ḥapi in Mesopotamian cuneiform. The PNA-volumes, which aim to present all persons and names attested in Neo-Assyrian texts, seem to confirm the analysis of RANKE, for example by classifying the name Al-ḫapi-mepi as meaning “the Apis bull has been brought to Memphis”, and the name Ḫapī-nāu as meaning “Apis is lenient”.

However, how can the second element (manīḫi) of the name be explained? A look at the work by RANKE (1935) on Egyptian personal names may provide the answer. Notably, the name Ḥp-nḫ, which means “Apis rejoices”, is attested in the Egyptian onomasticon (RANKE 1935, 237:14). It is a male name, attested several times (in later texts), and corresponds well to the rules regarding how Egyptian forms are rendered in Mesopotamian cuneiform, for example in the sense that Egyptian ḥ is rendered as ḫ in cuneiform (RANKE 1910, 91). Although the word in question (mnḫ) is not brought up in the list of Egyptian words and names in cuneiform compiled by RANKE (1910, 43-62), it may be rewarding to observe that the Egyptian verb mn appears as man(a), mi, and menna in cuneiform (RANKE 1910, 51), showing that the consonants are separated by vowels, just as in manihḫi. Concerning the last-mentioned reading (menna), it is interesting to note that the name Ḫapī-menna (Eg. Ḥp-mn(w)), meaning “Apis endures”, is attested in the Neo-Babylonian text corpus (RANKE 1910, 51; 1935, 237:13).

In sum, identifying Ḫapī-manīḫi with the Egyptian name Ḥp-nḫ is perfectly reasonable, both from the viewpoints of contexts and philology. A small piece of the puzzle on the vowel structure of the Egyptian language and on the Egyptian community in Assyria can be added.

Notes
2. For this interpretation, see PNA 2/I, pp. 481-482 (R. MATTILA). Ḥur-wāṣi 6. (the present individual) appears as a senior figure in numerous documents from the N31-archive.
3. Regarding the name of the witnesses, Tabni-Aia and Nergal-ibni are Akkadian (M. CAPRARO, PNA 3/II, p. 1300; H.D. BAKER, PNA 2/II, p. 946), and Tālu is West Semitic (R. MATTILA, PNA 3/II, p. 1305). The names Pir'-mute and Nammur-abu are not included in the PNA, although at least the latter appears to be Akkadian.
4. For these interpretations, see PNA 1/I, p. 97 (R. MATTILA) and PNA 2/II, p. 458 (R. MATTILA).
5. There are several words transcribed as mnḫ in Wb (“Wörterbuch der ägyptischen Sprache”) II. The one that is classified by the sign F18 (of the sign list of A.H. GARDINER), just as in the writing of the name Ḥp-nḫ, is translated as “frohlocken u.a. (beim Schlachten)” in Wb II, p. 84. Supposedly, the Apis bull, incarnated by the god Ptah (QUIRKE 1992, 16), rejoices at the offerings presented to him.
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28) Assyrian-style dress in the Levant: Examples from Sidon and Salamis — Assyrian or Assyrian-style artefacts were found throughout the Near East. Those finds, which represent Assyrian cultural influence, are mainly pots (Adachi 1997, Hunt 2015, Stern 2015), glyptics (Marcus 1996; Ornan, Ortiz, Wolff 2013), and architectural features and elements (Amiran, Dunayevski 1958; Soldi 2017). But the influence of the Assyrians appears to be more varied than that. Indeed, inscribed objects,1) jewels and other rare objects were also unearthed.2) Assyrian dress elements, which were not well studied, were part of those rare testimonies. It is worth noting that we have only indirect indications of the presence of Assyrian dress outside of Assyria, while it appears on locally made sculptures. This short paper will shed the light on the question of the influence of the Assyrian dress in the Levant by presenting two examples, one from Salamis (Cyprus), and another from Sidon (Lebanon).

The Example from Salamis

This first example (Figure 1) is a 62-centimetre-high terracotta figurine coming from Salamis and held at the British Museum (1891,0806.39). It was found by a British mission in 1890, during the excavation at “Toumbа”, a site south of Salamis (Karageorghis 1993: 31). It is dated between 650 and 575 BC (https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/G_1891-0806-39).

The figurine represents a bearded man in richly decorated clothes. The man has a medium-sized beard, which is arranged in three horizontal registers and marked by vertical incisions, long hair falling behind the headdress – a turban or a diadem – and he is wearing hemispherical earrings. Two layers of clothes are clearly visible on the statue: a tunic or chiton (the inner one) and a mantle (the outer one) as they are commonly named by the scholars who commented on that piece (Kiely 2018: 149-151; Karageorghis 1993: 31-32; Törnkvist 1972: 9-10; Gjerstad 1948: 98). It is also possible that the triangle in the lower part of the figurine represents an inner piece of cloth, beneath the tunic (Karageorghis 1993: 32). We can notice that the mantle, covering both shoulders, is decorated with bicolour fringes, and folded on the left shoulder. The left arm, held straight alongside the body, is apparent, while the right one is bent toward the breast and is beneath the mantle. Compared to the Neo-Assyrian dress, the tunic/chiton and the mantle are very close to the two main pieces of clothing of the Assyrian costume: the inner piece, which is also named tunic, and the outer one, which is commonly described as a shale by art historians (Moonja 2010: 1).

Even if we didn’t recognise in the Cypriot example any specific type of Assyrian dress arrangement that has been defined (see the typology in Moonja 2010), the idea of a fringed shale folded on one shoulder and/or placed above one of the arms directly recalls Assyrian dress tradition.3) In addition, the design of the beard and the hair also has clear parallels in the Assyrian art.4) On the contrary, the earrings do not seem to have Assyrian parallels. A Long tunic and fringed shale are typical of high-ranking and royal status characters in the Neo-Assyrian art.

That statue is not an isolated case. Indeed, other terracotta figurines from Cyprus, but less well preserved, have also some links to Assyrian dress.5)

The Example from Sidon

This second example from Sidon (Figures 2-3), now at the National Museum of Beirut (n° 2005), was initially part of the Ford collection. Indeed, it was Reverend George Ford, director of the American Presbyterian Mission at Saída (Sidon), who unearthed it, among other pieces, in 1901 during the construction of the American School.6) The damaged limestone sculpture is 110 cm high and dated from the 6th century BC (Maïla Afeiche 2020: 40).
In this example, the Assyrian influence is not represented by the clothes, which are typically Egyptian, but by a particular accessory: the bracelet of the right arm (Figure 3). It is a double ring bracelet with a rosette motif. The rings are topped with a lion’s head shape. Very close bracelets were unearthed in Assyria and are depicted in Assyrian art (Moonja 2010, fig. 33 p. 17; Albenda 2020, fig. 1 p. 74). The Rosette is a very common motif in Assyria, where it is the symbol of Ishtar and, particularly during the Neo-Assyrian period, the symbol of the Assyrian kingship (Albenda 2020).

Discussion and conclusion

At a first glance, those two examples seem very different: the Salamis one shows the Assyrian tunic and shale, and the Assyrian beard and hair arrangement, while the Sidonian one shows only an Assyrian-style bracelet. But after a first analysis, it is clear that they share the same adaptative attitude towards the Assyrian dress, since they are not a strict copy of the Assyrian model. The figurine of Cyprus strives only to be linked, even in a vague way, to the general image of the Assyrian dress, without adopting any strict model; and the sculpture of Sidon makes only a little reference of the Assyrian dress by the rosette bracelet. So, we are clearly in front of adaptations, and not only adoptions of Assyrian cultural elements.7)

Those adaptations of Assyrian dress elements have in common to be linked to high status and royal rank characters. It is interesting to note that many Assyrian or Assyrian-like objects found throughout the empire are also linked to those kinds of characters, which is especially true for some kind of earthenware and metalware – see for example, some kind of “Palace Ware” (Baaklini 2016; Hunt 2015). In addition, we also found in some of those objects the will to depict some general Assyrian characteristics, without necessarily being real copies of Assyrian artefacts.8)

The presence of Assyrian dress-style in the Levant can be explained by the diffusion of the Assyrian culture, either by direct contact with Assyria or indirect contact passing mainly true regional and local competitive emulation,9) which seems to have been intense during the 7th century. Some scholars even call for a “cultural koine” to be acknowledged in the Neo-Assyrian Empire (Herrmann, Tyson 2019: 20). Concerning dress in particular, it could be understood by the appearance of a new “way of life”,10) linked
to Assyria’s display of power, and which translated through specific activities, like banqueting – it is worth noting that the most numerous Assyrian-style objects are pottery used in royal banquets. It could be possible to imagine that the Assyrian way of banqueting, which influenced not only the tableware, but also the customs of feasting of the Near East and the Eastern Mediterranean – see the possible Assyrian influence on banqueting on Kline (Dentzer 1971: 216) – also influenced, at some point, the dress in the peripheries of the Assyrian Empire. Indeed, like tableware, attitudes, and furniture, the dress is an essential part of the Assyrian commensality. That influence, as suggested by the dating of the example from Sidon, could have lasted even after the disappearance of the Assyrian Empire.

Notes
1. For some examples, see the Neo-Assyrian documents published in Horowitz, 2006.
2. See, for example, an amulet from Rasm el-Tanjara (Syria) in Baaklini 2021, p. 269-273, or the Assyrian terracotta from Tell Keisan (Palestine) in Paraire 1980, pl. 102: 10.
3. See for example, Houston, Hornblower 1920, plate IX and XIII, which are respectively integrated to Style A and Sty B in Moonja 2010 (p. 6-8).
4. Compare, for example, with the Assyrian relief fragment depicting the head of a soldier BM 118830.
5. For example, see Karageorghis 1993, cat. 94 for the shale and cat. 163 for the hair arrangement. For other possible examples, see Parpas 2018, p. 297-300.
6. Very little was written about the context of those discoveries (see Clermont-Ganneau 1920 and Contenau 1923, p. 276-278).
7. Concerning the question of adaptation of Assyrian elements in the art of Cyprus, see also Kiely 2018 (p. 153) and Parpas 2018 (p. 297-298).
8. On that question, see in particular Hunt 2015, p. 195-196.
10. In the way it was defined by Thorstein 1899, p. 75.
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29) Prisme d’Assurbanipal du type G – un fragment complémentaire au Louvre — Un fragment de prisme aux dimensions L : 6,3 cm; H : 7,7 cm et P : 4,9 cm porte le numéro du Louvre SH085491. Il est composé de deux fragments recollés ensemble. À l’origine, c’était un élément de la partie inférieure du prisme.

col. i

1' [ ]
2'. [ ]
3'. [ ]
4'. [ ]
5'. [ ]
6'. [ ]
7'. [ ]
8'. [ ]
9'. [ ]
10'. [ ]
11'. [ ]
12'. [ ]
13'. [ ]
14'. [ ]
15'. [ ]
16'. [ ]
17'. [ ]
18'. [ ]
19'. [ ]
20'. [ ]
21'. [ ]
22'. [ ]


col. ii

1' [x x [ ]
2'. [ ]
3'. [ ]
4'. [ ]
5'. [ ]
6'. [ ]
7'. [ ]
8'. [ ]
9'. [ ]
10'. [ ]
11'. [ ]
12'. [ ]
13'. [ ]
14'. [ ]
15'. [ ]
16'. [ ]
17'. [ ]
18'. [ ]
19'. [ ]
20'. [ ]
21'. [ ]
22'. [ ]
[(avec son nom inscrit] [qu’il ne (la) remplace ; (s’il ose le faire,) les grands dieux [qui] éliminent sa royale majesté ! [Que] son nom (et) sa descendance (lit. « semence ») disparaisse du pays ! (Dans) le mois d’Ullûlu, [x° jour]. l’éponymat de Nabû-nâdin-[ahî], gouverneur de Kar-[Salmanazar].


On peut souligner ici que le texte du prisme porte la date du mois d’Ullûlu et que de cette façon, l’hypothèse de J. Novotny concernant la datation du prisme G se trouve confirmée.

Les lignes 14'-22' de la première colonne répètent le contenu du fragment RINAP 5/1.7.ix.3'-11' (BIWA C.IX.3'-11'). Le fragment SH085491 confirme donc que ce texte faisait aussi partie du prisme G (Asb8). De plus, il permet d’ajouter dans ce prisme, avant col.x.3', le fragment complémentaire conservé dans la col.i'.1'-13' et inconnu jusque-là.

La structure du texte dans les lignes 1' à 13' ne permet de l’attacher à aucun passage des annales connus. On peut seulement identifier qu’il s’agit d’une énumération du butin pris durant la campagne et renvoyé pour comparaison vers le fragment Asb3.vi.20-27.

Remarques

1'i.3' le signe DIŠ, pourtant bien lisible, pourrait en fait faire partie d’un autre signe ;
1'i.9' ta-ha-zi remplace le signe MÈ habituel ;
1'i.11' vu le passage Asb3.vi.25-27 l’apparition d’ANŠE.KUNGA est étonnante avant se-e-ni ;
1'i.i'.5' manque ši-tir ;
1'i.i'.11' l’état de conservation de la ligne est très mauvais. Le choix de la lecture du signe NUMUN a été opéré pour suivre la formule habituelle ;
1'i.i'.12' nous avons li-me au lieu de li-mu.

La correspondance entre les lignes des prismes du type B, C, Kh et G est présentée ci-dessous. En ce qui concerne les lignes col.i'.3'-13', il s’agit seulement de la mise en évidence de la ressemblance du contenu (énumération du butin).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>col. i'</th>
<th>RINAP.5/1.3</th>
<th>RINAP.5/1.6</th>
<th>RINAP.5/1.7</th>
<th>RINAP.5/1.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2'</td>
<td>B.VI.27</td>
<td>B.VI.28</td>
<td>B.VI.28</td>
<td>B.VI.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3'</td>
<td>B.VI.32</td>
<td>B.VI.33</td>
<td>B.VI.33</td>
<td>B.VI.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4'</td>
<td>B.VI.34</td>
<td>B.VI.35</td>
<td>B.VI.35</td>
<td>B.VI.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'</td>
<td>C.VII.22</td>
<td>C.VII.23</td>
<td>C.VII.23</td>
<td>C.VII.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6'</td>
<td>C.VII.28</td>
<td>C.VII.29</td>
<td>C.VII.30</td>
<td>C.VII.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7'</td>
<td>C.VII.30</td>
<td>C.VII.31</td>
<td>C.VII.31</td>
<td>C.VII.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8'</td>
<td>C.VII.32</td>
<td>C.VII.33</td>
<td>C.VII.33</td>
<td>C.VII.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9'</td>
<td>C.IV.87</td>
<td>C.IV.88</td>
<td>C.IV.88</td>
<td>C.IV.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10'</td>
<td>C.VII.31</td>
<td>C.VII.32</td>
<td>C.VII.32</td>
<td>C.VII.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11'</td>
<td>C.VII.32</td>
<td>C.VII.33</td>
<td>C.VII.33</td>
<td>C.VII.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12'</td>
<td>C.VII.31</td>
<td>C.VII.32</td>
<td>C.VII.32</td>
<td>C.VII.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13'</td>
<td>C.VII.33</td>
<td>C.VII.34</td>
<td>C.VII.34</td>
<td>C.VII.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes
3. Prisme Asb8 : RINAP 5/1 p. 179 ; prisme G1C : BIWA p.120 et p.167 (date).
4. RINAP 5/1 p. 165 ex.1, la date est perdue dans les autres exemplaires.
5. SAOC 62, p. 133.
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Chronologiquement, c’est bien le texte PTS 3238, qui fut rédigé le premier, pour enregistrer une donation effectuée par Kaššaia, fille de Nabuchodonosor II, d’un ensemble de parures en or et pierres précieuses pour la déesse Nanaia, le 15-vii de l’an 15 (8 août 590) de Nabuchodonosor II. Il se présente ainsi (photo en ligne, site consulté le 16/01/2022 https://cdli.ucla.edu/search/search_results.php?SearchMode=Text&ObjectID=P471330):
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Col. i</th>
<th></th>
<th>Col. ii</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[1 ma-na kù]-gi šá mu 13-k[am]1 ir-bi šá lugal]</td>
<td>2 2 na₄ gù šá man-di-ti kù-gi [na-du-ù]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57 gín kù-gi šu-re-e u ū-še-e</td>
<td>2 2 na₄ gi-iz-re-e-ti šá man-di-ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57 gín kù-gi šá lugal</td>
<td>2 an-ša-ba-a-ta kù-gi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 maš-ša-nu šá na₄₄ babbar-dil šá man-di-ti kù-gi</td>
<td>4 1 maš-ša-nu šá na₄₄ babbar-dil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 maššatu en agate, à monture d’or</td>
<td>1 maššatu en agate, à monture d’or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 na₄₄ är-zal-la šá na₄₄ dig-šu na₄₄ babbar-dil</td>
<td>6 1 na₄₄ är-zal-la šá na₄₄ dig-šu na₄₄ babbar-dil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 bijou arzallu (fait d’un) diglu en agate</td>
<td>1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4 na₄₄ tuk-pø-a-ta</td>
<td>8 [na₄₄ tuk-pø-a-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 mut-ta-bil-ti šá na₄₄ ca-kù-ka-ù</td>
<td>1 mut-ta-bil-ti šá na₄₄ ca-kù-ka-ù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 na₄₄ ga-aj-ru kù-gi</td>
<td>10 2 na₄₄ ga-aj-ru kù-gi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 joyaux-gadru en or</td>
<td>2 joyaux-gadru en or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>14 iti šu u₄₄ 15-kam mu 15-kam</td>
<td>14 iti šu u₄₄ 15-kam mu 15-kam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total de la donation de Kaššaia, la fille du roi, qui a été remise à la corbeille-pišannu de Nanaia</td>
<td>Total de la donation de Kaššaia, la fille du roi, qui a été remise à la corbeille-pišannu de Nanaia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1. 13 Pour le pišannu de Nanaia, cf. Popova et Quillien, à paraître.

La mention de cet ensemble précieux fut ensuite recopiée dans le document récapitulatif OIP 122 n°120, rédigé au moins deux ans plus tard, qui comporte les entrées d’or dans le trésor de l’Eanna entre le mois de nisannu de l’an 13 et le mois d’addaru de l’an 17, soit cinq années pleines, et qui se présente ainsi:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Col. i</th>
<th></th>
<th>Col. ii</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 mine d’or de l’an 13 : ve[rsement du roi( ?)]</td>
<td>2 2 pierres de collier qui sont serties (dans) une</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57 sicles d’or šarà et rouge brillant :</td>
<td>2 2 pierres-gizirtu avec une monture d’or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>versement de particuliers. Total : 1 mine et 57 sicles d’or,</td>
<td>2 boucles d’oreille en or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>versesments du mois de nisannu de l’an 13 de Nabuχuδοnσοσοσ,</td>
<td>4 1 na₄₄ babbar-dil ina 15-ka₄₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>roi de Babylone.</td>
<td>1 maššatu en agate, à monture d’or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 mines d’or, versement du roi;</td>
<td>6 1 na₄₄ babbar-dil ina 15-ka₄₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 sicles 2/3 d’or, versement</td>
<td>7 na₄₄ babbar-dil ina 15-ka₄₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>de Bél-šum-iškun, fils de Nabu-epir-la’a.</td>
<td>8 1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Total : 2 mines 7 sicles 2/3 d’or,</td>
<td>11 1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>versements du mois de nisannu de l’an 14.</td>
<td>11 1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7 sicles d’or, qui, des mains de Šamaš-šam-usur,</td>
<td>12 1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>descendante d’AḪkalû, habitant de Larsa, ont été</td>
<td>13 1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amenés,</td>
<td>13 1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>le 23 ayarû du l’an 14 de Nabuχuδοnσοσοσ,</td>
<td>13 1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>roi de Babylone.</td>
<td>13 1 bijou arzallu (fais d’un) diglu en agate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>37 sicles d’or, versement de Bél-šum-iškun,</td>
<td>16 37 sicles d’or, versement de Bél-šum-iškun,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fils de Nabu-epir-la’a, le 9 tašrttu</td>
<td>16 37 sicles d’or, versement de Bél-šum-iškun,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>de l’an 14 de Nabuχuδοnσοσοσ, roi de Babylone.</td>
<td>16 37 sicles d’or, versement de Bél-šum-iškun,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 37 sicles d’or, versement de Bél-šum-iškun,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. La mention de cet ensemble précieux fut ensuite recopiée dans le document récapitulatif OIP 122 n°120, rédigé au moins deux ans plus tard, qui comporte les entrées d’or dans le trésor de l’Eanna entre le mois de nisannu de l’an 13 et le mois d’addaru de l’an 17, soit cinq années pleines, et qui se présente ainsi:
Le texte enregistre et récapitule les donations effectuées par les autorités ou par des particuliers, entre les années 13 et 17 du règne de Nabuchodonosor II. Parmi les donateurs réguliers figure le roi, qui offre au temple une mine d'or au début de l’an 13, deux mines au début de l’an 14, puis des quantités qui restent inconnues, sous forme de vaisselle précieuse. Mais on trouve aussi en l’an 14 et en l’an 15, à trois reprises Bel-šumu-iskun, fils de Nabu-epir-ša-a, père du futur roi Nériglissar, l’époux de Kaššaia, la fille du roi, pour la corbeille-pišanu de Nanaia. Le 15 du 1ou du l’an 15 (8 août 590)

Le texte enregistre la donation de Kaššaia, la fille du roi, pour la corbeille-pišanu de Nanaia. Le 15 du 1ou du l’an 15 (8 août 590)
métal précieux mises à la disposition des artisans du temple ou rangées directement dans le trésor. Si PTS 3238 documentait l’activité du service de réception — la conciergerie administrative ? — du temple, OIP 122 n° 120 serait plutôt le produit de la comptabilité du Trésor de l’Eanna lui-même.

Il reste un troisième niveau, qui est celui de la comptabilité générale du temple, et qui a produit un document spectaculaire à 6 colonnes, YOS 17 n° 360, comptabilisant les mouvements de métaux précieux — surtout or, mais aussi argent — auxquels les administrateurs de l’Eanna et leurs agents ont procédé au cours de l’année 14 de Nabuchodonosor II. Comme pour le texte OIP 122 n° 120, il s’agit de la compilation de tous les billets d’entrée et de sortie rédigées par le service de réception au cours de l’année 14, plus exactement entre les mois ii et x de l’année 14. On y retrouve en effet, comme on vient de le voir, le billet concernant l’apport de Šamaš-šum-ūṣur de Larsa (YOS 17 360 col. i 14-17 = OIP 122 n° 120 col. i 11-14). On note que le scribe responsable de cette compilation n’a pas éprouvé le besoin de classer dans l’ordre chronologique les billets qu’il recopiait, puisque les mois se suivent de manière non ordonnée. Il s’agissait avant tout de garder la trace globale des mouvements de métaux précieux intervenus au cours de l’année 14: c’est l’unité de temps qui est ici le facteur justificatif de la production du document. Celui-ci est trop complexe pour être analysé en détail ici et mérite une étude sui generis. Mais il illustre l’activité dans l’Eanna d’un service de comptabilité qui n’est pas le même que celui qui est installé à l’entrée du temple et qui produit les billets individuels, ni que le service du Trésor en charge des offrandes en or.

Au final, on a ici un bon exemple de la complexité du mode de gestion du temple d’Uruk sous le règne de Nabuchodonosor II, en même temps que des formes diverses (billet individuel de réception, liste spécialisée par thème ou par unité de temps) que prenait la mise par écrit des flux de produits, plus ou moins précieux, qui transitaient par le temple.
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31) Babylonian Miscellanea 1. The date of construction of the Euprates Canal (Nār-Puratti) — The only royal inscription dated to the time of Nabopolassar which concerns civil work in the vicinity of Sippar is Langdon, Nhp, no. 2, now RINBE 1, Nabopolassar 14 (http://oracc.org/ribo/Q005372/Q005373/). This short inscription of only 31 lines written in two columns deserves special attention because, on the one hand, it is an example of royal propaganda at the highest level, and, moreover, it may be the earliest example of royal economic activity in the Neo-Babylonian period.

The inscription, written on a clay cylinder, begins with the presentation of the king as a pious ruler, praying to Marduk and Nabû, who ordered him to look after the cities and sanctuaries located in them. This terse introduction is followed by an explanation of the reason for the commencement of construction work.

i-nu-mi-šu-um zimbir.ki ma-ha-ci si-i-ri na-ra-am 4utu u 4a-a-4 id.buranun is-i-si-nu ma a-na qú-ud-daš be-lu-ti-šu-nu me-e i-re-e-qu a-na sa-a-bu (col. I, 12-16)

“At that time, Sippar, lofty city, beloved by Šamaš and Aya, because the Euphrates had shifted some distance from it (Sippar), and the water was too far to draw to maintain the purity of their majesty”.
The royal decision is not motivated by the desire to satisfy the vital and economic needs of the city dwellers, but by cultic needs of the city gods. The brief description of the construction of the canal in col. II again precedes a picture of the ruler’s devotion to the gods (aššu šahtī pāltī ilīt).

The material resources needed to conduct the task came presumably from the spoils of the looted cities of Assyria (especially Nineveh and Kalhu). The date of BM 49239 suggests that the main part of the Euphrates canal was completed before the final destruction of the Assyrian Empire in 609 BC.

BM 49239 (82-3-23, 230)
5.3 x 3.55 cm
21.6.16Nbp

Obv. 1. 3 lim 3 me 40 7. ina e níg.ga
2. ušu-din-maḫ-ru-[t]u 8. ša ina 4 ugu 3 id ud.kib.nun

Rev. 40 Rev. 7. ina e níg.ga
8. ša ina 4 ugu 3 id ud.kib.nun

The canal was constructed according to the best standards: its banks were strengthened with kiln-fired bricks (agurru) laid in bitumen and an embankment (kāru), probably within the city of Sippar, was built.

The new canal was named the “Euphrates canal” (Nār-Paratti) while later, already in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, another name, Nār-Šamāš, was in use (Jursa 2010, 324). Until now, the earliest recognised attestation of the canal comes from the early years of Nebuchadnezzar (Jursa, ibid.); therefore, the text published below is extremely important, because it allows us to determine more precisely the date of the canal’s construction and the time of creation of the inscription commemorating this fact. The copy of ten out of fourteen lines of an administrative document BM 49293 was published already in 1910 by Pinches, a fact not noted by modern scholars. The subject of the text is divided into two parts, the first, published by Pinches, concerns the delivery of building materials, the second (ll. 11-14), of which the first line is extremely badly preserved, presumably concerns payment for a cow; both took place in the same day, month, and year, i.e. on the twenty-first of Ulūlu, in the sixteenth year of Nabopolassar.

The first entry which is the subject of our interest concerns delivery in two instalments of wooden material called sadīpu, (presumably twigs) which seldom appears in texts. According to lines 7-8, a huge number of 7,300 šadīpūs was stored “in the storehouse, which is on the Euphrates Canal” (hit makkāri ša Nār-Paratti). This is highly important information, as it means that in the middle of sixteenth year of Nabopolassar the canal had been functioning for some time, as a storehouse had already been built on its bank.

Since, in the light of BM 49239, “the Euphrates canal” existed already in 610 BC, the inscription commemorating its construction must be dated close to this time, as such a brief inscription written on commonly accessible materials as clay must have been composed shortly after completion of the canal, or maybe already after the completion of its main part. The purpose of wooden material in BM 49293 is not known, but it cannot be excluded that it might be destined for the construction of an earthen wall called a mušanittu for which “Faschine” (as described by Jursa 1995, 188) were used.

BM 49293 sheds new light on the early years of the Neo-Babylonian empire, as it shows that Nabopolassar, the new ruler of the rebuilt state, based his authority on three different elements. First and most obvious was the presentation of the ruler as a pious, humble worshiper of the gods, striving for the satisfaction of all their needs, especially caring for temples as places of cultic ceremonies. Although Nabopolassar did not avoid mentioning his military achievements, which he shared with the Medes, in his inscriptions, they are not the central part of his royal inscriptions, as such mentions are short and discreet, and did not present the king as, for example, the commander-in-chief of the victorious army. Although the discussed royal inscription explains the decision to build the Euphrates Canal only as caring for the gods, it is beyond doubt that it was beneficial for members of the local communities and the economy. There is no doubt that such an achievement strengthened the king’s authority among the local society.

The material resources needed to conduct the task came presumably from the spoils of the looted cities of Assyria (especially Nineveh and Kalhu). The date of BM 49239 suggests that the main part of the Euphrates canal was completed before the final destruction of the Assyrian Empire in 609 BC.

The canal was constructed according to the best standards: its banks were strengthened with kiln-fired bricks (agurru) laid in bitumen and an embankment (kāru), probably within the city of Sippar, was built.

The new canal was named the “Euphrates canal” (Nār-Paratti) while later, already in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, another name, Nār-Šamāš, was in use (Jursa 2010, 324). Until now, the earliest recognised attestation of the canal comes from the early years of Nebuchadnezzar (Jursa, ibid.); therefore, the text published below is extremely important, because it allows us to determine more precisely the date of the canal’s construction and the time of creation of the inscription commemorating this fact. The copy of ten out of fourteen lines of an administrative document BM 49293 was published already in 1910 by Pinches, a fact not noted by modern scholars. The subject of the text is divided into two parts, the first, published by Pinches, concerns the delivery of building materials, the second (ll. 11-14), of which the first line is extremely badly preserved, presumably concerns payment for a cow; both took place in the same day, month, and year, i.e. on the twenty-first of Ulūlu, in the sixteenth year of Nabopolassar.

The first entry which is the subject of our interest concerns delivery in two instalments of wooden material called sadīpu, (presumably twigs) which seldom appears in texts. According to lines 7-8, a huge number of 7,300 šadīpūs was stored “in the storehouse, which is on the Euphrates Canal” (hit makkāri ša Nār-Paratti). This is highly important information, as it means that in the middle of sixteenth year of Nabopolassar the canal had been functioning for some time, as a storehouse had already been built on its bank.

Since, in the light of BM 49239, “the Euphrates canal” existed already in 610 BC, the inscription commemorating its construction must be dated close to this time, as such a brief inscription written on commonly accessible materials as clay must have been composed shortly after completion of the canal, or maybe already after the completion of its main part. The purpose of wooden material in BM 49293 is not known, but it cannot be excluded that it might be destined for the construction of an earthen wall called a mušanittu for which “Faschine” (as described by Jursa 1995, 188) were used.

BM 49293 sheds new light on the early years of the Neo-Babylonian empire, as it shows that Nabopolassar, the new ruler of the rebuilt state, based his authority on three different elements. First and most obvious was the presentation of the ruler as a pious, humble worshiper of the gods, striving for the satisfaction of all their needs, especially caring for temples as places of cultic ceremonies. Although Nabopolassar did not avoid mentioning his military achievements, which he shared with the Medes, in his inscriptions, they are not the central part of his royal inscriptions, as such mentions are short and discreet, and did not present the king as, for example, the commander-in-chief of the victorious army. Although the discussed royal inscription explains the decision to build the Euphrates Canal only as caring for the gods, it is beyond doubt that it was beneficial for members of the local communities and the economy. There is no doubt that such an achievement strengthened the king’s authority among the local society.

The material resources needed to conduct the task came presumably from the spoils of the looted cities of Assyria (especially Nineveh and Kalhu). The date of BM 49239 suggests that the main part of the Euphrates canal was completed before the final destruction of the Assyrian Empire in 609 BC.
Translation

1-10. 3340 twigs of earlier delivery, 3960 of later delivery, total 7300 of earlier and later deliveries of twigs (stored) in 
the storehouse on the Euphrates canal; month Ulūlu, twenty-first day, sixteenth year of Nabopolassar.

11-14. 6¹ shekels of silver, …one cow which Uššaya (gave to) Dummuqu; month Ulūlu, twenty-first day, sixteenth 
year of Nabopolassar.

Notes

1. Translations are based on this edition.

2. Pinches 1910, 62, no. 3. The tablet includes two entries, however, Pinches copied only the first one. Line 11, 
the first line of the second entry, is so badly preserved that I have abandoned the attempt to present its transliteration; 
as Pinches suggested, the second entry concerns a cow and is dated on the same day, month, and year as the first 
entry.

3. An additional unpublished text in which a quantity of šadipu is related to two different building materials will 
be published elsewhere.
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32) Babylonian Miscellanea 2. An additional text from the Balīḫû archive – In a freshly published 
article concerning the Balīḫû archive, or more precisely Marduk-belšunu/Nabû-balassu-iqbi/Balīḫû, 
Cecilia and Hackl published 18 texts belonging to this archive.¹ They noted that according to Jursa 2005a, 
121, nineteen texts were known to him. To the texts edited by Cecilia and Hackl two additional texts should 
be added. The first is BM 64721 published by Sandowicz 2019, no. 49 with her extensive commentary on 
Marduk-belšunu’s business transactions and his relations with other families (Sandowicz 2019, 183f.; the 
text and commentary are not mentioned in Cecilia and Hackl’s article). The second text identified by me is 
published below.²

BM 79735 (89-10-14, 284)³
4.6 x 3.5 cm
24.1.29Dar, Sippar-Anunitu

1. 16 gin kù.babbar babbar-û ina dul-î ša \textsuperscript{um}da¹-[x (x)]
2. \textsuperscript{ma}amar.îtu-mu-mu a-ši ša \textsuperscript{ma}amar.îtu-pap
3. a \textsuperscript{ma}kaskal.kur\textsuperscript{*} ina šu\textsuperscript{*} \textsuperscript{ma}ba\textsuperscript{*}-a a-ši ša
4. \textsuperscript{ma}amar.îtu-mu-mu a \textsuperscript{ma}kaskal.kur\textsuperscript{*)
5. a-na \textsuperscript{men-ši} a-ši ša \textsuperscript{ma}ni-din-tu\textsuperscript{4}
6. a \textsuperscript{ma}kaskal.kur\textsuperscript{*} ma-ḫi-ir
7. 1\textsuperscript{ma}a-ša-ta ša-ta-ri
8. il-QU-ši
Edge 9. \textsuperscript{mu}nu-kin-nu
Rev. 10. \textsuperscript{mu}bug-ga-û a-ši ša \textsuperscript{ma}nu-šeš.meš-mu
11. a \textsuperscript{ma}kanga \textsuperscript{mu}mumu-mu a-ši ša
12. \textsuperscript{mu}bug \textsuperscript{ma}bug-bul-liš-su a-ši ša
13. \textsuperscript{ma}en-da a \textsuperscript{ma}mu-ši-a
14. lišid \textsuperscript{ma}nu-tin a-ši ša \textsuperscript{ma}kur-baš-ni-ša

² 2005a
15. a nom-e-ti ur ud.kib.nun₂₃₂₄₂₅₂₆₂₇ ᵃ-mu-ni-tu₄
16. iti.bār₂₂₂₃₂₄₂₅₂₆₂₇.kam mu₂₂₂₃₂₄₂₅₂₆₂₇ [am]
L. c. 17. "őu-ri-a-nā₄₃₄₅₆₇₈₉₁₀
18. lugal e¹ lugal kur.kur.meš

Notes
L. 3. The sign kaskal is preceded by two Winkelhaken; it cannot be excluded that the scribe began to write kur and, after he recognized his error, wrote kaskal without erasing the previously written wedges.
L. 6. On the use of mahār as active, see Jursa 2005а, 46f; cf. also Jankowić and Weszeli 2014.
L. 9. At the end of the line there are traces of something which inside is badly preserved and impossible to identify because of its small size, but it is doubtful that there are seal stamps. They are not noted in Altavilla and Walker 2009.
L. 15. Note the atypical writing of ti(r) (one vertical is missing and the lower horizontal is over to the right).

Translation
Belšunu, son of Nidintu of the Balḫū family received 16 shekels of white silver concerning work at the settlement ḫaṭu, the same year, Marduk-unu, son of Nabû-bal-li, daughter of Aplaya of the Šangū-Šamaš family, šamaš-iddin, son of Amēl-Nabū, Nābū-bullissu, son of Bēl-ilē, descendant of Miširaya, and the scribe, Itti-Šamaš-balatu, son of Kurbanni-Marduk, descendant of Bēl-ētir. Sippar-Anumiṭu, month Nisannu, twenty-fourth day, twenty-ninth year of Darius, king of Babylon, king of Lands.

Commentary
This is the first document in the Balḫū archive on an intra-family transaction. The parties are Marduk-šum-iddin, son of Marduk-nāṣir, his son Iqṭaya, and Marduk-belšunu, son of Nabû-balāssu-iqbi, whose name is written in an abbreviated form and his father’s name with second name, i.e. Belšunu, son of Nidintu. Marduk-šum-iddin, son of Marduk-nāṣir is known from four texts dated to the period 24-34 Dar. The earliest is BM 42601 = BR 213f. (1x).6.24 Dar from Sippur where he is first witness, which concerns the quite large sum of 52 kurru of dates, an assessed rent from the palm garden at Til-Gubbi owed to Bulluṭa, son of Rēmūt-ili and his wife Amat-Ninil by Šamaš-nāṣir, son of Mušibī-Marduk of the Šangū-Sippur family (see BR, 92). The next is BM 77855 = Bertin 2491 (21.6.32 Dar), a promissory note written at Til-Gubbi, in which Marduk-šum-iddin and Bēl-itannu, son of Lābāsī of the Iddīn-Ea family are obliged to pay dates, an assessed rent to Iqṭaya-Marduk, son of Gimil-Šamaš of the Ea-eppeš-ili family. Another two texts are dated to the thirty-fourth year of Darius. In BM 42348 (BR 148f.) written probably at Sippur in Ulūlu, the same year, Marduk-šum-iddin is seventh out of fourteen witnesses. It concerns an agreement between Bēl-uballīt, son of Bēl-mūsibī of the Balatu family with his wife Ejīru, daughter of Aplaya of the Balḫū family; the husband gave her his slaves as equivalent for the part of her dowry he had used and additionally the income of his prebend as the pledge. Marduk-šum-iddin is the only representative of the Balḫū family. The last document is Peek 12 = MR 165 (24.6.34 Dar) written in Sippur, in which Marduk-šum-iddin is the third witness; it concerns a debt note for four minas twenty shekels of silver to be delivered to Bēl-bullissu, son of Marduk-rēmanni of the Sāhit-ginē family, as his father must have paid already the debt. From this relatively small dossier, it appears that Marduk-šum-iddin of the Balḫū family had quite close ties with many influential families (Sāhit-ginē, Šangū-Šamaš, Ea-eppeš-ili) and in the case of the Balatu family, he was related to them.

The 16 shekels of silver were destined for some work at a settlement beginning with Da-[…], however, the interpretation of text causes serious problems because of the lack of a broader context and the presence of only one verb in Stative, although three individual members of the Balḫū family are engaged. For these reasons, the function of each of them in the document is uncertain. It seems to me that lines 5-6 are crucial for resolving the question. According to line 5, the silver is for (ana) Belšunu, son of Nidintu, one of the most important people in the family. The silver is received from (ina qat) Iqṭaya, son of Marduk-šum-iddin, who presumably acted in the name of his father to transfer the silver. The reason for
such a decision is not specified in the text; maybe Marduk-šum-iddin worked on behalf of Marduk-bēšunu, but because he was unable to complete (the entire?) task he decided (in agreement with Marduk-bēšunu) to transfer the silver (or the rest of silver) via Iqṣāyya, who acted in such a scenario as the middleman. As the document was written in Sippur-Anûtu, it seems probable that Marduk-bēšunu lived there, while Marduk-šum-iddin and his son Iqṣāyya were living or staying temporarily in the Da[...]] settlement, and for this reason it was necessary to use his son. If this interpretation is valid, it means that a copy of the tablet was taken by Iqṣāyya and Marduk-bēšunu. Another possibility cannot be excluded, i.e. that the capital did not come from Marduk-šum-iddin but from another person or institution, and that only in the face of inability to meet the obligation did Marduk-šum-iddin decide to transfer the silver to the most influential person in the family. However, in such a situation, we would expect more information in our text. Be that as it may, the fact that transaction took place between the members of the same family indicates the maintenance of strong relationships within the family.

Transactions between members of the same family are not uncommon. An example of such a transaction is provided by a satellite archive of Rabā-ša-Ninurta (Zawadzki 2009, 274-78); such a situation is also observed in Ebī, one of the most influential Babylonian families, where, after the death of Itti-Marduk-balatu, son of Nabû-ahḫē-iddin, his main successor Marduk-naṣîr-apli and his brothers cooperated over many years, delaying the division of the inheritance.7)

This is the only text of Balḫū archive written in Sippur-Anûtu, but the city appears in two texts published by Cecilia and Hackl. According to no. 3 Bēšunu/Nabû-balâsû-iqṣî/Balḫū,8) gave 30 kūru of barley and 19 shekels of silver for business venture to Šamaş-uballit, and Bel-zeri, son of Bel-upâḫîr, but the profits were to be divided equally among three shareholders, the third was the slave of Marduk-bēšunu. However, only Šamaš-uballît and Bel-zerî assumed the warranty for silver and barley. It is not clear why Nabû-ina-Ešagila-lūmur, the slave of Marduk-bēšunu, was free from the warranty for capital. Hackl’s interpretation (p. 216) that the slave did not act independently, i.e. he acted on behalf of his master, is possible, but another possibility may come into play, that his “share” to the business venture was that he managed the business.9) It is important that half of the barley was to be returned to Bēšunu with the city. In no. 3, Bēšunu subleased part of the baker’s, brewer’s and butcher’s prebends of Šamaš, the baker’s and brewer’s prebends of Gula and the butcher’s prebend of Anûtu of Sippur-Anûtu, i.e. the last case confirms his relations with this city. BM 79735, written in Sippur-Anûtu is another example of ties of Bēšunu with Sippur-Anûtu.

Since BM 79735 was concluded between the members of the Balḫū family, all the witnesses were thus related to that family. The first witness is Tābiya, son of Šamaš-ahḫē-iddin, descendant of the Šangû-Šamaš family. He is known only from three documents (Bongenaar 1997, 458-59), of which two are available in Bertin’s copies. In BM 77927 = Bertin 2187 Tābiya, together with Bel-uballit, son of Hašdaya, descendant of the Mādiu(?) family, signed a contract in which they obliged themselves to perform the butcher’s prebend of Šamaş. In BM 74644 = Bertin 2690 Tābiya is only the third witness in a contract concerning the butcher’s and baker’s prebends of Adad. In BM 74679 (25.2.29Dar), concerning the purchase of a field, he is the penultimate, seventh witness.10) The position of Tābiya in comparison with other members of Šangû-Šamaš family seems rather low. This is also indicated by the fact that Šamaš-ahḫē-iddin appears only in the filiation of Tābiya, his son. They are not related to any of the four branches of the family reconstructed by Bongenaar (Bongenaar 1997, 460-463). It cannot be excluded that because of the low position of Tābiya, ‘Re’indu, the daughter of Tābiya in the wet-nursing contract, no. 13 in Cecilia and Hackl’s edition, (dated 6.12b.32Dar) might be the daughter of Tābiya, the member of Šangû-Šamaš family, who agreed to be nurse to Marduk-šum-iddin, son of Bēšunu, descendant of the Niḍintu family. This might result from the relation of Tābiya with the Balḫū family established about three years earlier, at the very beginning of the twenty-ninth year of Darius (BM 79735). It is difficult to say if Marduk-šum-iddin, son of Bēšunu received his name from his older cousin, or not. Both Nabû-balissu, son of Bel-lē’i of the Miširaya family,11) and the scribe Itti-Šamaš-balatū, son of Kurbanni-Marduk, descendant of the Bel-ēṭīr12) family, are related to the Balḫū family, but nothing more can be said as it is the first mention of these persons in the Balḫū archive.
Additional remarks. Note also that the following texts edited by Cecilia and Hackl have been copied by Bertin:

No. 7. BM 74522 = Bertin 2531
No.16. BM 74557 = Bertin 2734
No 18. BM 74549 = Bertin 2735

Remarks to text editions

No. 1. BM 61484: 12. The name is clearly mdutu*-mu a-šiš šaššläšš a šiš-sanga šašš (not mdamar.utu-mu). He appears in many texts from Sippar from the time of Darius I. In BM 61484 = no. 1 (2.6.12Dar) he is the first witness, the sixth in BM 42389 = MR 169-170: 18 (24.8.19Dar,) and the third in BM 42523+ = MR 192-93: 16 (24.10.[x]Dar). In other texts, he is the scribe: BM 42504+ = MR 190: 23 (1.2.15Dar); VS 4, 145 = MR 263-4 (28.3.17Dar); CT 4, 21: 20 =
In l. 16 read *m*ēn-*it-ta-nu* a-sū šāmu₄-[tu₄]-tin₄ a *m*-ē-nu-si-šē. (not *md₃*.)

Notes

* I wish to thank M. Weszeli, M. Sandowicz and R. Tarasewicz for reading my text and their valuable suggestions.


2. While preparing this text, I noticed that C. Wunsch was first who recognised that BM 79735 belongs to the Ballūḫu archive, see Wunsch 2003/2004, 237; later mentioned in MR, p. 144 and 326. It is unclear whether among the texts recognized by Jursa was that published by Sandowicz or that published here.

3. Published with the kind permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.

4. *I*ḫšaerah appears here for the first time. Note that this branch is not noted in the family tree by Bongenaar 1997, 469 and in Cecilía and Hackl 2021, 212.

5. Established by Waerzeggers 2000/2001, 28-29, and note 67, where she demonstrates that three persons in the family replaced the name Nabû-balāssu-ibiqī with Nidintu.

6. Present as main person in all texts published by Cecilía and Hackl (except for the badly preserved no. 16).

7. Cf. for example Wunsch, 2000, 16-19, and in many texts in her vol. B.

8. Note the proper reconstruction of l. 3 in transliteration, but incorrect translation, where instead of Bēšūna, son of Nabû-balāssu-ibiqī there is an unknown Bēšūna, son of Nabû-uballītu.


10. The father’s name is written with missing meš, i.e. *m*ētu-šeš-*meπ*-*mu*- (my reading is based on excellent photo of the tablet in the collection of the British Museum). For short description of the content, see BR, 122-123 and Bongenaar 1997, who discussed prosopography (for details, see George and Bongenaar 2002, 125).

11. He is known as the fifth witness in BM 63284 =MR 180: 21 (9. [x] 2Xer) in īpišannītu contract between ḫiba, daughter of Lūši-ana-nūr of Šangū-Īštar-Bābīli family, who leased her prebends to Aṭušunon, son of Ubalissu-Marduk of Šangū-Šamaš family and Īddinunaya, son of Nidintu of Rābī-ša-Ninart family.

33) Babylonian Miscellanea 3. Blacksmithing as a family profession — The document presented below deserves attention for several reasons. Among the apprenticeship contracts published a few years ago by Johannes Hackl, no-one deals with blacksmiths. Admittedly, BM 60944 is not a contract, but a text made for internal use by the temple administration, i.e. a type of memorandum. The text reveals how the relationship between the temple’s dependent and the temple functioned.

BM 60944 (82-9-18, 920)

5.5 x 4.1 cm

Obv. 1. ⸢ kī-Šamaš, son of PN, who ⸣
2. teach the smith profession ⸢ ur… ⸣
3. Šamaš-apiddin, the… ⸣
4. Bunene-ibni, the crippled, total three sons of Kī-Šamaš - he will pay per year ⸣ six shekels of silver as the mandattu obligation ⸣ (the temple) ⸣ of Šamaš. Month Ulūlu, second day, ninth year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.
5. ⸣ one shekel is outstanding ⸣ on him.

Rev. 10. iti,du₃₂,kam mu.9.kam
11. ⸣ the temple administration ⸣
12. ⸣ monthly ⸣
13. ⸣ the temple ⸣
14. ⸣ the temple ⸣
15. ⸣ the temple ⸣

Notes
For l. 3, see below.

Translation
1-11. Kī-Šamaš, son of PN, who teach the smith profession Bunene-šar-us[ur…], Šamaš-apiddin, the… (and) Bunene-ibni, the crippled, total three sons of Kī-Šamaš - he will pay per year [six] shekels of silver as the mandattu obligation to (the temple) of Šamaš. Month Ulūlu, second day, ninth year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.

12-14. Kī-Šamaš has paid five shekels of silver as the mandattu-obligation for the period from month Nisannu, ninth year; one shekel is outstanding [on] him.
The blacksmith Ki-Šamaš appears two times in CT 56, 87 IV, 17, 30 dated to 29.11.15Nbk in the ration list, first with another blacksmith and later together with twelve workers in Tekrit (Tagritain).\(^2\) However, it is doubtful if Ki-Šamaš from CT 56, 87 is identical with Ki-Šamaš from BM 60944 because a long period of 43 years passed from the fifteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar (590 BC) to the ninth year of Nabonidus (547 BC). Assuming that if Ki-Šamaš was at least fifteen years old in 590 BC, by 547 he would have been 68 years old. Although older people are known,\(^3\) it seems too late to begin teaching his sons in his profession. Additionally, apprenticeship began rather at the young age of only 10 or so. If that were the case, Ki-Šamaš would have become a father in old age, which is rather unlikely. Although the idea that sons inherited their profession from their fathers is commonly accepted, BM 60944 is – according to my knowledge – the first such clear statement.

Out of three sons of Ki-Šamaš, two: Šamaš-aḫ-iddin and Bunene-šar-usur, appear here for the first time. Two smiths with the name of Bunene-ibni, are known (Bongenaar 1997, 373), however, without a father’s name, and as their activity ended in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, presumably neither is the same Bunene-ibni, son of Ki-Šamaš from the discussed text.

Age or health?

The sequence in which the sons are named: Bunene-šar-usur, Šamaš-aḫ-iddin and Bunene-ibni suggests that they are listed according to their age, from the oldest to the youngest, but it cannot be excluded that Bunene-ibni is mentioned last because of his health problems, as he is described with the term ḫummuru translated as “shrunken, shrunken, crippled” (CAD ḫ 235). According to Šumma Izbu (CT 27, 14: 32), cited in CAD, this defect was formed already in the mother’s womb. Lexical texts suggest that the malfunction concerned a man’s leg, but the text from Nuzi shows that the disease also affected the legs of horses, which were therefore unsuitable for harness.

Because of damage on the right side of the obverse of the tablet, it is impossible to say whether the defect concerned only the youngest brother, or all three; in modern times there are known cases of leg defects of a single family member, but also of multiple family members. In l. 2 the term describing Bunenešar-usur is totally damaged, while in l. 3 the reading of last partly preserved sign, presumably the term describing Šamaš-aḫ-iddin is highly uncertain.
Terms for age or health

Few terms describing physical condition or age are known. 4) Thus, an adult person was referred to as itbaru, a term never preceded by the determinative; sometimes the different term lú = amēlu was used. Both terms describe an able-bodied adult person. Other terms describe the age of the person: ša sḫībi, “sucking, or breast-feeding child;” dumu.1/2/3/4.kam, “child of one/two/three/four years old,” not obliged to work; rābi, ‘adolescent,’ i.e. an infant outgrown child” (Kessler 2002), however, some texts suggest a different meaning of the term. In these texts concerning workers, in the heading in first column is the term “sucking, or breast-feeding child;” dumu.1/2/3/4.kam, “child of one/two/three/four years old,” not obliged to work;

Apart from ħummuru, in economic and administrative texts, other terms denoting physical disability are known. BM 78886, the long list of Hindanaeans mentions one ħummuru and one sādu, translated as “wheezes, or wince,” the last term denoted probably a person with pulmonary problems. The third term is ḫummuru, which “described some physical impairment associated with advanced age, e.g. lamed or sick, or that it designated a status that came from age”, translated as “feeble” (MacGinnis 2003, 99). In BM 60944: 3 the term referring to child or elderly person is naturally excluded, and the most probable reading is g[a]l or t[ur], i.e. fully able-bodied or young person, not able to perform the working norm of an adult man.

2. Typology of document

Undoubtedly, the person who decided that the document should be composed, or who wrote it (not mentioned by name, situation typical for administrative document) was an official of the Ebabbar temple administration, because Ki-Šamaš is mentioned in 3Ps Sing as the one who asked the temple for permission to teach his sons his blacksmith’s profession. 8) This means that Ki-Šamaš could not decide himself about his sons’ future and needed the consent of the temple administration. This allows us to state that Ki-Šamaš and his sons (by inheritance of the legal status of their parents) belonged to the temple’s dependent people, i.e. širku. However, because Ki-Šamaš was able to pay mandattu (mandattu) for his sons, presumably he also worked independently and paid mandattu for himself, too, but this was regulated in a different, unknown to us, document.

Ki-Šamaš received a positive answer to his request on condition that he paid mandattu, a payment that was supposed to compensate any expected profits from the work of his sons lost to the temple in the period of teaching. Such a charge was paid by a craftsman or his sub-tenant, an example of which is BM 67433 (Zawadzki 1997)9). In this case Šamaš-ittiya, the prebendary baker of the Ebabbar temple was hired by Nabû-ēttr-napšāti, son of Ea-kāşir, descendant of the Ša-nāšišu family, presumably living in Babylon, where the document was written, who paid the Ebabbar temple ten shekels of silver as a mandattu. In the second document (Cyr 119) the slave baker is given as a pledge, and the creditor and debtor agreed that the debtor will not pay interest while the creditor will not pay a mandattu for the work of the pledged baker, i.e. the mandattu was equivalent to interest. As the most typical interest rate in a loan contract was one shekel per month, the mandattu was presumably the same, i.e. ca. 12 shekels per year.

BM 60944 reveals yet another situation: mandattu is paid in advance for income potentially lost by the temple for the period of apprenticeship. In the discussed text, the charge was six shekels of silver for a period of six months, from Nisannu to the month preceding the date of composition of the document at the very beginning of seventh month. Ki-Šamaš had already paid five shekels, while he still owed one shekel of silver. This means that the annual charge was twelve shekels, i.e., 4 shekels per year for each son. The charge was undoubtedly related to the sons, because the document did not change their father’s duties in any way. The sum paid by the father in BM 60944 is significantly lower in comparison to ten shekels paid to the temple for a skilled baker (BM 67433 in Zawadzki 1997), but the sons did not yet have the professional qualifications that were to be acquired in their father’s workshop; moreover, at least one of them was a disabled person. It should be stressed that the agreement was very favorable for the temple in comparison to the apprenticeship contracts. In many such contracts the temple participated in the costs of living (food and clothes) of the apprentice, at least during the first years of learning. 10) In this case, the temple neither participated in the costs of learning, nor did it have to pay to the master for teaching. It is
very difficult to answer the question about the circumstances of such a settlement, but it cannot be ruled out that the temple took advantage of two circumstances: (1) first and foremost, it was the father who wished to teach his sons, securing in this way better material and social prospects for his sons, (2) the temple’s income would be much higher than if they remained unskilled. Doubtlessly, the material and social positions of a person disabled from birth who had acquired professional skills was much better, despite his legal status remaining unchanged. BM 60944 is the second case demonstrating that the *hummuru* disease did not interfere in the performance of a hard job if it did not require changing the place of residence.

Notes

2. Mentioned by Bongenaar 1997, 375, although he did not exclude that two smiths of the same name might be mentioned there.
3. For the terms, see MacGinnis 2003, 97-99.
4. BM 61263 and in CT 56, 586, and gal.meš to be translated *rabīte* in BM 73261 (MacGinnis 2004), in which it denotes adult persons.
5. See Zawadzki 2018, 427 and n. 69, contrary to MacGinnis 2004, who thinks that tur = *šēhrū* denoted “children.”
7. San Nicolò 1950, 6 emphasized that the father usually taught his son(s) his profession.
8. As far as I know, such a meaning of the term *mandattu* has not been considered in the research conducted so far.
9. For a different meaning of *mandattu*, i.e. compensation paid by the master if he has not taught the apprenticeship within the agreed period and scope, see Petschow 1980-83, Hackl 2010 and in texts edited by Hackl 2007-2010.
10. See previous note, Petschow and Hackl.
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34) Babylonian Miscellanea 4. The year of death of Itti-Marduk-balāṭup one more — In NABU 2010/35, I argued that Itti-Marduk-balāṭu (IMB), son of Nabû-ahḫē-iddin (NAI) of the Egibi family died in the first year of Darius (521 BC), i.e. later than was proposed before. However, I missed one additional document which is in my file in transliteration which confirms my conclusion. The document, BM 77363, copied by Bertin, no. 1913 (not seen by me), is dated to the eighth of Ayaru, first year of Darius. Only four lines of the obverse have survived, but the entire seven lines of the reverse. It concerns silver, consisting of various parts of *qalû* and *nuḫḫatu* quality, which belonged to IMB, son of NAI [of the Egibi family] and which was owed by Itti-Nabû-balāṭu, whose father and family names are not preserved. The
value of the document lies primarily in the fact that, despite the damage to the obverse, there is no doubt that it mentions IMB, son of NAI of the Egibi family as the owner of the silver. In this situation the date is particularly important as it confirms the fact that IMB was alive on 8 Ayaru, the first year of Darius, i.e. on 21 April, 522 BC according to the Julian calendar.

Notes
1. Included in “Table 1: Chronology of Babylonia in 522-521 B.C.E.” in Bloch 2015, 12.
2. For a discussion of both terms, see Jursa 2010, 475-479.
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35) Babylonian Miscellanea 5. Tablets and envelopes in the Neo-Babylonian periods: some notes on the margin of diplomatics in the first millennium BC — In a series of studies devoted to diplomatics in the Neo- and Late-Babylonian periods, published in the newest AfO 54, the result of a conference held in Vienna in 2016, researchers pointed to the relationship between the format of the tablets, types of documents and time of their drafting, identifiable both in the early and late periods. In each period: early (from late Assyrian time to about thirtieth year of Nebuchadnezzar II’s reign) and late (from about thirtieth year of Nebuchadnezzar II till the beginning of the fifth century BC) deviations are observed; among the texts that usually were written on portrait tablets, there are texts written on landscape tablets and vice versa. The purpose of the following considerations is to indicate one of the possible reasons for such a situation which has not been considered so far.

It seems that a deviation from the standard in each period may be explained by the organisation of the work of scribes writing tablets. Already in 1987,1 I drew attention to this issue, and the essence might be summarised in the question: did the scribe who began the work day prepare each tablet immediately before writing it, or on the contrary, did he prepare a number of tablets suitable for the tablets he usually drafted during the day, and a few more tablets in another format.2) This organisation of work is supported by the production and use tablets of the proper shape for the proper content, as well as by a practical reason, because the scribe avoided repeated interruptions in writing tablets in order to make the next tablet, cleaning his hands and maybe changing his place of work, and so on. Such organisation of work explains the imprints of fabric visible on a number of tablets, intended for a later time and wrapped in wet cloth. The idea considered by Levavi (idem, p. 74) that fabric imprints may appear during the transport of the tablets to their place of destination seems unlikely. There is no rationale for wrapping written tablets in wet cloth; an imprint left by dry fabric on a finished tablet is doubtful. While some letter orders had to be delivered to the recipient as soon as possible, an imprint of the fabric pattern from dry cloth, even on a not fully dried tablet seems unlikely in the hot Mesopotamian climate. Besides, some tablets were written for the internal administration and rather did not leave the institution where they were written.

The preparation of more tablets at the beginning of the day is suggested not only by the imprints of cloth, but also the situation encountered probably by every scholar reading the tablets, especially those of an administrative nature. The cuneiform signs on some tablets - despite their good condition - are extremely shallow, and some wedges are partly or completely absent, suggesting that the tablet was too dry to impress the wedges deeper. Reverse situations are known, where the tablet was too wet, probably prepared just before writing the text.3)

The idea that some texts were written on tablets which were too dry is supported by the observation of errors. Although the scribe noticed his error(s) and attempted to remove it/them, in some cases, the attempt to remove the faulty signs has failed and the errors are preserved.4)
The assumption that the scribe prepared a larger number of tablets at the very beginning of the day may explain not only the presence of imprints of canvas on the tablets, but also cases of deviation from fitting the shape of the tablets to the content of tablet. If, at the end of the day, there were no tablets appropriate for a given category of document, but there was a tablet of another shape, the scribe did not hesitate to deviate from the standard. Such a situation probably occurred in the case of the tablets from 29.8.20Nbp (AFO 54, 141) discussed by R. Tarasewicz, where five texts are written on portrait tablets and one on a landscape tablet; the last one against the accepted format. Presumably the scribe had already used all the available portrait tablets, but he had a landscape tablet and used it to complete his daily task. A similar situation can be observed in the case of the correspondence analysed by Y. Levavi. From Uruk, from the early period, come 164 letters written on portrait tablets and 23 on landscape tablets, i.e. the proportion is over 7 (precisely 7.1) portrait tablets to one landscape tablet. For the same early period from Sippar, we have 23 portrait tablets and 2 landscape tablets, i.e. there are 11.5 portraits tablets to one landscape tablet. This small number of landscape tablets for writing letters may result from the lack of the tablets of accepted shape at the end of the day, and the use of whatever was at hand.

The situation is similar in the case of letters from the late period. From Uruk, 164 portrait letters are known, but only 4 landscape letters, i.e., the ratio is 41:1. This may mean that in Uruk, in that period, only in exceptional circumstances did scribes use a tablet with the incorrect shape. In Sippar, the situation is less clear, because there are 43 portrait and 8 landscape tablets, i.e., the proportion is 5.1:1, respectively, i.e. Sipparean scribes used landscape tablets to write letters more often. Perhaps this is because in Sippar, a much smaller center than Uruk, the same scribes wrote both letters as well as other types of documents and prepared tablets of both formats. If the portrait tablets accepted for letters were all used, the scribe wrote the letter on a landscape tablet.

As for the envelopes, it seems that one can agree with Levavi and Walker that only a small number of tablets were placed in envelopes. At this point, attention should be paid to some special cases where we have both the tablet and a well-preserved envelope, i.e. BM 66261 and BM 66251 A, respectively. The first two lines on the envelope are the summary, followed by two additional lines (an additional entry) and seal stamps – all missing on the inner tablet. This means that the scribe used the incorrect tablet for the content that was to be included on it. We might have expected that the scribe, instead of writing the missing lines on the envelope, would have made a new, larger tablet, written the entire contents on it and destroyed the previous tablet. The reasons why the scribe decided to act in such a surprising way may be different, e.g. needing to leave the scriptorium - the place of his work, the late hour (dusk falling), and so on. It is important to note that if the work on the tablet had not been completed, the seal owner would have been present the following day. The scribe chose a different, undoubtedly highly atypical, and imperfect solution: he made the envelope and placed the text and seal on it for which there was no place on the inner tablet. Such a procedure can be recognised as further proof that tablets prepared earlier did not always correspond, not only to the accepted shape of tablet for given category of document, but also to the content the scribe was to write on the tablet.

Notes
2. The problem was noted by Levavi in his text in AFO 54, but without attempting to point out the consequences of the situation. This does not apply to royal inscriptions, because the good arrangement of the final tablet suggests that the texts were first written on a wax (or clay) tablet, and finally copied from it.
3. See CT 56, 523: “clay very soft”. Here might be mentioned the unpublished document BM 79732, including a long list of people, presumably members of collegium, but its nature cannot be recognized as the first line is compressed so tightly that it is impossible to read it. The text is not dated but the presence of Bulta, son of Marduk-eriba, the Großpächter makes it certain that it was written in the period between the fourth and seventeenth year of Darius I (Jursa 1995, 106-107).
4. For examples, Zawadzki 1988, 18-19. However, it seems to me now that some texts with errors discussed by me in 1987 might be not original tablets, but copies made by apprentices at a later time. This presumably concerns tablets mentioning the well-known Nergal-sar-bullit, the qipu Ebabbar, and Mušēzib-Marduk, šangû Sippar. It is improbable that the errors in their names were made by scribes living in the time when they held office.
5. Only in Type B texts are they all written on landscape tablets, i.e. the scribe(s) chose this format consciously. The number of texts in Type A written on landscape format is so small that it might be explained in the way suggested here.

6. However, there is a problem with such a statistic in the situation where the letters are not dated, because it cannot be excluded that the known landscape tablets come from different days than the portrait tablets.

7. Published by Jursa 2004, 190-192. I wonder if what is identified by Jursa as obverse and reverse should not be inverted, as in Jursa’s edition the dating is at the very end of the obverse instead of the end of the reverse, a highly atypical situation. The suggested sequence is also a little strange, because the first line would be written on the upper edge. Again, such a situation happened only rarely.

8. For the seal, see Altavilla and Walker 2009, 108, no. 503 (the same stamp repeated three times, owner unidentified).

9. The presence of a seal stamp on an envelope might be interpreted as confirmation of the contents written on the internal tablet, as well as on the envelope, by the owner of the seal (kind suggestion of R. Tarasewicz).
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36) Babylonian Miscellanea 6. The Sun-God Tablet and its(?) clay impressions — The Sun God Tablet and two clay tablets with impressions found together in a box have been the subject of many studies, with the last important discussion by Irving Finkel and Alexandra Fletcher.1) The central idea of the authors is that the squeezes on the clay tablets were not imprinted from the relief from the Sun-God Tablet but from the cylinder seal of Shamash. The second conclusion concerns the time when the Sun God Tablet and clay tablets were made, which the authors date to the reign of Nabû-apla-iddina. The following comments are basically limited to these two points, although others are certainly worth discussing.

Let us first address the first point. While dating the time of production of the Sun-God tablet to a time commemorating the fortunate find that made it possible to restore the original statue of Šamaš destroyed by the Suteans is not in doubt,2) the idea that clay tablets were made at the same time, but from the seal of Šamaš, is, in my opinion, not convincing. It is worth paying attention to an issue omitted in the authors’ considerations, namely that the set of robes listed on the Sun-God tablet for six lubuštu ceremonies yearly for Shamash, Aya and Bunene (col. V 38-VI 8) differs significantly from the content on the clay tablet BM 91002, copied from asumittu-stone, where the sets of robes are much richer.3) If the unpreserved, or not yet found asumittu-stone comes from the time of Nabû-apla-iddina - an idea that I share with the authors - it means that, after some time, when the Sun-God tablet was composed, the temple was able to obtain much larger sets of robes from Nabû-apla-iddina,4) at least for Šamaš, and the original set listed in the Sun-God tablet has expired. This is clearly indicated by the lack of two main robes, šeri’tu and karbītu from the Sun-God Tablet in other texts outside this tablet.5) Although, like the authors,6) I assume that asumittu means the original, probably stone tablet, made in the time of Nabû-apla-iddina, the fact that clay tablets with impressions were found together, does not mean that they all were deposited in the times of Nabû-apla-iddina. Making a copy in a situation where the original of the asumittu existed, does not seem justified in the absence of a threat. However, the main argument against the idea that the clay tablets were produced and placed in the box already in the time of Nabû-apla-iddina is the low quality of squeeze on
BM 91001, presumably preceded by the first, unsuccessful attempt, the low quality of clay on BM 91002 and several mistakes in the inscription on its reverse. All this speaks for the idea that both clay tablets were made in circumstances of real danger, and as such - as I argue - this occurred in 625 BC. The authors are entirely right that the box was found later during the reconstruction of the Ebabbar temple at the beginning of Nabonidus’s reign and placed in a new place (maybe close to the place where it was kept earlier) and it remained there until its discovery at the end of the 19th century.

The second idea of the authors is that the similarity of impressions on the clay tablets and on the Sun-God tablet result from the use of the same theme and composition seen, or to put it better, that they are modelled on the Sun-God Tablet. According to them, the impressions on the clay tablets are smaller, they lack crenellation of the edges, and the waves on the bottom, as seen on Sun-God Tablet (Finkel and Fletcher 2016, 234-237). However, when comparing the Sun-God Tablet with two clay tablets from London made by the authors, one important issue escaped their attention, i.e. the perfect overlap of the cuneiform labels on the clay tablets with those on the relief of the Sun God Tablet. This fact contradicts the authors’ thesis, because even nowadays, with the use of modern sophisticated technology unavailable in ancient times, such a placement of the inscriptions on a cylindrical seal so that it perfectly covers the inscriptions on the Sun-God Tablet would be a serious achievement. Contrary to the authors’ opinion, the observed differences between the relief on the Sun-God Tablet and impression on the clay tablets may have arisen when the squeeze was removed from the Sun-God Tablet. The lack of a border, visible on the Sun-God Tablet but missing on the clay tablets, is also not a good argument. The person imprinting the reliefs on the clay tablets was interested not in the artistic and theological message of which the frame was part, but in preparing a squeeze of good quality with its central part, i.e. the statue of the god Šamaš, for future generations. The traces of waves visible on BM 91002 (and less clearly on BM 91001, and best preserved on Istanbul 459 (see photo on p. 233, Fig. 17)) have probably been smoothed and cut off, maybe because of their poor quality, or are missing because of damage. All this speaks in favour of the impressions being made not from the postulated cylinder seal of Šamaš, but from a relief on the Sun God Tablet.

A certain technological problem concerns the way of producing squeezes on clay tablets, especially on BM 91001. According to the authors, after making the squeeze, the producer turned the tablet over and then strengthened its reverse, applying clay (different from the clay from which the tablet has been made) pressing it with the thumb (p. 232 under “The Broken Impression”). This assumption seems highly questionable for two reasons. The authors assume that the impression was created by pressing the cylindrical seal of Shamash on the clay. It is difficult to imagine a technique other than pressing on the formed clay lying on a hard, even surface. In such a situation the pressure could not result in unevenness of the opposite side (reverse). The clay, where pressed becomes more compact and it may move slightly outwards. Unevenness on the reverse might arise only if the imprint were made “in the air”, i.e., holding a clay tablet in one hand and rolling the seal with the other - a rather strange technique. Adding clay on the reverse makes sense only if we assume that the first attempt at making the relief was unsuccessful, possibly because the clay was too soft (and it does not matter whether the cylindrical seal of Shamash was imprinted - as the authors assume - or if clay was pressed onto the relief of the Sun-God Tablet). What appears to be the reverse today, in my opinion, was originally the obverse. The addition of clay and pressing it with the thumb after the impression was already made could lead to its damage. For this reason, it seems to me that the clay was added before or during the second attempt of making the squeeze, to thicken the clay in places where it was thin after the first unsuccessful attempt at making the relief imprint. The flat surface of the reverse of BM 91002 suggests that, while making an imprint of the relief, a board or a stone slab was probably used to take the pressure from above to obtain a surface for writing the text from the original asumitta.

Notes

1. Finkel and Fletcher 2016.
2. In, or shortly before the 31st year of Nabû-apla-iddina, as such date appears in the Sun-God Tablet.
4. The Stone-Tablet was written in his 31st year (859 BC), while Nabû-apla-iddin ruled for 33 years (877-855 BC), i.e. his new decision must be dated to the penultimate (856 BC) or ultimate (855 BC) year of his rule.
5. In Woods’ opinion (Woods 2004, 38) the copy on BM 91002 “serve(s) as an NB amendment to SGT’s lubuštu offerings.”
9. Finkel and Fletcher 2016, 238, Fig. 19; differences are seen only when you use the digital, not paper version.
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37) Arameo-Akkadica III¹ — Four lexemes, viz. three substantives and one adjective (Nos. 1-3 and 4 respectively), are discussed below. All of them are recorded only in NB/LB, except for No. 3 which also occurs in NA. All of them are recorded in Aramaic, except for the first one whose precursor has homonyms in Aramaic. Its recognizable survival in Palestinian Arabic was in all probability not borrowed directly from the Akkadian recorded forerunner, but from a hypothetical, yet highly plausible, Aramaic form.

1. ḏanûra denotes a ceramic or tin lamp of a cylindrical shape in Palestinian Arabic, where it is recorded both among villagers (west of Jerusalem) and bedouins (in the Negev). Halayqa (2014: 147-148:456 with lit.) is of the opinion that it originates from Heb. mnwr̄ “lamp”. In my opinion, a more plausible origin is Aram. *byt nwr’ which is the equivalent of Akkad. bīt nārī “lamp” (CAD N/2: 351). This Akkadian term is recorded only in NB/LB, i.e. it does not predate the 1st millennium BC. This compound is synonymous with earlier nāru (from OB onwards, CAD N/2: 350, s.v. nāru A, 2,3) which is metonymic seeing that it basically denotes “light” (the lexeme has undergone simplification and narrowing of its denotation). The 1st component, viz. byt (byayt’), has shifted to by- (byēḻ) > /byēḻ- in Eastern Aramaic and b(ē)- in Western Aramaic. The determinate form (i.e. with -mwr) has been generalized in Eastern Aramaic. The modern Palestinian lexeme is extant in a region with a Western Aramaic substrate; its ba- and final a conform to a continuant of Western Aramaic (notably CPA) determinate form of a compound *byt mwr’ > *bymwr’ with shortening of the unstressed /byēḻ- as the stress was on the last syllable (with -ā) and subsequently on the penultimate (with -ā-); the resulting short /baēḻ- has become /ba-āḻ- as expected in Arabic. In the same manner, -ā has been shortened to -a in Arabic. It may be envisaged that the denotation of byt mwr > by- mwr’ as “lamp” in Eastern Aramaic was suppressed by the introduction of a Persian loanword, namely JBA and Mand. šrg (Sokoloff 2020: 1159a). On the other hand, there is good reason for thinking that it was retained in certain regions of speakers of Western Aramaic (not in Anti-Lebanon where šröga denotes “lamp”, Arnold 2019: 756a, s.v.) seeing that JPA ššyt’ does not denote “lamp, lantern” (contra von Soden 1977: 195), but perhaps “wick” (Sokoloff 2017: 656b, s.v. ššy, det. ššyt’ < ššyt’, MHeb. ššyr). Its precursor, which is rendered by NB/LB ššīṭu, denotes “a metal part or an accessory for a lamp, lantern” as is clear from the sequence bīt nārī kalla siparri (u) šā-šī-i-tu, siparri šā bīt nārī “a lamp, a bronze stand, and a bronze part of or an accessory for a lamp, lantern” (CAD S/1: 172b).

Aramaic compounds resembling the forerunner of banûra, which acquired different denotations, viz. JBA by mwr’ “place heated by a fire” and “(Zoroastrian) fire temple” (Sokoloff 2020: 154a), OSyr. byt mwr’ “furnace” and JBA byt nhwr’ “place to admit light” (translating BHeb. ṣhr, Sokoloff 2017: 77a), are of no relevance here.

2. par(ā)qu - pa-raq (of pa-raq-šū “his > ‘her’ p.”) is recorded in the deed BM 96175 after rittu “hand” and lētu “cheek”, all referring to a female slave’s body parts on which the name of Mār-bīti-iqbi, the father of her seller Nabû-ēṭir-napšāti, is written (i.e. tattooed). The seller inherited the female slave from
his father. The deed may refer to a component of a belated dowry gift (see Waerzeggers 2010: 374:1.2.2 in fine).

BM 96175 - beige to brown, horizontally oriented, 65x50x24mm.; Borsippa, 9 V.6 Dar. I = 516 BC; Ilyia A archive (dossier of Ša-nāššu)

1. "md+AG-SUR-ZI"-mi  A-šiš ša ‘mdA-É.-iq-bi
2. DUMU "ma-qar-tu, ina hu-uš ŠA6-šā
3. ši-ilim ‘ba-si qal-lit-su
4. ša rit-tu ša le-e-ti ā
5. pa-raq-ši a-na MU ša ‘mdA-É.-iq-bi AD-šā
6. ša-tur? (text ')-tu, a-na 1 MAŠ MA.NA 5 GĪN KŪ.BABBAR
7. BABBAR-a ša ina 1 GĪN pīt-qa nu-uh-hu-tu
8. a-na "md+AG-mu-še <cti>-iq-UD.DA DUMU-šā
9. ša ‘mdAMAR.UTU-MU-MU A "ša-ma-ši ša iš-di-in
10. KŪ.BABBAR-a 1 MAŠ MA.NA 5 GĪN BABBAR-a ša ina 1 GĪN pīt-qa
11. nu-uh-hu-tu, ŠĀM a-mi-lut-ti šā

lo.e. 12. ina ŠU11 "md+AG-mu-še <cti>-iq-UD.DA
13. (almost centred) e-iš-ir
15. ša ina UGU10 a-mi-lut-ti il-la-a
16. "md+AG-SUR-ZI"-mi na-ašši

(space)
17. "mu-kin-mu "md+EN-ke-šir A-šā ša ’EN-ša-nu
18. A ‘mš-ga-ša-a "KI-UTU-TIN DUMU-šā ša
19. "NUMUN-TIN.TIRi A ‘SIMUG "md+AG-ŠEŠ"-mi TIN
20. DUMU-šā ša’i miš-lu A "ma-qar-tu
21. "mdUTU-MU DUMU-šā ša md+AG-NUMUN-ŠIŠA
22. (indented). A ’EN-ša-šum-gal
23. "md+EN-TIN"-ni DUB.SAR A-ša ša mdAMAR.UTU-GI
24. A ’SIGI7-šIŠKUR bār-sišed
25. u.e. 25. AMIZI U1.9.KAM MU.6.KAM
26. "da-ar- ’imuš LUGAL TIN.TIRi
27. (centred, in tiny script) LUGAL KUR.KUR

r.e. 28 (indented), "md+AG-SUR-ZI" (for šu-pur ~); no fingernail marks, being a cpy.

Translation
Nabû-ēṭir-napšāti s. of Mār-biti-iqbi desc. of Maqartu voluntarily sold Silim-Bau, his female slave whose hand, cheek and joint (presumably of the neck) are written with the name of Mār-biti-iqbi, his father, to Nabû-muštiq-iddē s. of Marduk-šuma-iddina desc. of Ša-nāššu for one mina and 35 shekels of white clipped silver, which contains one-eighth alloy. The aforementioned silver, one mina and 35 shekels (≈ 95 shekels), white (and) clipped, which contains one-eighth alloy, the price of the female slave, was paid in full by Nabû-muštiq-iddē. Nabû-ēṭir-napšāti assumes guarantee against (suits brought by) a person acting unlawfully and a person bringing claims which arise over the (sold) slave.

Witnesses: Bēl-kēšir s. of Bēlšumu desc. of Šīgū; Itti-Šamaï-balṭātu s. of Zer-Bābīli desc. of Nappāhu; Nabû-ahhē-bullīti s. of Gimillu desc. of Maqartu; Šamaï-iddina s. of Nabû-zēru-lišīr desc. of Bēl-šumgal; scribe: Bēl-uballīt s. of Marduk-ūsallim desc. of Muddamqiq-Adad. Borsippa, month V, day 9, year 6 of Darius, King of Babylon, King of the lands; <fingernail mark of > Nabû-ēṭir-napšāti.

Remarks
5. See the detailed discussion just below.

6. The price (≈ 95 shekels) is exceptionally high, but there is one case from the same reign where the price is even much higher (193 shekels according to BM 26576 from 503 BC, see Jursa 2010: 234).

11, 15. For antīlātu referring to a female slave see CAD A/2: 61b, s.v. antūlātu, 2c.

19f. The third (penultimate) witness belongs to the seller’s clan.

An attempt to locate the anatomical member pa-raq in the human body
The master’s name was tattooed on three body parts. The location of the first and the second part, viz. “hand” and “cheek”, is beyond doubt. On the other hand, the designation of the third body part, viz.
pa-raq, is a hapax in the abundant Akkadian record. It is an Aramaic loanword in LB (see below). Before clarifying its meaning one has to bear in mind that the common denominator of “hand” and “cheek” is that both refer to body parts which are normally exposed (at least partly), given the fact that oriental sartorial practices leave a minimum exposure of the female body. This is understandable in view of the function of tattooing slaves and livestock: the tattooed signs must be visible since they signify that their bearers are not free but belong to an owner. With this in mind, a quest for the meaning of the assumed source of pa-raq in Aramaic is presently undertaken.

The spelling <pa-raq> renders a qat(V):l (or qatt(V):l) formation of P-R-Q (basically “to dismantle”). Admittedly, CVC-signs like RAQ are indifferent to vowel quality and quantity. Therefore <V> may render either /ai/ or /ei/ (short or long) or /i:/ (no vowel). In addition, it can be argued that the a of <raq> is secondary, being the result of phonotactic constraint caused by the addition of the possessive pronoun -šu to an original base *paraq-. To put it simply: paraq-šu is in order to avoid a cluster of three consonants, viz. *paraq(-)šu, which is not allowed in Semitic. Regarding the vowel of <-RAQ>, a(:) is supported by the comparative Aramaic material from the morphological-semantic point of view, whereas /i(:)/ or /u(:)/ are not. BHeb. mprqt “(nape of the) neck” in 1Sam. 4, 18 is rendered as prqt’ in Old Syriac (Pshitta, cf. Brockelmann 1928 [1966]: 606a) and as prqvt’ in Targum Jonathan. CPA has prqy “the joints” (Sokoloff 2014: 341-342, s.v. prq). Targumic dialects prqh, prq’ render “neck; vertebra” (cf. CAL). BHeb. dbqym (2Ch. 18, 33), which may denote “joints” (cf. Briggs et al. 1907 [1974]: 180a, s.v. dbq), is rendered by Old Syriac (Pshitta) prq’ (prāqā)”joint, seam, juncture” (Brockelmann 1928 [1966]: 605b: “commisura”).

The re-edition by Sokoloff (2009: 1251-1252) renders prq as “seam”, but the CAL retains the rendering “joint”. JBA pyrq’, whose plural is extant in (by) pyrq’ (dq’n) and (by) pyrq’ (ry’s), is cautiously rendered by Sokoloff (2020: 877b, s.v. pyrq’) as “(the area) between ‘joints’ of the beard/head”. H.L. Fleischer (apud Levy 1924, 4: 683a ad 137b, s.v. prq) “limb” specified that by pyrq’ (ry’š) refers to the connecting places of the skull (cranial) between the wedge (sphenoid) bone and the temporal bone. Targ. prq’ renders BHeb. bhn “thumb”; it also denotes the big toe (especially the cartilage, gristle on the thumb and on the big toe). Targ. pyrq’/pyrq’/prq’ “(< prqvt’) means “joint, vertebra” (especially of the neck), Levy 1866-1867, 1: 55a, 2: 299-300, s.v.v.). SA pr(w)qh renders BHeb. hš “the backbone” in Lev. 3, 9 (Tal 2000: 709, s.v. prwq, 3). JBA prwq mprq’ is rendered as “its limbs can be temporarily dislocated”?

This survey would not be complete without referring to the evidence from Middle Hebrew of the Mishnah which was strongly influenced by Aramaic:

MHeb. has prq of the knee (’rkwbḥ) and of the jawbone, (lower) cheek (ḥły) (Hulin X, 4). MHeb. byn prqyw translates as byn prqy sw’r “between the joints of the neck” (Ab. Zara 43a).

It is also worthwhile to note other sources which indicate on which body parts slaves were marked. The owner’s name is written on (CAD Š/2: 231b, s.v. šatāru 1d):

The male slave’s left upper cheek (sukku, Borsippa, Bēliyāu archive, 21.V. 25 Dar. I = 497 BC, [Jursa,] Paszkowiak [and Waerzeggers] 2003-2004: 255-257:BM 25098, 1), probably because this part of the face is not covered by a beard (unlike the lower cheek, Akkad. ṭētu). The name of the former owner of a female slave (i.e. the person who owned her before the seller) was written in Akkadian on her hand (rittu, and an Aramaic inscription on the right side of her neck (GŪ-šā šā 15-Sū, Sippar, 18.II.10 Dar. I = 512 BC). The Aramaic inscription had five letters, but the parties apparently could not read them.

The owner’s name is written on On the female slave’s hand (rittu, Opis, Egibi archive, 25.XII.2 Camb. = 527 BC): A descendant of Egibi sold his female slave on whose hand her name was written both in Aramaic and in Akkadian (Camb. 143, 8, cf. Briant 1996: 919, iv, 1st par. in fine). It is not without interest that a member of the Babylonian urban elite used the Aramaic script (unless he himself bought her).

To sum up: it is plausible that pa-raq refers to the neck which - apart from the hand and the cheek- is one of the few exposed body parts of the oriental females, and therefore were tattooed with ownership signs.

3. karmallatu - *karm-māl-la-tu₄ for karballatu (see von Soden 1983: 293 ad CT 56, 558, 4) is apparently with b > b₂, cf. the gentilics Ar-mad-du-A+A, Ar-ma-da-ū-a which are based on Arwad (Zadok,
Rép. géogr. 8: 29, s.v. Armada). The sequence <r-m> in NB/LB renders /rw/ and apparently /rb/. In the cuneiform script it was impossible to distinguish between /w/ and /b/.

4. kašṣ̌ēru (kaš-šēr, archive of the Eanna temple of Uruk, 12.IX.20 Npl. = 606 BC), which qualifies silver, renders Aram. kṣyr (SA, JBA, OSy. kṣyr’, Mand. k’syr’) “proper, fit, worthy” according to von Soden (1983: 293 ad 237:GCCI 2, 39, 2, 14). Typologically, the use of this adjective with regard to silver can be compared to Latin probus/probus in probum et numeratum argentum “good honest money, cash down” and nummi probi “good honest currency” (Plautus, Persa, 3, 3, 33; 4, 3, 5).

Notes


2. Other terms for “tāmp” in Akkadian are not recorded in NB/LB, but in other dialects, viz. (btti) businну (OB) and mušānnītu (NA). The former survived in several Aramaic dialects (see Kaufman 1974: 45 with n. 68).

3. “Cheek” refers to a body part which among females (but not among bearded males) is exposed in its entirety, but rittu refers to “hand” (including the wrist) whose upper part is generally covered. One would expect a more specific term, viz. “wrist”, in this context, but the common Akkadian term for “wrist” is šisti rittu (OB and SB); šisti (with several variants due to the presence of two sibilants) is rendered by CAD (Š3/3: 124a, s.v. šisti B) as “joint(?)”. It is recorded only as a cut of meat in NA and NB (šišiti-ta). Akkad. kinšimmu “wrist” is recorded only in SB lexical lists, notably in malku = šarru, which predates the 1st millennium BC. It is listed in the malku column where generally rare words are registered as the equivalent of šisti qattīt (Š3/3: 373; see Hrūša 2010: 242-243 ad iv, 56 in fine and iv, 73).


6. Cf. van Stallduine-Sultan 1996: 86, s.v. and Donner et al. 2005: 719a, s.v. Prqwt’ itself refers to both the neck and the spine, but Mand. pquta (mod. Mand. poqutta) denotes only “neck, throat” (Häberl 2009: 345, s.v.).

7. Sokoloff 2020: 911, s.v. prq, Itpa 2; see Wajsberg 2007: 401–402 with n. 20

8. Jursa and Weszeli 2000: 82-84. His paternal name, Nabû-nīrri, may indicate that he belonged to the palatial sector. The seller’s name, š-Nabû-du-bub, is Assyrian (like the buyer’s name Isšār-tartibī).
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38) NB/LB Onomastic and lexical notes — This contribution will discuss three personal names and one lexeme which appear in NB/LB texts. Nos. 1, 2 are Akkadian whereas 3 is Iranian. The first anthroponym is rare and the background of its bearer is discussed. In addition, a tentative interpretation of the appellative appātī is presented. The second name leads to a reconsideration of a former proposal of mine, while the third refers to a person who is homonymous with a later Achaemenid satrap.

1. Qibî-dumq-ilat ([DU]11.GA-SIG3.GA-i-lat) daughter of Nabû-kîn-zêrī ([+AG-R intrusive]NABû-n-zêrī, [4.d+AG-GIN-NUMUN]Nabû-rû-bi-ka-nû) of the Nûr-Papsukkal clan (ZÂLAG-ŠAP-ŠUKKAL). Her name denotes “Qibî-dumqī is goddess”. For the deity Qibî-dumqī cf. Krebernik 2006–2008. Qibî-dumqī-ilat was the co-owner (and abutter) of a house (its damaged description lists construction materials, viz. bricks, reeds and beams). The lodger = undertaker will dwell in the house from 1.I.31 Dar. I onwards (i.e. seven months and one week after the drafting of the contract). The lease-and-labour contract is for 20 years. He has to pay an annual rent of two shekels to both owners. The lodger = undertaker’s obligations include (the pertinent passage is heavily damaged):

applying mud at the front and back (walls) of the building ([IR]-i, [IR]-dî-pa-nî u ku-tal-la [IR]-šâk-kân),
building of appātī (apparently pl.) in it (ap-pa-a!-ru, ina lib-bi ip-pu-aš).

Another text, Stolper 2000: 668-670, 678:UCLM 9-2919, 11 from [Babylon], 11.IV.19 Art. I/II/III = 446, 386 or 340 BC, has ap-pa-ta ina lib-bi ip-pu-aš followed like here by setting doors into the doorways ([+IG-wu ina ba-ba-a-ti [IR]-zaq-qap], cf. Dar. 499, 11). The violator of the contract will pay one mina of white silver. Regarding appātī, the doubling of the -p- in both sources which do not belong to the same archive and sub-period, rules out a plural of appu “window”. The 2nd option, viz. plural of appu, i.e. “tips, crowns” which is cautiously considered by Stolper (2000: 671 ad loc.) is morphologically likely, but is unparalleled as he aptly points out. The same applies to appatu “tip (of metal)” which is not inserted in construction of
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buildings. A homonymous term which designates an element of a building (portico) is contained in NA bit appāti, whose 2nd component is not recorded by itself in Akkadian, but being explicitly the equivalent of “Amorite” (= Western, i.e. Syrian and southeastern Anatolian) bit hilāni, is probably a genuine Assyrian term. A portico is constructed in front of a gateway according to Sargonid royal inscriptions (see CAD A/2: 183b, s.v. appātu). Official NA terms were borrowed in NB under the Sargonid rule of Babylonia (cf. Jursa 2010: 80-81, 90-91, 97-99). It may be considered that appāti here refers to a porch, in which case it would be synonymous with tašlīlu, the genuine Babylonian term for “porch” (CAD T: 284b). The fact that appātu is paired with rugbu “loft, attic, upper room” in LB rentals of private houses perhaps strengthens the case for rendering it as “porch” rather than “windows”: rugbu ʰ⁄₄ ap-pa-ta…and is recorded in Stolper 2000: 668-670, 678:UCLM 9-2919, 9f. (cf. just above), who quotes (671 ad loc.) the parallel rugbu u ap-pa-tu₄ ina ššū ippušša in 12 Dar. II = 412/1 BC (place of issue lost, presumably from central Babylonia, Walker 1978 [1980]: 237, 10, for the dating see Stolper 2000: 670). The term tašlīlu is recorded in OB Mari and after a long gap in two NB deeds from Nippur belonging to the same house owner, viz. Bau-sarrat daughter of Sin-zēru-lšīr (TuM 2/3, 26, 27 from 19.VI.37 Nbk. II = 568 BC and 1.VI.[x] Nbk. II respectively). In all cases the both terms refer to parts of private houses, in which case the motivation for borrowing a NA term is not clear; perhaps appāti differed from tašlīlu in structure and function: the verbs defining their construction are different (appāti with epēšu and tašlīlu with šululu).

2. Iddina-ilu (MU-a-DINGIR) descendant of Stūqāyu (š-SIL-A+A) is recorded as the only witness in an unassignable deed from Borsippa, -[RN] (Zadok and Zadok 2005: 659, 669:MLC 517, rev. 4f.). This spelling and [I]ldl-din₄=-AG may exemplify a fluctuation between Iddin-DN and Iddina-DN. My conclusion that only the 1st form existed (Zadok 2005, 5) had been reached before the spelling MU-a-DINGIR came to my attention.

3. Ma-az-da-a son of A-ši-x₄-x₄ acted as the 3rd witness (out of five, all with two-tier Akkadian filiations), [Babylon], Mardonius archive, 25.[x],5 Xer. = 481/0 BC (Hackl 2013: 54-94 = BM 64674, 14).


Note
1. Abbreviations (mostly of editions of cuneiform texts) are as in A.L. Oppenheim et al. (eds.), The Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago (= CAD, Chicago and Glückstadt 1956-2010), unless otherwise indicated. The months (in Roman figures) are the Babylonian ones. Abbreviated rulers’ names: Art. = Artaxerxes; Dar. = Darius; Nbk. = Nebuchadnezzar; Xer. = Xerxes.
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39) “Chaldean” as kalû? — It is generally assumed that the Greek term *khaldaios* (χαλδαῖος), “Chaldean,” translates the Akkadian term *kaldû* or *māt kaldu*, a socio-ethnic designation for a group residing in southern Babylonia that was traditionally connected with the kings of the Neo-Babylonian empire. In Classical sources, the Chaldeans are often depicted as being renowned for their skills in astrology and astronomy; indeed, the term “Chaldean” was sometimes used as a by-word for “astrologer.” One might then reasonably assume that, during the Late Babylonian period, “Chaldean” became a catch-all term for Babylonian culture, and that Babylonian culture was in turn reduced to the practice of astrology— which was indeed a prevalent interest among the surviving centers of cuneiform scholarship during this period. Dietz-Otto Edzard (1980, 296), for example, claims that in Classical sources, the term “Chaldean” simply serves as a synonym for “Babylonian,” with the Chaldeans “par excellence” being those who were interested in astrology and related matters.

However, there are problems with this interpretation, and chief among them is the fact that several Classical sources explicitly refer to the Chaldeans as a sub-group among the Babylonians, and specifically as a group of scholarly professionals. The third-century CE historian Diogenes Laertiou notes that, just as the Greeks have their philosophers, so do the Persians have their magi, the Celts their druids, and the Babylonians and Assyrians their Chaldeans (Hicks 1959, 3). This statement seems to contradict the notion that the Chaldeans just were the Babylonians; so while that simplistic view might be found in some Classical authors, it was not universal. For Diogenes, one group was clearly distinct from and nested within the other, but it should be noted that Diogenes has his own agenda: he consistently seeks to portray non-Greek groups as equivalent to Greek philosophers, highlighting the aspects of those groups that resemble philosophers while suppressing those that do not. It would thus be in Diogenes’s interest to portray what was an originally ethnic affiliation as a scholarly profession. But with that caveat in mind, his description does leave open the intriguing possibility that the Chaldeans were a group of Babylonian scholar-priests, not just the Greek term for the Babylonians.

Likewise, the recent essay by Alexander Jones and John Steele (2018) on Diodorus’s first-century BCE description of the Chaldeans makes clear that Diodorus too viewed them as “a specific scholarly community in Babylon” (334). He compares the Chaldeans to Egyptian priests and notes that, “having been assigned to the cultivation of the gods, they practice philosophy for all the time of their life, having a very great repute in astral science” (336)— hardly a description of the entire Babylonian population. Diodorus further writes that the Chaldeans perform various forms of divination as well as apotropaic and purifying rituals; remarking that, by contrast to Greek students, the Chaldeans were taught by their fathers (337). The latter point was part of Diodorus’s larger polemic against Greek philosophy, as he praised the supposed stability of a family-based knowledge transfer in contrast to the supposed opportunism of the Greek educational system, which focused on rhetorical argument.

There is only one real candidate for a scholarly community that, in the Late Babylonian period, specialized in astrology and divination, performed purifications and apotropaic rituals, passed on the profession along family lines, could be compared to Egyptian priests, and bore a name that sounds like *khaldaios* — and that is the *kalû*’s.2) Granted, both Diogenes and Diodorus describe the Chaldeans with their respective agendas in mind, so they are not uninterested witnesses. But their accounts at least show that there was an ambiguity inherent in Classical uses of the term “Chaldean,” as it could refer to a priestly-scholarly group of specialized astrologers within the Babylonian population at large. Johannes Haubold is currently preparing a new and much-needed study of the Chaldeans and their place in the Classical afterlife.
of cuneiform culture—a study that can be expected to clear up many of the doubts that currently cloud this troubled term. For the time being, I would propose that, during the Late Babylonian period, a translingual confusion arose by which the Akkadian words kalû and kaldû merged into a single Greek term, khaldaîos, thereby enmeshing the notion of an ethnic group associated with the Neo-Babylonian empire with that of a priest-like community of expert stargazers. The dynamics of this confusion remain unclear to me. It might be a simple misunderstanding on the part of Greek writers, it might be a conscious attempt by the kalû’s to present themselves as the rightful heirs to cuneiform culture, or it might be some mixture of these and other factors. Whatever the case, it should be clear that, far from a simple synonym for “Babylonian,” the word “Chaldean” carried a complex history and contradictory set of connotations, referring sometimes to the Mesopotamia tradition and population as a whole, and sometimes to a delimited group of scholars. But to me, it seems highly likely that some Classical authors meant by “Chaldean” what we mean by kalû.

Notes
1. For an overview of the Chaldeans and their possible connection to the ruling dynasty of the Neo-Babylonian empire, see Beaulieu (2013, 32–45). On the position of the Chaldeans and Chaldean thought in the Classical tradition, see the overview in Haubold (2020). I would like to thank Johannes Haubold for his constructive feedback on this note.
2. For an overview of the various priestly and scholarly professions’ involvement in astrology-astronomy during the first millennium BCE, see Robson (2019).
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mitgeteilt, dass die Phase, die er findet, diejenige der Anerkennung/Belohnung ist. Die Leistung, die anerkannt wird, ist die von Phase 4, die Überwindung der Störung. Wird die Leistung von einem „normalen“ Menschen erbracht, ist die anerkennende Instanz der König oder ein Vorgesetzter und die Belohnung besteht in sozialem Aufstieg und/oder materieller Vergütung. Erbringt der König selbst die Leistung, ist die anerkennende Instanz eine Gottheit, die des Königs Herrschaftsspanne verlängert bzw. erneuert. Das gesamte Konzept sieht also folgendermaßen aus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Beschreibung</th>
<th>Autor/in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Wanderungsmythos; Bewegung von A nach B</td>
<td>Barstad 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beginn der neuen Situation; Schöpfung; Initialisierung</td>
<td>Liverani 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ordnungsgemäß, störungsfreier Ablauf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Störung; Krise; Verfall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Beseitigung des Problems und „Neustart“</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Anerkennung/Belohnung durch eine mächtigere Instanz</td>
<td>Grabbe 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Die Nummerierung der Phasen wurde so gewählt, um Liveranis ursprüngliche vier Phasen weiterhin als 1-4 zählen zu können. Das Schema wurde aus verschiedenen Quellen gewonnen, so dass sich die Frage erhebt, wie repräsentativ die gegebene Aufstellung eigentlich ist. Es ist ein Charakteristikum der qualitativ bewerteten Zeit, dass ihre Beispiele ganz unterschiedlich komplex ausgestaltet sind, d.h. dass Phasen weggelassen werden können. So ist Phase 0 nur ganz selten belegt (Barstad 2008, 17 und implizit bei Šamši-Adad I., s. unten) während die entscheidenden Phasen 3 und 4 immer vorhanden sind und konstitutionellen Charakter besitzen. Neu und wichtig ist, dass wir nun erkennen können, dass die in Inschriften so häufig formulierte Information, die Gottheit habe die Herrschaftszeit des Königs wegen einer bestimmten Tat verlängert, Teil und Abschluss der „qualitativ bewerteten Zeit“ ist.


Die Distanzangabe Šamši-Adads I. hatte ich schon früher besprochen (Janssen 2019, 170) und festgestellt dass die Phasen 1-4 in seiner Distanzangabe auftauchen. Doch offenbar sind auch die Phasen 0 und 5 dort repräsentiert. Sehen wir es uns erneut an:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Beschreibung</th>
<th>Autor/in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Bewegung von A nach B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beginn der neuen Situation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ordnungsgemäß, Störung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Krise/Verfall/Störung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Beseitigung des Problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Anerkennung/Belohnung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 5 wird im Text genannt (Grayson, RIMA 1: A.0.39.2; iii 6-9). Phase 0 steht nicht explizit dort, kann aber über den Namen Maništušu erschlossen werden, da Ninive nicht ursprünglich zum akkadischen Herrschaftsbereich gehört hat.


Kehren wir nun zu unserem 6-Phasen-Konzept zurück. Die Phasen selbst scheinen sehr grundlegend und damit universell anwendbar zu sein. Ein Beispiel:

Phase 0 Bewegung von A nach B Wir gehen in ein Geschäft und kaufen ein Gerät
Phase 1 Beginn der neuen Situation Wir benutzen es zum ersten Mal
Phase 2 Ordnungsgemäßer Ablauf Das Gerät arbeitet einwandfrei
Phase 3 Krise/Verfall/Störung Das Gerät arbeitet nicht mehr einwandfrei oder geht kaputt
Phase 4 Beseitigung des Problems Das Gerät wird von uns oder einer spezialisierten Person repariert
Phase 5 Anerkennung Lob, Dankbarkeit, ggf. Bezahlung, Trinkgeld


Literatur

41) Cuneiform Tablets from Various Auctions – Part III: The Second and First Millennium B.C. — This article is the last one of a series of compilations of inscribed cuneiform tablets, which were collected by the author from various catalogues of auctions. The first part was published in NABU 2017 n° 3 (Theis 2017) and compiles tablets from the third Millennium B.C. up to the beginning of the Third Dynasty of Ur; the second part in NABU 2021 n° 1 (Theis 2021) compiles tablets from the time of the Third Dynasty of Ur and also tablets from the third Millennium B.C. of uncertain date. As it was the aim of the first two parts, the aim of this part containing a list of cuneiform tablets from the second and first Millennium B.C. is to make these tablets available for scholars and preserve their content for research. It is unknown how many of the mentioned tablets were acquired by a museum or another scientific institution, but we can assume that some or most – if not all – of them were acquired by private collectors, and are therefore lost for research.

The tablets were entered according to their dating and the entries offer the given information from the catalogues. Unfortunately, some of the catalogues did not present a photo or anything similar, so that the presented information could not be checked. The internet addresses listed were last accessed on 20th December 2021.

Isin-Larsa period


– Clay cuneiform cone of Lipit-Ištar with a commemoration: “I am Lipit-Ištar, the solicitous shepherd of Nippur, the faithful farmer of Ur, who cares unceasingly for Eridu, the exemplary Lord of Uruk, King of Isin, King of Sumer and Akkad, cherished by the goddess Inanna. When I had established justice in Sumer and Akkad, I built the house of justice in the Namgarum area, the eminent place of the gods.” Height: 10.6 cm; two columns of text. Auction: Wednesday, 15th June, 1988 → Sotheby’s 1988, no. 43.


– Six clay foundation cones, all with identical inscriptions recording a dedication of a storehouse built in the city of Isin. Size: 11.3 cm; some small pieces are chipped off; 37 lines of text each. Auction: New York, 4th June, 2015 → Christie’s 2014, no. 107 (Parallel: Frayne 1990, nos. 49–51).

– Four clay tablets: one recording a receipt of barley; one with an administrative account of sesame; one an envelope tablet recording an account of the receipt of sesame oil; and one an account of barley rations for the house of the lady. Date: from the reign of king Rim-Sîn I of Larsa. Size: largest tablet 10 cm. Auction: New York, 4th June, 2015 → Christie’s 2014, no. 108.

Two clay cuneiform tablets including one recording an account of barley and one recording rations of grain and persons receiving them. Date: from the reign of king Rim-Sîn I of Larsa. Size: largest tablet 12.7 cm; some small pieces are chipped off. Auction: New York, 4th June, 2015 → Christie’s 2014, no. 111.


Limestone cuneiform tablet from the reign of king Rim-Sîn I of Larsa, with the same inscription as the aforementioned object. Size: 11.7 cm. Auction: New York, 4th June, 2015 → Christie’s 2014, no. 115.

Five terracotta foundation cones recording a dedication of a storehouse built in the city of Isin, with the same inscription as the aforementioned pieces. Size: 12.5 cm; some small pieces are chipped off; 37 lines of text each. Auction: New York, 4th June, 2015 → Christie’s 2014, no. 110.


Clay tablet of the 20th century B. C., probably from the city of Umma, with details about work to be done on a boat. Date: unknown. Auction: Monday, 11th April, 1960 → Sotheby’s 1960, p. 5, no. 10.

Clay tablet of the 20th century B. C., probably from the city of Umma, with details about work by twelve men in three groups. Date: unknown. Auction: Monday, 11th April, 1960 → Sotheby’s 1960, p. 5, no. 10.


Clay tablet of the 20th century B. C., probably from the city of Umma, with receipts for three kinds of woollen cloth and two linen cloths. Date: unknown. Auction: Monday, 11th April, 1960 → Sotheby’s 1960, p. 5, no. 10.

Clay tablet of the 20th century B. C., probably from the city of Umma, with details about an issue of grain. Date: unknown. Auction: Monday, 11th April, 1960 → Sotheby’s 1960, p. 5, no. 10.

Old-Assyrian period

Large clay tablet. Date: unknown. Size: 12.7 × 7.6 cm. Auction: Tuesday, 18th June, 1991 → Sotheby’s 1991, no. 311.

Old-Babylonian period


Steatite cuneiform tablet with a dedication inscription of Sin-kâšid, king of Uruk: “For Lugalbanda, his god, and for Ninsun, his mother, Sin-kâšid, king of Uruk, king of Amnanum, and the provider of the Eanna temple, when he had built the Eanna temple, he built for them the Ekankal, their dwelling house which makes the heart happy. For the period of his kingship, one shekel of silver could buy, at the market rate of his land: three kor of barley, twelve minas of wool, ten minas of copper, or three ban of vegetable oil. May his years be years of abundance”. Size: 9.3 cm. Auction: New York, 4th June, 2015 → Christie’s 2014, no. 112.

Four clay tablets with administrative texts, including lists of issues or deliveries of various types of oil and others. Size: not mentioned. Auction: Monday, 17th December, 1979 → Sotheby’s 1979, no. 201.


Middle-Assyrian period

Gypsum Alabaster foundation plaque from the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta I. The text records the restoration of the temple of Istar, which Išu-suma had built. Size: 37 × 27 cm; 59 lines of text. Auction: Wednesday, 10th December, 2008 → Sotheby’s 2008, no. 62 (Parallel: Grayson 1987, no. 13).

Middle-Elamite period

Terracotta commemorative brick of Untaš-Napirša with a dedication of a temple to the goddess Upurkubak: “I am Untaš-Napirša, son of Humban-numena, King of Anzan and Susa. When I beseech Upurkubak she will […], and when I make a claim she will bring it about. I built this temple. I had Upurkubak cast and placed it in the temple.
May that which was made and beautified by me be preserved forever by Upurkubak!” Size: 38.7 cm; four lines of text. Auction: Friday, 23th June, 1989 → Sotheby’s 1989, no. 299a.

Neo-Assyrian period

– A Gypsum inscription fragment from the palace of Assurnasirpal II at Nimrud. Size: 47.9 × 76.8 cm; the edges are chipped off; 22 lines of text. Auction: 7th June, 2007 → Sotheby’s 2007, no. 82 (Parallel: Grayson 1991, no. 111).
– Clay cylinder of octagonal form, the inscription is describing a part of the history of the reign of Sargon II and the building of his palace. Size: 23.5 cm. Auction: Monday, 9th July, 1973 → Sotheby’s 1973, p. 11, no. 27.

Neo-Babylonian period

– Large clay tablet from the reign of Nebukadrezar II with the inscription “Nebukadrezar, King of Babylon, supporter of Esagila and Ezida, first-born son of Nabupolassar, King of Babylon.” Size: 32.5 × 32.5 cm. Auction: Monday, 27th February, 1978 → Sotheby’s 1978a, no. 229.
– Large clay tablet from the reign of Nebukadrezar II with the inscription “Nebukadrezar, King of Babylon, supporter of Esagila and Ezida, first-born son of Nabupolassar, King of Babylon.” Size: 33 × 8.5 cm; 7 lines of text. Auction: Wednesday, 18th December, 2013 → Gorny u. Mosch 2013, no. 583 (Parallel: Identical with the aforementioned piece).
– Large clay brick from the reign of Nebukadrezar II with the inscription “Nebukadrezar, King of Babylon, supporter of Esagila and Ezida, eldest son of Nabupolassar, King of Babylon.” Size: 31.7 × 33 cm. Auction: Monday, 18th December, 1978 → Sotheby’s 1978b, no. 238.
– Terracotta cuneiform cylinder from the reign of Nebukadrezar II with the king’s description of numerous public works, including the building of the temple for Lugal-Marada at Marad. Size: 22.6 cm; two bigger pieces are broken out; three registers of text. Auction: Wednesday, 15th June, 1988 → Sotheby’s 1988, no. 41 (Parallel: Langdon 1905, no. 2).
– Terracotta cuneiform foundation brick from the reign of Nebukadrezar II with the recording of the restoration of the temples of Bit Šagget and Bit Žida. Size: 20.3 × 16.5 cm; seven lines of text. Auction: Wednesday, 15th June, 1988 → Sotheby’s 1988, no. 42.
– Clay cuneiform foundation brick from the reign of Nebukadrezar II with the recording of the restoration of the temples of Esagila and Ezida. Size: 33 × 33 cm; three lines of text. Auction: Friday, 23th June, 1989 → Sotheby’s 1989, no. 300.
– Clay cuneiform foundation brick from the reign of Nebukadrezar II with the recording of the restoration of the temples of Esagila and Ezida. Size: 8.9 × 17.2 cm. Auction: Monday, 22nd December, 1975 → Sotheby’s 1975, no. 156.
– Clay cuneiform foundation cylinder from the reign of Nebukadrezar II, recording the restoration of the Ebabbar temple of Šamaš in Sippar. Size: 11.4 cm. Auction: New York, 4th June, 2015 → Christie’s 2014, no. 120.

Without further information


Persian period

– Rectangular clay tablet documenting a mortgage of an orchard and a tract of land, pledged by Abda and Banunu, to Bel-nādin-šumu, senior member of the firm Marašu, sons of Nippur. Date: from the 29th day of the 4th month of the first year of Darius II. (5th August, 423 B. C.). Size: 5,1 × 7,9 × 2,2 cm. Auction: Friday, 12th December, 2014 → Sotheby’s 2014, no. 48 (Parallel: cf. Hilprecht 1898, Nos. 20sq.).

Seleucid Era

– Clay tablet with a contract for the sale of a house in the city of Ereḥ in southern Babylonia, with fourteen pointed oval seal impressions each with adjacent inscription. Dated to the 81st year of the Seleucid Era, 231 B. C. Size: 9 × 10,1 × 3,02 cm. Auction: Friday, 22nd May, 1981 → Sotheby’s 1981, no. 58.
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